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A B S T R A C T 
The fifteen soil series encountered· ·in the survey of the 
area covered by the 1:50,000 topographical sheet, Wellington 3318DB 
are described.; ·The morphological and chemical f.eatures as well as 
Cit>~ 
distribution and agricultural potential i-s discussed. The genesis 
A 
of the soils and t_heir place in the 7th Approximation is given. 
The shortcomings of the 7th Approximation encountered are discussed. 
Within the area,parent material was found to be the major 
soil forming factor. Differences in parent material_ resulted in 
oxiEols occuring in an area dominated by argids. Argids are the 
climatically zonal soils an argillaceous rocks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Soil syst·ema tic·s- is ·in·· i t·s · ·infancy·-·in South Africa. Whil~ 
a· .Ma-p· of the·-·zona1 'soi'ls- of ·South-Africa wa;s published --in· 1941, (van 
de:r· Merwe} until recently li·ttle··systematic·work has been done. 
Since 1957 v{l1en the survey of soils in the Tugela Basin began, new 
impetus has been given soil systematics in South Africa. 
'·Th·e ·orrly sy-ste·matic s·oil survey· to have been done in the 
Western·Cape· prior to this one; was by Blabber, (1945) who produced 
13- seI'~e§l map atl: 125,000 of an area of about 2,500 sq. miles in 
extent, to the north of the area studied iri this survey. 
To implement the Berg river development plan, the need for 
soil maps as an index of agricultural potential was felt. The Depart-
ment of Agricultural Technical Servic~s was asked in 1963 to do a soil 
survey of the catchment area - an area to the extent of some 2,000 sq. 
miles. 
The Soils Research Institute had, at the time, started on 
its programme of siting "key areas'' and studying the soils in these 
areas selected throughout the Republic. By surveying selected key 
areas maximum knowledge of the soils would be gained in a minimum 
time. The knowledge gained in these areas would be put to use to 
produce soil maps at 1 : 250,000 covering the whole Republic. With 
this project in mind, it was decided to choose key areas in the Berg 
river catchment basin and study the soils in them, with a view to 
l~ter mapping at 1 : 250,000 • 
. During a reconnaissance trip through the Western Province, 
t~king note of variations in soils, physiographyj geology and 
climate; three key areas were chosen, viz. at Wellington, at Piquet-
berg and at Darling. Together with an area in the Eerste river · 
catchment·basin, probably at Stellenbosch, sufficient knowledge of 
the soils would be gained to map the soils of the whole Western 
Province. 
Since 1945, when Blabber surveyed the area, the language 
of the pedologist has widened considerably and more properties of 
soils are used as differentiating characteristics. With his large~ 
vocf!.bulary the soil systematist today can more accurately define 
soils. Munsell soil color charts (1954) a~d the terminology of 
the United States Department of Agriculture (1951 as modified 1960 
and 1962) are internationally use~ as everyday tools of the pedOlo-
gist. !~"has been thus necessary to redefine the soil series 
described by Blabber in modern terms. 
Since it is the lowest category in the classification 
system of soils, which can, in practice, be mapped at l : 50,000; 
the series/ ••• 
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the- series00map··±sthe ·most useful · so·il map· to produce·· at this scale. 
From 'the· ·series' map·· si·ngle ·fa:c·t·or· ma:p:s ·· f·or engineers ,---£igri'cultura-
li0st·s a:nd·regional··pJ:anners ·may· be·produced• ·· To--avoid· unnecessary 
dupl-ication of··work ·therefore····syst·ematic·s·oil· ·survetys· ·.·are far 
more useful·· than single ·factor maps, eg~ br-ak ·maps, shrinkage 
rat·iq maps or ·land capability ·ma'ps; from the serief!! map all of 
these can be produced bµt a serie.s map could seldom be produced by 
combining _all single factor inaps normally produced. 
A soil systematist looks· upon soils as natural, vital 
bodies, not a:s a medium for plants, nor as the weathered crust of 
the earth. Toan agronomist or a geologist it may appear at times 
that like bodies are separated and uhlike bodies grouped into one 
soil series. The nature of the soil below the plough.,Jayer is of 
most significanc·e to the series classification of a soil. Differen-
ces in nature of the plough layer are used to differentiate a series 
into phases. Differences between series are genetic; differences 
in: soil behaviour, unrelated to genesis, differentiate between 
phases not series. Normally plant behaviour differs in different 
series, this alone, however is not differentiating between series. 
The origin of soil forming materials--is of interest to the pedolo-
gist in evaluating a soil. Origin of materials does not differen-
tiate between similar soils however. 
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CHAPTER I : SURVEY PROCEDURE 
The survey of- ·the ·Wellington key area began with a short 
reconnaissa:nce··survey to··b·ec·ome ·fami·liar·wrth -the area,- the -soils, 
and the-ir dj._s:t.ribution. Use in this study of the soils, was made 
of r9ad-cutting a,rid donga· ~xposures, as well as auger borings. 
Knowing what sdils could be expected and where to expect 
them, some two hundred test pits were sited, dug, described and 
sampled. These profiles were sited selectively throughout the 
area bearing in mind that all variations in "soil types" must be 
seen, and that for the purpose of classification into series, at 
the very leas~ five profiles in separate individuals must be 
studied. While siting profiles, notice was taken of geological~ 
vegetative andphysiographi~ as well as soil features. Accessabi~ 
lity also governed·pitsiting for reasons of expedience and economy. 
Pits were therefore sited along the many roads which dissect the 
area. Profiles· were describ·ed using the terminology of the United 
Sates Department of Agriculture1) (1951 as modified 1962). Each 
horizon of .:t.he solum was sampled for pH and resistance determina-
tions on thi saturated soil paste. 
Having completed the study of the ·soil profiles, a preli-
minary series classification was prepared sorting the profile 
descriptions into groups of soils as like in morphological and 
chemical (pH and resistance) characteristics as possible. Care was 
taken not to separate pedais belonging to similar individuals as 
recognised in the field. The grouping of apparently dissimilar 
pedons into Swartland series is an example. The Swartland indivi-
dual show.a a great variability especially in COlQUr in its substi-
tuent pedons. 
Mention was made above, of the need for replication in 
profile descriptions. Because the series classification aims at 
the grouping of similar _soil individuals, and because the individual 
it.self cannot be fully studied but must be studied by means of a 
single or a few pedons; the more pedo.ns of a soil series described 
the closer would the grouping of similar soil individuals into a 
series be to the truth~ A soil individual is a definate entity with 
real boundaries, the series is however a man-made grouping of similar 
individuals with man-made limits imposed. As the numbe:n of pedions 
described/ •••.. · 
1) Hereafter ·u. S. D. A. 
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desc·ri·bed· t'ends-to the .. number of pedons ·in· all similar soil indi= 
viduals, so the-series definition tends to the soil individual 
_characteristics. 
· Having compil-ed · the classifica t·ion, it was checked in the 
field; to ensure.:thati·t-':was a workab'le ·classification. The limits 
set were checked ·to- ·see ·if' they included those 'pedbns they were 
intendedto-'include to the exclusion of pedons of dissimilar indi-
viduals. It was c.hecked to verify that the series classified couid 
actually be identified as such in the field. Where necessary.7 new 
criteria were established or new limits set. 
Type profiles which conformed as closely as possible to 
the central concept of the series·were selected, t~oroughly and 
carefully described, and sampled for analysis to typify the chemi-
cal characteristics of the series. Of all newly defined series 
two type profiles were sampled and described. 
Using the series classification as a foundation, a map 
legend was prepared and mapping of the soils commenced. The soils 
were mapped onto aerial photographs at approximately 1 259000 
scale.. Two sets of photographs were made available by Trigono-
metrical Survey; one set c9vering only the western half Wj:tS flow:p 
in 1960, the other set covering the whole area, in 1955· The 
latter set was rather indistinct~ Stereoscopic interpolation -
especially the demarcation of bottomlands - was accpmplished using 
a pocket stereoscope. 
Identification of the soils was made using a pick9 a 
shovel a crowbar and an auger. Due to the prepond.erance of stone 
lines;· the dryness of the soils, especially in the wheatlands; and 
the hard-setting A horizon of Swartland, it was almost only in the 
bottomlands that identification by auger alone could be used. The 
Thompson, a Rhodesian designed auger, proved the most useful. A 
4 ft. Edelman auger was used in wet soils and a·7 ft. one in the 
moist deep sands. 
It was during the process of mapping the soils that most 
concerning them was learnt. This knowledge is put down in this 
thesis. The soil map is in itself proof of the classificatiqn. 
!f 
That the soils differentiated and classified in terms of physical 
and chemical characteristics can be identified and defined in terms 
of space in the land.scape, is proof of the'validity of the classi.;.. 
fication. 
,.,·' 
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THE SOIL MAP . 
Soi·ls ·were encounteTed wh:i:ch-·did· not fit into ·the 
le·gend··comfortably. Aswas'explaine·d earlte·r ·it· is·not practica-
ble to ·examine a wh·ole soil individual 7 rather this individual is 
sa'mpled ·by; means of ped0 ns whose· properties are taken to represent 
the-individual•·· Depend.ing·on·the site·of the pedons studied 
therefore, differe.nt interpretations as to the nature of the whole 
individual may result. Where soils did not fit into th~ legend, 
they were either grouped with the surrounding soils or mapped as 
that soil which they closest resembled. 
Soil individuals have definite boundaries, but where two 
soils bound on each other they normally grade into each other via 
soils with affinities with both. Depending on the surve;y'ior's con-
cept of each .soil .individual the boundaries between two soils will 
thus differ. 
From the scale of the soil map (1 : 50~000) it can be 
worked out that the smallest circular area which can be printed, 
without producing a map so·intTicate as to detract from its merit~ 
is approximately 20 IDorgen ·i-rr size;.· ·It is therefo·re to be expected 
that small areas ·of soils· may ·have· ·been "incorrectly" mapped. Where 
the area of the inclusi·ons of foreign soils within an individual 
exceeds about 20%, use has been made of soil associations. The 
soil map produced is not intended for direct use in f arrn planning 
nor for any land use recommendations at the f~rm level. For 
regional or divisional planning the scale is perfect. 
In essence the soil map can be said to be the concept of 
the position and nature of the soils as proposed by the surveyor. 
If the interpretations of the surveyor do not vary by more than 
20% from the true facts the soil map is considered an acceptable 
iriterpretati.on. The impossible has been attempted in this survey -
to produce a map which does not vary from the truth. 
The soil map will be useful in land use recommendations 
only if interpreted in conjunction with the text. The map shows 
what soils are dominantly present. From the definitions in the 
text the separate soils can be identified arid mapped at smaller 
scales. What must also be emphasised is that while soil boundaries 
may be pinpointed to within a few yards in the field, on the map 
a pencil line represents 30 yards. The map shows what to expect 
but the soil must nevertheless be identified before it can be 
stated that this soil is 'so and so' a series. 
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CHAPTER II : THE AREA SURVErED 
·Th·e··a:rea· c·ove-red··by this· ·survey··is fn ;e·xtent about 250 
sq. miie·e as ·covered by-the 1 : 50;,000 topographical· map "Welling-
ton 3318DB11 compiled ·and d drawn ·by the Trigonomet.rical Survey Office 
(1942reprrntedbythe Government·Printer 1951). Paarl and a part 
of Wellington lie in the eouth--eastern corner. Hermon is just 
north of the no:I'th-:eastern corner and Malmesbury of the north-
western corner. 
The area is well dissected by roads, of which about a 
quarter-have-tarred surfaces; the remainder having good gravel sur-
faces. The main electrified Cape Town-Johannesburg railway line 
traverses the eastern quarter of the area. 
Almost all of the arable land is under cultivation. 
Vines, ·and to a minor· extent, fruit, are grown around the two moun-
tains Paarlberg·andPaardeberg• Table grapes for markets overseas 
are grown north and east of Paarl mountain and west of Paarde moun-
tain. For the rest vines are mainly for wine grape production. 
The major part of the cultivated land is cropped to a wheat-lupin-
fallowland rotation. The lupins and the wheat stubble are grazed 
to sheep. 
GEOLOGY 
No detailed geological map covering the whole area is yet 
available. The accompanying geological map (Map 1) was compiled 
from a map in press covering about half the area 9 produced by the 
Department of Geological Survey (1964); a map of the area Koring-
berg-Malmesbury-Wellington produced by the University of Stellen-
bosch; and for the area east of Paardeberg - Klein Botriviersvlei -
Caledons Gift and north of the Caledons Gift - Klipheuwel road from 
field observations of the writer. 
The greater part of the area is covered by rocks of the 
Malmesbury formation. Next of importance in terms of extent are 
the granites intrusive in the Malmesbury beds, and lastly there 
occur small areas where the Klipheuwel beds are exposed. 
The rocks of the Malmesbury formation are mainly fine 
grained graywacks and phyllites. Narrow bands of shales and con-
glomerates occur mainly in the south. Minor dolerite intrusions 
are to be found in the east. Contact metamorphism has taken place 
to a minor extent around the granites producing hornfels east of 
Paarlberg. Regional metamorphism is exhibited by the gradual 
transition from graywac¥ in the east to phyllites and schists in 
the west / ..•. 
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MAP 1: Simplified Geological Map of the Survey Area 
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the west. Serici te-chlori te schists occur east of the Berg river. 
The grani te·s are chiefly bioti-te granites.- ··According to 
Scholtz (1946) Paarlberg is chiefly composed of porphyritic and 
coarse even-grained granites. Paardeberg is mail)ly a medium to 
fine grained granite in the south and coarse ·and, p·orphyri tip in 
the north. Du Toit (1939) states that Paardeberg is 
chiefly a coarse bio ti te granite with porphyritic orthoclase crystals 
with some finer grained varieties and coarse pegmatites. Paarl 
mountain is generally a medium grained biotite variety, he states. 
The Klipheuwel beds are chiefly sandstones and con-
glomerates with very minor shale bands. They are harder than 
rocks of Malmesbury formation (other than the schists) and con-
tain very much less salt. 
Isolated thin mantles of Tertiary terrestrial deposits 
as well as Quaternary gravels occur throughout the area. 
VEGETATION 
The map of Acocks (1953) divides the area ihto Coastal 
R,b.eno_ste:rbosveld to the east and coastal macchia to the west. 
The Rhenosterbosveld·occurs on the heavy soils derived 
from Malmesbury sediments. Of the natural vegetation, which 
Acocks judges to be dense and thorny with Olea Africana and 
Sidero:xylan inerme· dominanr no relicts were observed. In fact 
even of the invading Rhenosterbosveld little remains. In this 
unit Elytropappus rhinocerotus the rhenosterbos is dominant 
occuring together with other sclerophylJous shrubs such as~­
cepalus umbellatus, Asp~ragus stipulaceous_and Exomis a:x:yrioides. 
Although more tnan 120 indigenous grass species occur, 
. ./ ).' ' 
they are nowhere widespread,; Themeda triandra, Erharta spp., 
Aristida diffusa, E;ragr.ostis capensis, E. curvula, Briza spp., 
Danthonia spp., Brachia.,..ia Serrata:, Avena spp. and Spor.Ob<Olis 
capense being amongst the commonest occuring. 
On the sandy soils to the south and west various Fynbos 
types occur in Acocks' coastal macchia. Sedge like Restiaceae, 
Rhus spp. and Elytropappus glandui-0sus are among the dominant plants. 
The scattered Proteaceae including Protea spp., Leucospermum spp. 
and rarely Serruria spp. together with Erica spp., Bulbinella spp., 
Lachanalea spp .• , Ixia. spp and Gladiolus spp. to name but a few, 
colour the the sandy country prettily in the wet winter months. 
Unfortunately what areas are not under cultivation are being in-
vaded by the Australian acacias A. salig:na and A. cyclopis 
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On· the higher lying. Paarl and· Paarde mountains the vege-
tation is more or less similar to that on· the --sandy soi·ls but for 
·the a;b:sence-o-f··the ~c~cias :and· with·· the emphasis· on· Proteaceae 
ra"ther -than· :Fynb·os.- Qrasses which are sparse in the sandy macchia 
ve1d are-equally sparse in the· mountains. Whi],.e the annua,ls 
. ,. 
Briza spp. are commone~t on the sand, in the mountains Themeda 
triandra, being abse~t on the sand, is common. 
CLIMATE (All clima~ic 4ata from tables issued by the Weather Bureau 
Department of Transport) 
The clim~t~ is of a Mediterranean type with coot moist 
winters and hat dry ~ummers. Frost and snow are rare. Fro~t does 
occur but is never v~ry heavy. Rainfall is normally in the form 
of light drizzles although heavy downpours are by no means absent. 
At Wingfield (Lat. 33° 54' Long. 18° 32') during the years 1938 to 
1950 the maximum raipfall recorded over a 15 minute period was: 
16.0 mm. for a 1 hr. period 28.2 mm and for a 24 hr. period 61.7mm. 
During the same ·period only 10% of the total rainfall occurred with 
and inten~ity greate~ than l.J mm during a 15 minute period and 
only 2.6% with an intensity g:reater than 2.5 mm over a 15 minute 
period. 
Table 1 shows the normal annual distribution of rainfall 
in Wellington, Paarl and Malmesbury. 
TABLE 1: The annual distribution of rainfall normo for three 
weather stations in· mm. 
weilin~ton' Paarl Malmesburl 
., 
January 1906 21.6 9.'4 
February 21.8 19.1 12.9 
March 26.2 21.6 14.7 
April 59.7 65.5 31.7 
May 106.2 122.9 59.4 
June :i,26.0 155.5 81.5 
July 105.2 137.2 71.9 
August 
_94.5 126. 7 - 57.4 
September 72.6 87.4 46.0 
October 45.5 53.3 23.6 
November 37.1 38.9 17 .8 
December 20.1 19.6 10.2 
TOTAL 735-3 869.) 436.5 
There is a considerable variation in rainfall within the 
area depending amongst other factors on aspect, on height and 
distance/ •••••• 
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di·e"tance ·from high· lying· al'eas. ~ainfall on Paarl and Paarde moun-
tEdns is· higher- on· ·we·stern· than· oir ·eastern slopes·.· Wi-th. distance 
away from· ·these mountains· rai:nfall ·decreases --rapidly;, In the 
narrow klo·ofs in Paardeberg· ·such as Modderkloof, :Blydschap and 
Langkloof, .. rainfall is considerably higher than on the pediment 
sl~opes· around the mountain at the same· level. In some years rain-
fall reaches over 1270 mm-(50 inches) in·the kloofs whereas_ on the·. 
pedimentiik·it is rarely over 762 mm (30 inches). The effect of 
distance from high lying areas is admirably shown by the f;igures 
for Malmesbury and Paarl. Paarl is on the east of Paarl mountain 
which at its highest point is nearly 2,000 ft. above Paarl whereas 
the country around Malmesbury has no major promontories. Althoug4 
Malmesbury has a higher· elevation than Paarl its rainfall is much 
lower (Table 1). Perhaps the influence of aspect here too plays 
a part since at Paardeberg the northern slopes are drier than the 
southern slopes. 
It appears as shown in Fig. l that rainfall generally is 
highe1· the· greater the elevation. The effect of distance· from 
high lying areas however must superimpose itself on the pure 
elevation effect. 
10~0 
q~'.(i 
'30~ 
70l' 
Ra;~f·ll 
mm. 6oo 
.soo 
400 
aoo 
J.<Jo 
100 
0 
© 
---· 100 zoo 500 •. 
Fig. l - The relationship between elevation and 
r(!.infall. 
-Figure 2 a map showing distribution 'or rainfall in the 
area was compiled from figures .of farmers. It is schematical and 
is not intended for any purpose but to show the relative distribu-
tion of rainfall, i•e. areas of higher and lower rainfall. 
As can be seen from tables 2 and 3 below the hottest 
months of the year are between October and March and the coldest 
between/ •••• ~. 
t> IJ. !. 
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FIG. 2 - Schematic map showing approximate raihfa.11 distribution in .litc:he'.' 
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between April and·- Sept·ember• Al thoul'.Wh no figure·s -are available to 
prove it, the drier areas are expected to be warmer than the areas 
around the mountains (We1lingtcm is hotter than Paarl). 
'----
The-relative humidity- figures in table 3 show that the 
area generally- has ·a low -humidi-ty. Only dq;ring the months May i;o 
September is it greater than 44% with a maximum during the months 
~ay, June and July of between 55% and 6oo/o. 
No frost or hail was recorded at Wellington for the year -
1958 (shown in table 3). Mist occured in March, April and May 
(totalling 19 days during which it occure(l). 
Table-2 --The ·monthl;y variation in-temEerature fer the ;rear 1228 
y Paarl. 
-..,,!\ Mean Mean --Dev. - Highest Lowest 
max. min. Mean from max. min. 
temp. temp. temp. mean temp. temp. 
oc oc 0 c oc oc .oc 
January 30.2 16.9 23.5 o.6 37. 0 l0.9 
February 26.8 14.6 20. 7 -2.8 37 .1 10.0 
March 27. 6 23.7 20. 7 .::.i.4 33.5 9.5 
April 23.3 11.0 17 .1 -0.4 34.4 6.7 
May 18.5 8.1 13.3 -1.2 27.2 2.0 
June 27.7 4.7 11.2 ..,.i.1 25.5 -0.5 
July 19.0 5.7 _12.) i.2 25.• 0 2.8 
August 19.1 5.9 12.5 o.o 26.9 1.2 
September 19.2 9.6 14.4 -0.1 25.0 3.1 
October 22-.8 11.1 16.9 0.0 34.4 - 5.8 
November 24.6 12.3 18.5· -o.8 32.2 8.2 
December 30.6 16.7 23.7 2.6 40.0 9.6 
Average 
1958 23.3 l0.9 17 .1 ...;Q.) 40.0 -0.5 
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Table 3 .:: .. Mean d.j,~rnal tem12era.tures and relative humidities fer 
1958 at W.ellington 
Mean d.r.Y-0 }:>u:J..b Mean rel. Average temp. oc temp. C · humidity 0 c (Mea~ dev. frGm 
mean) 
08 hrs. 14 hrs. 08 hrs. 14 hrs. 
January 21.9 31.l 62 33 24.1 
February 18.0 27 .4 78 42 24.4 
March 16.8 27 .9 81 43 23.1 
April 13.8 23.9 86 44 18.5 
May 10.3 18.3 90 60 15.) 
June 6.9 17.3 56 12.9 
July 7.7 18.7 87 55 llo5 
August 8.9 19.5 85 45 12.5 
·September 12.0 19.) 79 51 14.9 
October 15.4 23.0 65 39 l7o7 
November 16.9 25.0 78 41 20.5 
December 22.8 32.2 59 35 2L9 
Mean 14.3 23.6 45 18.l 
G.EOMORPHOLOGY 
The area is drained by the Berg river and its tributaries 
except in· the· south· east ·where the Mosselbankj · a tributary of the 
Diep river is found. The landscape is largely a young one, being 
gently undulating with the crests of the undulations in the same 
plane. This fact, as well as the extensive but isolated laterite 
relicts, suggests that the area is a dissected pen3plain. 
It is generally accepted (Du Tait, 1939; King, 1951; 
Krige, 1927) that during the Tertiary era the Western Cape was 
planed by a shallow sea. Somewhere about the early and middle 
Miocene emergence of the coastline began, resulting in the forma-
tion of a succession of marine and riverine terraces. 
The oldest erosion surface found in the area, represented 
by the laterised preweathered granite between 650 ft. and 800 ft. 
is probably equivalent to King's "Victoria Falls" cycle (King, 1951). 
The minor plateau above Boesmansfontein at about 700 ft. to 770 ft. 
is also representative ef this surface. Although Krige has found 
thin veneers of marine sediments elsewhere on this surface, no 
relicts were found in this area. It is believed that they have been 
removed/ ••••.. 
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removed--by riverine· ·cyc-l:es concurrently-with the loweri·ng of sea 
level. It is· interest·ing·--to'n·ote -that while preweathering··occurred 
in the granites none occurred- in the schists and phylli tes• Alter-
natively if it did,- all traces th'ereof have-been removed. This 
surface was not rec·ogni sed: by Krige ( 1927) who correlated the next 
lowest level (530 ft. to 560 ft.) with the Kentani-De Vlugt- Upper 
Pet-Berg stage at 2,500 ft. on the basis of greater emergence in 
the north east than south west. The writer suggest the higher 
level - that of the laterised preweathered granite which at its 
highest may reach 1,000 ft. - represents the Kentani plateau and 
that the lower (530 ft. to 560 ft.) represents the Bredasdorp -
Riversdale marine Tertiaries. 
The 530 ft. to 560 ft. surface is the most extensive in 
the Western Cape. The extent and near uniformity in_he_ight of this 
terrace would point to it being marine in- origin. It- can be seen 
at Pools siding at 536 ft~, in the Franshoek valley, and surrounding 
- Stellenbosch. --- Mcrst:"of- the marine gravels have been removed by 
rive-rine' action,-: the surface· is t-oday covered with a veneer of 
laterites, and where·intact;- of··sand and lat·erite. In the··area 
studied during this survey, the-surface has been eroded away so 
that only 1aterites and occassionally terrace gravels are found 
as remnants; - mainly in the southern hal'f of- the area. Here it 
would appear that the· l·andscape· ·is -older and the drainage younger 
( 
than to the north. Where previously the Berg river, or some other 
river with a prov.eriance in the Table mountain sandstones, flowed 
south of Paarl Mountain and the east of Paarl Mountain, this area 
is now drained by the Mosselbank river. The Mosselbank has, as 
yet, not as completely removed traces of the 560 ft. Tertiary sur-
face as have the tributaries of the Berg. This could be due to 
catchment of headwaters of the Diep Riverby the Berg. 
With the emergence of the area, river action has cut 
down into the plain lowering it and forming Minor new riverine 
plains. Two definite terraces, viz. the 20 ft. and 50 ft. terraces 
of the recent period are easily recognisable. Those higher up do 
not seem to represent any specific terrace levels, except for orie 
at approximately 400 to 450-ft., i.e. 150 ft. above the present 
river level. Other than these, there would seem to be no definite 
resting stages in the riverine cycle during the Pleistocene. Rather 
riverine action continued to cut down the landscape leaving gravel 
remnants at odd levels - a bevelling action, not forming definite 
terraces. 
South of/ •••••. 
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MAP 21 Physiographic features and location of major Tertiary and 
Pleistocene remnants 
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boulders 
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Ra.ilway lines 
Mc-.. j or roa.ds 
20 ft. terrace + recent deposits ~ Terrace clays and 
boulders and alluvium 
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- South of ·Paardeberg· at··th·e divide between the Mossel bank 
and Berg river catchment areas,· there is a minor pediplain at 450 
ft• Here a deposit· ·of ·coarse·· sand·varying··in thickness ·overlies 
laterrte on ·Malmesbury shaie·s. · Away ·from Paardeberg, lateri~e with 
associated terrace·· gravels . is found at· ·this leveL Explaining the 
origin· of the sand poses a ,problem; .. there are no terrace gravels 
in it,- nor does ·the lateri1;e C'ontain any ·of the terrace gravels 
found at this level; the sand does not thicken towards the 
gr~nites so it cannot be a normal pediment and is too angular to 
have been transported over any great distance. It would seem (see 
Katarra series) that the sand was deposited ori a flat river cut 
surface.to be locally planed flat by wind action. 
The 60 ft river terrace (60 ft. above river level) is cc:>m-
posed of river gravels and sand. It is quite extensive but rarely 
thick. As stated ab·ove, ·between the 60 ·f·t·• and 150 ft. terraces a 
number of minor terraces are to-be found. These seldom have "twins" 
on the opposite side of the valley and do not represent true 
terraces. The 20 ft. terrace seems to consist of more than one 
terrace. Normally the variation in height from one to the other is 
less than five feet. The upper one is of boulders and sand similar 
to the materials on the 60 ft. terrace and the lower one of clays 
and boulders. 
Rock type has affected physiography to the extent that the 
soft shales and sandstones have been planed down whereas the hard 
granites and sericite schists not. The phyllites of the Malmesbury 
formation generally form undulations with longer periods than the 
graywackes. The Klipheuwel sandstones form a flatter landscape than 
the rocks of the Malmesbury formation. 
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CHAPTER III : THE SOIL SERIES DEFINED 
Fi-fte·en· ·soil seri·es·-have· beende·scri·be·d- in this· study. 
Net all of the ·soils· seen fit ·into one of the· series definitions. 
As explained earlier, the series is defined in terms of a modal 
individual as sampled by means of the pedon. 
Apart frem anomolous soils which were encountered once 
and not subsequently' there do occur variants of some of the de-
' fi~ed series which were seen a number of times; but of which not 
sufficient individuals were seen soas to validate series definition. 
One such ·soil is the felspat·hic variant of Discordia, 
representedby-profiie-334 of which only three individuals were seen. 
Th,is soil would possi·bly fall into the same series as the "Paarl 
profile", described and analysed by van der Merwe and Weber (1963). 
Another such soil which is an intergrade between Discordia and 
Windmeul was only found north of Paardeberg near Doornfontein. 
This soil has been described as a heavy variant of Wipdmeul series-
profile. 
The problem of .. soil classification is to group similar 
entities, not to separate dissimilar entities. No two pedons are 
exactly the same. Fo·r ob,.,ious·-reasons to· classify soils on the 
basis of ped:ons··is· thus not practical. If· from the over three 
hundred pedonsdes-cribed in this study a classification was attempted 
by separating dissimilar pedons then over three hundred units would 
appear in the system. What the systematist attempts is to group 
soils into groups as like as possible in all morphological and 
chemical characteristics which have a bearing on their genesis. 
The most important characteristic of the solum in classi-
fying it is the number and position of the designated horizons i.e. 
an A1 , .A,C, C pr©file is vastly different fr0m an A1 , A2, B2, C pro-
file. Next in order of importance is the nature of the B- is it 
oxic, argillic or what? Is the B a colour B or a textural B or a 
structural B? Obviously many combinations of the various proper-
ties of B horizons are possible. Two soils with B horizons which 
differ in any important characteristics must be separated - a pris-
matic B with free salts and a pH over 1 separates a soil with an 
identical B b~t for th~ lack of free salts and a pH less than 6. The 
nature of the A as a differentiating characteristic is diagnostic 
far below the level of classification at which the B is diagnostic. 
Of the A horizons the A2 is the most important since it is geneti-
cally the horizon which has lost some substituents to the B. Of the 
properties of/ ••••.• 
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properties of ·Qf the A1/ Ap only those imp0rtant· to ·s·oi-1 genesis are 
4sed as ·differentiating criteria at th·e series level,-· eg. accumula-
tion of organic· ma-tt·er• ·Fact-ors such"· as· stoniness and texture ·which 
are important-to land use and plant growth are d:iagnsstic at a lower 
level than the series unless they have a bearing on soil genesis. 
Obviously a soil with a sandy loam Ap would not fall into the same 
series as one with a sandy·clayAp. Generally such soils would be 
separated by some other factor but in.a case where the solum below 
was similar the use of texture of the Ap would have to.be invoked 
as a differentiating criteria. The nature of the C is often used 
as a differentiating characteristic. It's level of differentiation 
varies from instance to instance. Thus if the characteristic· is 
wetness it would be invoked just after the B, if it were texture 
it would come after the A. 
No hard and fast rules can be made as to what limits in 
differentia are to- be used to separate series, ,only general rules 
can be· followed. At the expense of being labelled repetive, the 
writer once again reiterates that in classifying soils_ the syste-
matist classifies· living things;··part of· the landscape. It is 
soil indi vidua1s wh·ich are classified into series' the limits set 
in seriecs ·definitions must be an appreximaticm ·of the limits of 
those prope·rt±·t!'s actually eccurring in the individual. I:f, for 
example, the individual b:as a base saturation of between 30% and 
60'/o in the B then the series defini tien imposes, _these limits even 
though 40% sa".tura tion is the boundary between orders (U.S. D. A. 
1960). The~i-ocedure in classification is then firstly to study 
what is to be classified - the soil individual - see what it's 
limits are, not to set limits and then to look for individuals 
falling within those li!llits as would oe the case if arbitrary 
limits betw~en series were defined. 
The fifteen series which are described on the following 
pages have been classified applying the sentiments expressed 
above. 
SWARTLAND SERIES 
The most widespread of the soilspf the area, Swartland 
has a distinctive if somewhat variable morphology. Profiles 49 
and 31 are representative of Swartland series. 
Site 
Swartland is fouRd on the gently undulating terrain which 
resulted from dissection of the Mio-Pliocene marine terrace. No 
definite diffe~entiation between members on the upper slopes and 
those cm the lower slopes appears to exist. 
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Pa·ren·t ·Material 
·· Swa:rtl'and .. ··is · rest·ri·c·ted te a:reas ~here parent material 
was Malme;sbury· sedimentary ·rocks ·and to those· rocks vihich have 
undergone little metamorphosis; phyllites and schists.de not f©rm 
the parent material of Swartland. 
The upper part of the parent material normally has under-
gene celluviation ·and oft.en includes materials relict of the 
ancient;, pediplain as. well as terrace gravels of the rivers dis-
secting t·his plain. 
Morphology 
Typically Swartland has a grey brown gravelly sandy laom 
Ap, on a stone line designated B1 , with a clear transition to a 
yellew brown prismatic B2t with strong dark clay skillls, the B2t has 
a gradual transition to a C of weathered graywacke with clay skins 
and perhaps weak soil structure. 
Profiles 31 and 49 (· see pagesl6a and 16b 
given as representatives of Swartland series 
) are 
The A in profile 31 is typical of Swartland; i~ has .an 
Alfisol type hard-setting, massive A. 
C0lours of the B and C are geegenic, · m'ettling not indica.;.. 
tive of wetness is common. Individuals inciude pedons with colours 
varying from white to red. 
Carbonates inherited from the parent material are some-
times found as nodules in Swartland. The carbonates in profile 31 
are presumed amorphous as g~ nodules were identified in the pedon 
described. 
Swartland members often have·a blocky rather than pris-
matic structure. 
Chemical properties 
Profile 31,~ a shallow phase of Swartland has a higher 
pH and exchangeable sodium throughout the profile than has profile 
49 an example of the deep phase. In both profiles pH and exchange-
able sodium are highest in the B where accumulation of sodium and 
of magnesium has taken place. 
The presence of alkaline earth carbonates interfered with 
the determination 0f calcium and magnesium in theB. The general 
t~end appears to be for exchangeable calcium percentage to decrease 
with depth and for exchangeable magnesium to increase with depth. 
Base saturation/ •••• 
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Pl!OFILE No. 
LOCATION: 
SITE 1 
EU.'VATION I 
PAllENT Jo'.ATERIAL: 
Horizon 
Ai 
Oehrle 
II B2lt 
natric 
III C 
Lab. No. 
Depth 
0-10 
10-24 
24~37 
37-60 
Depth incbes 
Horizon 
31 Swartland Series 
Lat. 33° 41' Long. 18° 53' on farm Caledonsgift 
Mid Slope gently undulating l~c slope 
500 ft. 
MalmesbuZ')' gr&.7Vacke 
41 IL . . 61 7.5YR,4 arovn to dark brown (7.5 YR14lt.Br.DZ')') 
gravell)' cla1 loan-.1 V<.ry hard, UFedd to weak 
blocey 1 fre.quent polished iron shot and fine 
small angulu to 11ub-ant;ular quartz; clear 
transition. 
5Tll~ Yellowish-red (5TII~ Y. R. dr;y) gravelly 
cl111; verj• bard, moderate medium prismatic 
breaking to strong medium bloc!Q'1 prominent 
5YR~ reddish brovn clay skine1 occasional iron 
shot, occasicnal s~mll grayvacke, occasional 
nall aneular quartz; gradual . .transi !.ion. 
5!1!~ Beddhh-brovn and 5YR1',reddish-brovn pro-
minent clay skins with 7.5YR~6 reddiah-)•ellov 
ped. interiors, cla; ·.loam; ver:t hard, weak 
bloc!Q'1 abundant lOYR'Jr bro~nisb :tellov vsatber-
o 
ing grayvacke, rare small an~ular quartz1 era-
dual transition. 
6 . lOYR~ Brovnisb-;ellov lean to cla:t loam; with 
5nt4 reddillh-brovn ,llrominent cla.1 ~uru• down 
fissures and laminal planee, reek st~~oture 
tending in 'places· to weak bloc!Q'. 
/°'I 
B7435 !7436 J7437c B74J8 
0-10 10-24 24-37 37-.60 
~ II :a2lt !II B3 III C 
Particle size distribution ~ 
Gravel separate 2inm. 19· 7 23·.7 2.2 1.4 
c sand 2 -·5 mm. i2.3 7.3 4.; 6.8 
?.! B&.nd .5 - .2 mm. 4.6 2.7 5,3 5.7 
r.sand .2 - .02 mm. 31.7 23.; jp.2' 3;.6. 
Silt .02 -.002 mm. 22.5 12.7 25.7 ;:5.2 
Clay .002 mm. 28.4 50.2 27, 7 27.0 
·---. 
Na 
I 
C&. 
f.'.g 
C.EC. 
Base sat. % 
Cacc3 eq 
pl 111 !120 
Ohms R 60°F 
~ Carbon 
1' ?litro6en 
CJ?I 
Ua 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
E·=103 cm. 25°c 
Mg 
:Sass sat. 7; 
C.E.C./l~O i;:r.. 
clE.y 
Identified 
minerals 
Extractal>le cations mE.q.L100 ~· 
1-35 l·99 l.01 0.79 
0.50 o.H 0.29 0.25 
3.22 Caco3 ll!gC03 2.54 
2.s.; present present 3.37 
5.92 6.77 5,27 4.72 
111.8 100 + 100 + 147.03 
~:1-:0 
o.o 4.2 presedt o.o 
8.0 e.95 8.9 8.55 
588.3 449.5 777.0 11:>.4 
orsanic l!.att~r. 
0.55 0.17 o.08 o.oa 
o.oa o. 04 0.03 0.02 
6.8 4.25 2.67 4.0 
Saturation extraut soluble catiC>ns meq./100 ?· 
0.10 
0.01 
. 0.07 
0 •. 02 
4.85 
Exchangeable .cations expressed as 5( of total exchaneeable 
1'1·71 
8.44 
54.39 
43.07 
111.8 
.lW.u. 
19·05 
11~96 
Caco3 
present 
100 + 
Chy minerals 
20.8 13.5 
ir&.ol.v.v.s Y.!ial.v.v.s 
lll.v.s Ill. s. 
19.16 
5.49 
Meco3 
presen.t 
100 + 
19.0 
l".aol.v.v.s 
!ll. s. 
: 11.38. 
3.45 
36-59 
48.55 
147-03 
17-5 
r~aol . v. v. s 
Ill. s. 
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PROFILE No.: 
LOCATION: 
SITE: 
ELEVATION: 
PARENT MATERIAL 
Horizon-
Al 
Ochric 
Depth 
inc lies 
·0-11. 
11-21 
IIIB2lt 21-29 
argillic 
IIIll22t 29-34 
natric 
34-39 
II C 39-60 
49 Swartland series 
Lat. 33°40' Long. 18°52• on farm Langerug 
(acer Li!.,l<ibouskool Boland) 
Mid slope gently undulating 2% slope 
500 ft. 
Malmesbury graywacke 
lOYR~ brown to dark-brown (lOYR;p.Br.dry) 
eravelly fine sandy clay loam; hard, apedal; 
frequent small, sub-angular quartz stones 
and fine iron shot; clear transition 
61 6 lOYR,6 brownish-yellow (lOYR/6Br.Y.Dr;y) gravel-
. ly clay; slightly ha:i:d and loose, very weak 
fine blocky, weakly ccherent mass of Bbundant 
small sub-8.llg'~lar quartz stone and iron shot; 
with distinct clay skins1 forming a stone 
line; clear transition. 
lOYB%Yellowish.:brown (1on5faT.Br.Dr;y) cla;yJ 
prominent thin lOYR~ (Moist) brown to dark-brown 
clay skins; very hard, strong fine blocky tending 
to vsalt medium prisma.tic1 occasional fine dittu·es · 
2.5nt8 (Moist) red mottlss1 ~caeional iron ehot1 
gradual transition 
7.5n% Strong brown (l0Yll%11tr.Br.Dry) cla:n ,pro·•< 
minent lont2 (Moist) dark grey brown cla,y .skins1 
common tine distinct l0Rt6 (Moist) red mottlss1 
VB%')' hard, strong medium blocky tending to weak 
fine prismatic., occasional fine slightly. weathered 
gra;ywacke1 gradual to clear transition 
7. 5YR% Strong brown ( lOYa5fa Y. Br. Dey) silty clay; 
vi th prominent thick 7. 5R4/4 (llio;st) brown to dark 
brown clay skins; hard, weak blocky, abundant 
slightly weathered graywacke with purple, red and 
strong brown colours; gradual transition. 
Weathered laminated gra;yw~~ke with thick 7.4YR44 
(Moist) brown to dark brown and 10YR% (!foist) 
dark grey brown cl<13 skins along laminal planes. 
' ... < 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Gravel separate 2~m. 
C. sand 2-. 5mm. 
M.sand .5-.2mm. 
F. sand • 2.0.. 02mm. 
si.1 t • 02-. 002m~ 
Clay .002mm. 
. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
11.g 
C.E.C. 
Base eat. % 
Caco3 eq. 
pH 1:1 Ht0 Ohms R 0 F 
·, ·.-· .. 
% Carbon 
% Nitrogen 
c i 1l 
Ila 
.K 
Ca 
Me _, . 
EClcr/cm.25°c 
117371 B7372 117373 117374 117375 117376 
0-11 11-21 21-29. 29-34 34-39 39-60 
Al IIBlt IIIB2lt IIIB22t IIIB3 IIIC 
Particle ~ize distribution ~ 
29.7 68.3 6.7 11.6 6.6 3.5 
14.1 13.5 4.2 8.5 12.2 9.9 
9,3 2.6 1. 6 3.0 .3.8 3.6 
35.7 1'9 5.0 9.1 16.8 20.7 
17-4 6.7 10.1 19.8 26.6 39.7 
24.1 ~- 80.0 58.2 42.0 28.9 
Extractable cation meg.LlOO &.!, 
0.24 0.55 0.22 0.73 o.68 0.61 
0.24 0.53 0.56 0.36 0.30 0.21 
3.42 MgC03 
6.04 5.16 3.49 
1.18 6.72 5.78 4.89 
5.33 present 11.64 10.01 7.56 
95-.3 100 100 119.0 110.0 121.7 
().O Mg60 prese~t o.o 0.0 o.o 
6.5 8.1 8.1 8.0 e.03 8.0 
1475·5 411.0 432.0 516.3 579. 7 527.9 
Qr<ranic matter 
0.53 0.32 0.15 0.09 0.09 0.04 
0.01 0.08 0.05 0.05 0. 05 0.06 
7.5 4.0 3.0 l.e 1.8 .66 
Saturation extract soluble cations meq.LlOO &!: 
0.42 0.38 
0.01 0.01 
0.20 0.15 
0.17 0.09 
3.73 2.03 
Exchangeable cations expressed as T of total exchangeable bases 
Na 4.5 1.32 5.27 5,7 e.01 
IC 4.5 5.29 4.79 2.59 2.51 2. 70 
Ca 64.16 43.61 43.28 46.16 
~·~g 22.13 48.51 48.48 64.68 
Base eat. % 95.3 100 100 119.0 11!}. 0 121.69 
Clu minerals 
C.E.C./100 gm. Clay 22.11 13.98 14.32 20.0 26.15 
Minerals identified Kaol. vvs Kaol. vvs Kaol. vvs Kaol. vvs R'aol.vvs 
Ill.lcS Ill.MW Ill.MS Ill.S. n1.s. 
-
Si02% clay 38.98 38.22 39.10 39,24 40.20 
R2o3/; clay 43.48 43.84 42.20 42.00 41. 76 
Si02 1R2o3 clay 0.896 0.871 0.926 0.954 0.962 
Si02~ soil 50.24 43.42 ~9-46 53.90 55.08 
R2o3 7'. soil 34.32 39.80 35.36 )2. 72 33.68 
Si02 :R2o3 soil l.463 1.090 l.398 1.647 1.635 
Free Fe20l· 4.30 5.13 5.09 5.36 5.51 
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PROFILE No. : 53 
LOCATION: Lat. 33° 40' Long. 18° 51' on the farm Knollefontein , 
SITE : Upper mid slope l - 27 slope near outer edge Paardeberg 
pediplain 
ELr..'"'VATION1 550 ft. 
PARENT MATERIAI.: Malmesbury Graywacke 
Horizon 
A 
II C 
Depth 
~7 
7-13 
14-26 
26-40 
40 plus 
l OYR-}'3 Brown ( lOYR; p. Br. Dry) loamy fine 
sand; very hard, apedal; frequent fine iron 
shot; gradual to clear transition. 
4 . ·. 6 
lOYR }'2 ~ 5 Brown l lOYR /3 p. Br. Dry) fine sandy 
loam1 slightly firm, apedal; frequent fine 
iron shot; clear transition 
A weakly formed stone line of greywacke ;frag-
ments small &ubangular quartz and laterite 
fragments,clear to abrupt transition. 
7 • 5Y~fs to 10YR1'b Yellowish brown clay; pro-
minent lOYR4/3 Brown to dark brown ciay skins, 
many faint fine 5YR5fe Yellowish red mottl.es, 
firm, extremely hard, moderate co;:;rse prismatic 
. , .· ~ breaking to co:irse blocky, gradual transition. 
lOYR7/6 Yellow to 10YR~6brownish yello,. silty 
clay; prominent lOYR~4, 1'6 , 5fe cla.y skins, few 
diffuse fine 5YitJ;[:. yellowish red mottles; slightly 
firm, extremely hard, moderate blacky tending to 
prismatic; abundant weathering graywacke fragments 
clear transition caused by a hard hand in the 
graywacke. 
rieathering Malmesbury graywacke 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
~7 
A 
7-13 
.,, 
~lt 
13-26 
llB22t 
26-40 
11 B3 
40 + 
II C 
l:xtractable cations (NH4Ac) meq./100 gm. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
~ig 
G.E.C. 
pH 
Ohms R60°F 
c.244 
C.11 
10.78 
0.32 
2.413 
5.15 
1320 
1.361 7.330 
0.082 0.145 
0.724 o.88 
0.936 2.72 
5.368 
5.10 4.45 
360 75 
Saturation extract soluble caticns 
Na. 0.128 0.775 5.012 
K 0.013 0.007 O~Oo8 
Ca 0.048 0.241 0.014 
Mg 0.047 0.079 0.052 
I 3 mmhas. crn,xlO 
25°c l.136 L351 3.6363 
Exchangeable cations as a Eercentai:;e 
~ 
Na 4.&o 10.91 
K 4.01 1.39 
Ca 30.33 12.72 
Mg 11.31 1!$.96 
Base sat. f 60.26 57.80 
e.586 
0.109 
0.64 
2.48 
4,455 
4.40 
52 
meq/100 
6.248 
0.012 
0.150 
0.815 
4.255 
!Sm. 
5.914 1\11o 
0.093 
0.48 or~ 
1.44 \11itl 
2.998 
7.65 
76 
4.558 
0.011 
0.146. 
0.359 
7.407 
of total exchangeable 
52.48 45.99 
2.17 2.78 
l0.99 11.14 
37,37 36.05 
100 + 100 + 
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Base· eraturati0n is high there being free salts throughcmt 
the profile in profile 31 and belew the A in prqfile 49· pH of the 
B and C is pH 8 or higher. 
·PrG>file 53 is included·inthis discussion of Swartland 
as- a chemically interesting pedon. This peden is acid throughout 
the profi1·e yet· it has very low resi·stance in the B and C horiz·ons. 
. l The accompanying analysis by van Niekerk ··shews that this s0il has 
a highconcentrati©n 0f water soluble sodium in the Band C. Ex ~ 
changeable sGdium is extremely high. Netwithstanding the fact th:t-
the· soil is fully saturated ·in the B it is very acid. This anc:imaly 
can not be· explained at present.- More study on the exchange proper) 
ties of the clay and of the types 0f acid involved are necessary. 
Semi-quantitative analysis show chloride and sulphate anions to b6 
dominant. 
PhysicaI·characteristics and land use 
The B horizon is dense and very·slowly permeable to watero 
The irr~gable value of the soil varies from a B2 to a C. Salinity 
is a definite hazard especially in the shallow phase. 
Generally Swartland is used fer wheat preduction. On the 
farm Eensaamheid on the Durbanville - Agter Paarl read, dryland 
lucerne is grown to advantage • 
.Occassionally the deep phase of Swartland - usually cm the 
intergrade to Langvlei or to Katarra - wine grapes are grown. 
Associated soils 
Because of its wide occurrence, Swartland bounds at some 
place with one of nearly all the soil series in the area. 
It is cemm0nly associated with Langvlei series which 
occupies the flat bottomlands and with the acid variant of Langvlei 
'which occupies the young colluvial valleys. 
In a northerly directian, Swartland grades into Kanonkop. 
Intergrades to Kanonkop are represented in Swartland individuals 
by pedons with weak B horizons in which structure is too weak to 
fall within the definition of Swartland. 
Ehere Swartland grades into Kat~rra, the soil has lower 
chremas throughout the solum than is normal to Swartland. Here the 
Ap has especially· abnormally· low chrGimas. 
1 P.E. le R van Niekerk : Viticulture Institute, Stellenbosch: 
unpublished ,salinity survey of soils in the Western Cape. 
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Genesis and classificati0n 0f Swartland 
Swartland has invariably developed in·materials with three 
majoT. disccm.tinuities. The lc:;iwer material (belGw the stone line) 
has developed in situ from the we~thering of the shales or graywackes 
and th·e ·upper tw0 are gravelly drift materials from the shales and 
graywacles the gravel having become cencentrated during the lowering 
of the landscape ai:id removal of finer materials. 
The high sodium, and perhaps magnesium, content of the 
parent material has caused the dispersion of clay in the A resulting 
in its illuviation inte the B. Simultaneous leaching of sodium and 
magnesium has-left the A relativ,:!.y richer in potassium and calcium. 
The soil is net highly weathered, the clay minerals have been 
inherited directly from the parent sedimentary rocks being liberated 
largely by a process of physical weathering. Essentially the B is 
a cambic horizG>n in which illuvia.l clay has accummula ted to such 
an extent that it is morphologically and chemically a natric B. 
t 
In 0rder to classify tl:lis s0il in the 7th approximatio_n 
system~ moisture tension studies 0n the seil in situ are needed. 
Its classification depending·on whether it ·is dry for at least seven 
months of the year or meist for more than 5 months would be into 
Argids (dry) or Ustalfs (moist). Usta1;f's are defined as being 
usually moist 1 with periods in exqess of 3 months being dry. Argids 
have a dry peried in excess 0f 7 months. 
From objective observations it seems that the cultivated 
Swartland is dry under a wheat crop fer 7 'months whereas the B of, 
the fallow ploughed Swartland is dry only for 3 or 4 months. (The 
A is dry for 7 months.) This is' a problem inherent in the classi-
fication system, viz. that the same pedon may change its order de-
pending 0n its use. Swartland is .. a Natrargid under wheat, but a 
Natrustalf when fallow ploughed. 
Under virgin conditions (rarely encountered) Swartland 
is probably a Ustalfic Natrargid. 
Swartland series definition 
A1/Ap finer than 10amy coarse sand excluding gravel fraction. 
A3/B1 chromas greater than 2 and values greater than 3 abrupt 
transition t0 
Structure stronger than weak blocky, tending to pris-
matic. More than 20% clay. Resistance less than 250 
Base saturation greater than 100% Exchangeable 
(Na + Mg) greater than Exchangeable Ca. 
Col0ur variable but with clay coatings at least 1 unit 
darker than the matrix. Gradual transition to a C with 
rock structure usually via a B3 
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ZWARTFONTEIN SERIES 
Zwartfontein is found only in the area between the Berg 
river and the Paarl-Malmesbury road. Profiles 191 and 195 are re-
presentative. 
Limited to steep mountain slopes; Zwartfontein grades 
into Kanonkop where the slope is less steep and into Porseleinberg 
(Slabber, 1945) in the narrow colluvial valleys. 
Parent material 
Zwartfontein is typically formed from Sericite/Chlorite 
schists. As the parent racks become less schistose, so Zwartfontein 
grades into Kanonkop. In Zwartfontein's parent material 9 little 
colluviation has taken place. 
During metamorphism of the Malmesbury formation rocks re-
crystallisation took place; the free salts, characteristic of the 
unchanged sediments, were used in the formation of secondary sili-
cate minerals. The parent material of Zwartfontein is thus not as 
salty as that of Zwartland. 
Morphology 
Horizon differentiation in Zwartfontein is weak~ the soil 
often has shallow rock outcrops at places. Profile 191 is an 
example of the central concept of Zwartf ontein. It is shallower 
than profile 195 in wh.ich. an appreciable amount of colluviatfon has 
taken place. Profile 195 tfends towards the intergrade between Zwart-
fontein and Porseleinberg. 
Typically Zwartfontein has a reddish brown gravelly fine 
sandy loam Ap with frequent large quartz and shist fragments. The 
Ap has a gradual transition to a weakly developed B; a weak blocky 9 
red gravelly sandy loam overlying the schist. 
The solum is rarely deeper than 30 inches, often it is 
shallower than 15 inches. An Ap 7 inches deep normally includes 
small areas where solum is iniixed· with bedrock. 
Chemical properties 
The so+um is acid throughout, pH increasing with depth 
from about pH5 ih the Ap to about pH 6.5 in the lower B. Base 
saturation increases with depth from about 60% in the Ap to over 
Bo% in the B2 and to saturation in the C. 
Exchangeable sodium and magnesium increase with depth, 
exchangeable magnesium percentage being over 50% in the lower. B. 
Exchangeable calcium and potassium percentages decrease with depth. 
In Zwartfontein, like in Kanonkop, exchangeable potassium is high 
in the A being higher here than the exchangeable sodium percentage. 
Calcium is the.dominant cation in the A; magnesium is dominant in 
the B. 
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PROFILE No. 
LOCJ,TICN 
SITE 
ELEVATION 
PARE1TT UTERIAL 
Horizon Depth 
Ap 
C'chric 
R 
Lab. No. 
inches 
0-7 
7-26 
26 plus 
Depth inches 
Eorizon 
Gravel separate 
c. sand 2-.5 mm. 
M. sand .5-.2 mm. 
F. sand .2 
-
.C2 
Silt .02 
-
.002 
Clay .oc2 ffim. 
191 Zw~rtfontein series 
Lat. 33°31' Long. 18°54' on farm Porselein-
berg 
Steeply sloping mountain elope 15/~ slope 
650 ft. 
Sericite schist 
. 4 s 5YRY6 yellowish red (5YR~/6 Y.R.Dry) gravelly 
fine sandy loam; soft,Apedal; abundant sub-an~ular 
to angular medium and small quartz, freQuent 
angular platy schist fragments; gradual transition. 
5 YR'Y6 yellowish ~ed (5YR~6 R.Y.Dry) eravelly 
fine sandy loam; apedat to weak blocky, weakly 
coherent mass of assorted angular schist and 
rare ane,ular quartz; moderately developed clay 
ekinspresent; gradual transition. 
Serici te schist which in places ai.•proaches to 
within 12 inches of the surface. 
B7428 B7429 
0-7 7-26 
Ap B2t+C 
Particle size distribution ~/~ 
2Dim. 38.6 33.1 
18.4 24.7 
7.9 e.5 
mm. 40. 7 34.6 
mm. 18.5 l7 .5 
'14.9 
,. 
14.2 
':,l. ,1 n, .,_," 
E:xtrac table ca tinns meq. /100 gm. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
C •. E.C. 
Caco3 eq. 
pH 1:1 n2o 
Ohm~ R60°F 
1~ Carbon 
fr. !Ji troeen 
G.:N c;tJ 
0.12 
0.43. 
1. 76 
0.68. 
4.53 
66.o 
o.o 
5.2 
1509 
Or~anic 
0.35 
C.06 
5.83 
matter 
o.Hi 
0;25 
L38 
3.251 
5. 97 
85.09 
0.0 
6.6 
1554 ) IJ- 0 
0.17 
0.05 
3.4 
Extractable cations expressed as %> of total exchanc;eal1 le basce 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
Base sat. 5:. 
C.E.C./100 gm. Clay 
Identified minerals 
2. 65 
9.451 
38.5 
15.01 
66.o 
Clay mineraln 
24.4P. 
Kaol,J M. 
Ill. v.s. 
Mont. i.1. W. 
~
6.50 
2.66 
4.10 
23.11 
55.10 
85.09 
'10. C6 
Kd.{)l. Med 
Ill v. s. 
r:ont. M. ll. 
3.95 
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PROFILE No.: 
LOCATION : 
SITE: 
ELEVATWN 
PARENT MA':'BRIAL 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ap <>-8. 
Ochric 
17-32 
II C 
(!IR) 
195 Zwartfontein series 
Lat. 33°31 ' Long.18°59• on the farm Porse-
leinberg. 
Lower elope weakly peciittented 3~;. slope 
550 ft. 
Seri'ci te schie:t 
5YR1'4 red di eh brown (7. 5YR% H. Br.I•ry) gravelly 
!inf! sandy loaa; lcoee·, aped.al; abundant sub-
angular "'uartz gr&.vel; gradual trcmei tion. 
5YR1'4 reddish ·brown (7.5YR% lt.Dr.Dry) i;ra,•el-
ly fir,e s<mdy loac;· hard, apeJal 'to weak blocky; 
frequent medium angul&.r to sub-angular quartz 
atones forcine a.weak stone line.at the transi-
tion to the lower horizon; weak .clay skins pre-
sent; clear·traneition. 
5n'.}'4 reddish brc:n<n (7.5YR74it.'Br.Dry) stony 
sandy clay loam;- bard, aped al to weak blocky; · 
moderately ciev_eloped 5YR1'6 ·yellowish re_d clay 
ekins on .t.h~ ehist; abundc..n~ }:•la.tJ' schist and rare 
angul'11· quartz stone; gradual tra.n~i ti on. 
Slightly weathered achist with 5YR% yellowish 
red clay skins. 
I!l! 38.plus !lard .schist ·(bed roe~) 
Lab. No. B7430 D7431 Bl432 
Deptch inches ~8 b-17 17-32 
Horizon Ap :a2t II B3 
Particle size 0.Jf:Cttr.i.Vu~ic.n ~i. 
Gr&vel P~I;ar:;-:~-.~ 
2 mo. zo.s 20.5 0 
Coarse sa.nd 
2- •):::m. 25.0 14.0 27.7 
11'.e.iium sand 
.5-.2 F.lll 7.2 b~7 7.7 
Fine Sand 
.2 - .C2mm. 
Silt .02-.002mm. 
Clay .002mm. 
na 
K 
Mg 
C.E.C. 
Base sat. 'f, 
Caco3 eq. 
p!! 1:1 :a:~o 
Ohms R 6~°F . 
;.: Carbon 
1:. !:i trogen 
cu: 
51.1 
l'L;.4 
10.9 
l. s: 3 
45.9 
15.8 
"17.9 
:\s, 7 
Extractable caticns meg./lCOgm 
0.12 
O.:?O 
1.93 
0.33 
4 .• 11 
62.77 
o.o 
5.15 
2086 
Organic matter 
0.40 
0.05 
s.o 
0?32 
0.12 
2.19 
1.10 
4.13 
91.54 
0.0 
888 
0.27 
0. 05 
5.4 
28.7 
.1'4,5 .. 
21. 7 
-,,i., .,_ 
0.59 
0.18 
1.85 . 
5.20 
6.34 
123.34 
o.o 
6.35 
666 
0.13 
0.04 
3.25 
Exchangeable cations. expressed as 'f. of total exchangeable 
Na 
" 
, 
Ca 
~'.g 
Bas~ sat. % 
C.E.C./100gm.Clay 
Identified.minerals 
~ 
2.91 6.76 
4.86 2.53 
46.95 58•90 
e.02 23.25 
62.77 91.54 
Clay min,.rale 
37.7 ~ 
1.92 
Ill.v.v.e. 
~!. L. It.II. 
F~lspar VW 
2.32 
7,54 
2.30 
23.65 
66.49 
123.34 
~ 
1:"'01.v. s. 
.!11.v.v.s. 
lf..L.?f. 
Ye ls par v'll' 
4.38 
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Carbon percentages and C 
the prof±le 9 decreasing wi~h depth. 
Genesis and classification 
N ratios are low throughout 
Only rudimentary soil development has taken place. Clay 
minerals have formed by the al t·e·ration of micaceous minerals, sodium 
and magnesiQm have been leached from the A to the B and C to a slight 
extent. Weak clay illuviation into the B has taken place Libera-
tion of iron oxides during weathering of the micaceous minerals 
(sericite and chlorite) has given the soil its red colour. Cpmpar-
ing the profiles of Zwartfontein and Kanonkop, it can be seen that 
there is a direct relationship (in these freely drained soils) be= 
tween free Fe2o3% and hue - the higher the Fe2o3%, the redder the 
hue. 
In profile 195 there would appear to be an argillic B 
horizon from the mechanical analyses. The amount of clay skins 
seen in the field however does not reflect the 7<Y/o increase in clay 
from the A to the B9 this difference is therefore attributed to a 
lithological discontinuity. Soils with argillic horizons do not 
fall within the definition of Zwartfontein. 
The ve-r;y young stage of weathering of Zwartfonteiri is 
shown by the presence of felspars in the clay fraction of profile 
195· Mixed layer minerals and montmorillBnite were also found in 
the B and C of Zwartfontein. For felspars to exist as clay sized 
particles, intensity of chemical weathering must be very low 9 or 
the material very young. Both of these possibilities exist in 
Zwartfontein - the steep slopes result in active colluviation 
keeping the solum in a youthful stage and, as throughout the low 
rainfall areaj weathering is mainly p~ysical. 
Zwartfontein is a ruptic lithic-orthic orthustent. 
Physical characteristics and land use 
The soil is shallow~ stony and usually steep. It has 
a 11 C" irrigable value as defin.ed by the Soils Research Institute. 
Zwartfontein is used for wheat production. The soil is 
inherently fertile and yields are quite fair. 
Associated soils 
Within Zwartfontein areas, there ·occur deep ravines up 
to 20 ft in depth cut into colluvium. These colluvial deposits 
are narrow, nowhere wider than 25 yds. They appear to correspond 
with Porseleinberg series of Slabber (1945). The similarity is 
given weight by the fact that the mountain Porseleinberg is also 
the type site of Zwartfontein. Because of the variability encoun-
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tered,- and the limited extent of these colluvial deposits, they 
have been left undefined• Normally they are red (5YR), sandy clay 
loam, weak fine blocky, hard soils with rare dolerite boulders 
(dolerites intrusive in the schists occur in the mountain Porselein-
berg). 
As slope flattens out,Zwartfontein grades into Kanonkop. 
Usually the change in slope is accompanied by a decrease in schistos-
ci ty of the underlying rock. In areas transitional between Zwart-
fontein and Kanonkop a complex of Zwartfontein and Kanonkop occurs. 
Soils resembling Zwartfontein were found in Swartland 
individuals but not vice versa. 
Zwartfontein series definition 
Ap less than 20'/o clay and more than 20% silt plus clay 
Oolours of hue redder than 7.5YR 
(II)B2t less than 3o% clay and more than 30% silt plus clay 
Colours of hue redder than 7.5YR no darker than over-
lying A. Structure no stronger than weak blocky. 
Clay minerals are kaolin and micaceous (illitic or 
mixed layer) minerals. Not an Argillic B. 
pH less than 7 
C Weathering rock 
The B is discontinuous in between 5%, and 2afo of the 
pedons in the individual. 
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KANONKOP SERIES 
Kanonkop is fairly widely distributed in the northern 
and eastern part of the area. It was first described by Slabber 
(1945) Profiles 173 and 199 are representative of Kanonkop. 
Found on gently undulating topography, Kanonkop is 
limited to con~ex 'upland' sites. The slopes towards the bottom-
lands are generally steep while the tops of the undulations are 
fairly broad and flat. No difference between Kanonkop members on 
upper and on lower slopes was noticed. 
Parent materials 
,' 
Parent mater~l is a weakly colluviated coarse textured 
rubble overlying the phyllites of the Malmesbury formation. Often 
the rubble has been strongly ·influenced by terrace materials. 
Generally Kanonkop is limited to areas where the rocks are more 
met!lmorphosed than those from which Swartland has formed. Kanonko:p-
like soils are found on young land surfaces underlain by weakly 
metamorphosed rocks, which, on older surfaces, might have given 
ri·se to Swartland. 
Morpholo& 
Typically horizon differentiation is weak. A strong 
brown gravelly loamy sand overlies a thin yellowish red, weak blocky 
sandy clay loam B2 which overlies weathering rock. Normally the 
solum is less than 24 inches deep. 
The B horizon is often discontinuous with the Ap directly 
overlying weathering rock. Profile 173 is an example of a shallow 
member with a weakly developed B2 horizon, and profile 199 of a deep 
member with a well developed (for Kanonkop) B2 horizon. 
Chemical properties 
Profile 199 has a surprisingly low base saturation below 
the Ap. It is cultivated and fertilised which probably explains the 
higher saturation of the Ap. Below the Ap, in the B and the C, base 
saturation is le<:>s than 3050 increasing with depth. Profile 173 is 
not cultivated and shows an increase in base saturation from 49% to 
68% from the A to the B horizon. 
The higher rainfall, nature of parent material (173 is 
felspathic) better drained site and possibly leaching during the 
more recent river action probably account for the low base saturation 
of profile 199. Of all these factors, parent material is probably 
the most important. The absence of felspars and presence of haematite 
in the lower B and the C of profile 199 point to the low base 
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PROFILE :blo. 
LOCATION : 
SITE: 
ELEVATION: 
PARENT MATERIAL 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ochric 
B2lt 8-15 
at-gillie 
IIR+IIC 15plue 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
c.sand 2 - .5 mm, 
M. sand .5 - .2 mm. 
F.sand . 2 - • 02 mm. 
Silt .02 - .002 mm. 
Clay .002 mm. 
· 17 3 Kanonkop. series. 
Lat. 33°31' Long. 18° 55' on farm 
Zwartfontein; 
Mid slope gently undulating bevelled upper 
Berg river terrace 
360 ft. 
Ji• slope 
Malmesbury schist/phyllite 
10YR'J4 dark yellowish brown (10YR~4 lt. Y.Br. 
Dry) gravelly loamy fine sand; soft, apedal; 
frequent .sub-angular quartz gravel; gradual 
transition 
4 6 7.5YRY4 brown to dark brown (10YR/41t.Y.Br.Dry) 
gravelly f.ine sandy loam; soft . to slightly hard 
apedal; abundant sub-angular ,,uartz gravel and 
small stones, occasional angular pbyllite frag-
ments; gradual transition. 
Partly weathered and unweathered phyllite 
B7433 B7434 
0-8 8-15 
Al B21t 
Particle size distribution ~ 
14.1 15.0 
8.4 8.6 
58.2 49.3 
11.l 14.6 
9.5 14-9 
Extractable cations Meg./100 p. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
C.E.C. 
Base. Sat. ''/ 
Caco3 eq. 
.pH 1:1 H2o 
Ohms R6o°F 
%. Carbon 
% Nitrogen 
C:N caJ 
o.os 0.14 
0.28 
0.61 
0.17 
2.32 
49.14 
o.o 
5.5 
2664.0 
Organic Matter 
0.26 
0.05 
5.2 
0.24 
1.22 
0.42 
2.96 
68.24 
o.o 
5.5 
2386.5 
0.15 
0.04 
3.75 
Exchangeable cations expressed as % of total exchangeable bases 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
Base. sat. % 
C.E.C./100 gm. clay 
Identified minerals 
3.45 
12.06 
26.29 
7.32 
49.14 
Clay minerals 
24.2 
1.42 
4.73 
8.1 
41.21 
14.18 
68.24 
19.86 
Kacl. v.s 
M.L. M.W. 
Felspar V.'H' • 
2.23 
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PROFILE No. : 
LOCATION: 
SITE: 
ELEVATIOl~: 
PARENT MATERIAL: 
~ Y'' 
J:!ori-Zon 
Ap 
Ochric 
IIB22t 
(IIB2t) 
argillic 
IIC+IIR 
Depth 
inches 
0-7 
7-20 
20-28 
29-48+ 
199 Kanonkop series 
Lat. 33°36 1 ' Long. 18°59 1 on farm Soetendal 
Iad slope gently undulating bevelled 60 ft. 
Ber~ river terrace 3;:, slope 
370 ft. 
Malmesbury phyllite with a terrace boulder 
plus colluvium mantle. 
7.5YR5ig strong brown (10YR~4 lt.Y.Br.Dry) 
gravelly loamy sand; soft to slightly hard; 
apedal; abundant sub-angulc.r and angul<:ir q_uartz 
gravel and small stones; occasional terrace 
boulders of round Table 1,Jountain sandstone; 
gradual transition. 
51 6, , 7.5YR16 strong brown (10YR,5Br.Y.Dry) gravelly 
sandy clay loam; a slightly loose mass of 
abundant sub-angular and angular quartz gravel 
and small stones, occasi9nal phyllite fragments 
forming a stru'ctureless stone line; clear 
transition. 
5YR5/ci yellowish red clay; frequent faint .fine 
2.5YR% red l!lottles; uoft to slightly hard, 
weak fine blocky, frequent fine platy phyllite 
fragments and angular q_uart11 gravel; gradual 
to clear transition. 
2.5YR'}t8red and lOYR~ brownish yellow clay 
loam; rock structure well evi<'lent; moderately 
developed clay skins especially in 'che brownish 
yellow laminae wh:i.ch are more strontiJY weathered 
thetn the re.d. 
Lab. No., B7424 B7425 E7426 B7427 
Depth ]nches 0-7 7-20 20-28 28-48 
Jorizon Ap A3 IIB2t IIC+IIR 
Gravel separate 2 mIT~ 43.8 53.9 13.4 11.3 
c. sund 2-. 5 mm. 35.2 31.1 24.1 20.5 
N. Setntl .5-.2 mm. 13.8 9.0 7.1 6.5 
F. sand • 2-. 02 mm. 36.6 25.0 16.2 17 .2 
Silt • 02-. 002 mm. 4.7 13.4 12.4 18.4 
Clay .002 mm. l0.5 20.8 40.8 , 38.9 
Extrac_table cations meg. (JOO f;m. 
Ha 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.13 
K 0.21 O.?O o.ie 0.16 
Ca 0.57 0.39 0.41 0.15 
Eg 0.28 0~10 0.61 0.41 
C.E;C 2.09 4.18 5.19 6.52 
Base sat. % 53.59 17.95 24.27 28.37 
Caco3 eq. o.o o.o o.c o.o 
pH 1:1 HeO 5.85 5.0 5.0 5.0 
Ohms R 60°F 4273.5 5217.0 4495.5 3274.5 
Organic matter -
· % Carbon 0.39 , 0.29 0.22 o.i3 % Nitrogen 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 
c : N 7.8 5.8 4.4 3.25 
Exchangeable cations ex12ressed as etc of tota1 exchan~eable bases 
Na 2.87 1.65 1.16 7 .03 
K 10.04 4.78 3.46 2.45 
Ca 27 .27 9 .• 33 7.89 2.30 
Mg 13-39' 2.39 11. 75 21.62 
Base sat. 'f. 53.59 17 .94 24.27 28.37 
Cla;y: Minerals 
C.E.C./100 gm. Clay 19.9 20. 09 f2.7 16. 76 
Identified minerals Kaol.Y.'!.S. Kaol.v.v.s Kc..ol. v.v. s. 
IlJ. s. Ill. s r'n. ?!. 
Eaerr..v.w. Eaen:. v. w. 
Free Fe2o3 1.72 4.62 5.63 6.42 
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releasing more acid nature of the phyllite from which profile 199 
was formed. 
Kanonkop is always acid. Free salts are absent in the 
solum. Base saturation below the Ap increases with depth. Ex-
changeable magnesium and sodium tend to increase with depth and 
calcium to decrease~ The A of the-shallow profile 173 shows a 
leaching of exchangeable calcium as we¥i' as s.odium and magnesium. 
" Exchangeable potassium percentage is /high p,eing over lo% for both 
•Ji,, 
profiles. 
Carbon percentage is lo~ as are the C : N ratios. C : N 
,,..,..-.~ 
ra tiof3 decrease from 5. 2 in the,."A of profile 17 3 to below A with 
depth. 
Genesis and classification 
Soil formati<>n has proceeded sufficiently far to form 
a weakly. structured argillic horizon. Clay movement has been chief-
ly mechanical. A stronger grade of structure has not formed because 
of the gravelly nature of the solum - the high ratio of gravel to 
fine separates. Leaching vertically as well as laterally of sodium 
and -magnesium salts to accumulate in lower lying areas (and slightly 
in theB) has taken place. 
Kanonkop is a haplargid not orthic but possibly an (unde-
fined) dystrichaplargicl. 
Physical characteristics and land use 
Infiltrometer studies _could not be made on Kanonkop due 
to its stoniness. The shallowness of the solum in most members 
i 
renders it :a C irrigable soil, with greater depth it varies to a :B2 
value (Soils Research Invtitute). Kanonkop is mainly used for 
"~ . . .... 
,·.:· 
whe'at production. The deep members, especially along' the Berg River, 
are used for wine grape production. 
Kanonkop is basically a fertile soil, it does not have the 
saline problems of Swartland. It does tend to be somewhat drier 
than Swartland. In wet years it can be expected to produce better 'X 
wheat crops than Swartland. 
Associated soils and mapping 
In areas where the rocks are strongly metamorphosed and 
the topography steep, Kanonkop grades into Zwartfontein. In such 
areas complexes of Kanonkop with Zwartfontein are found. Generally 
speaking, Zwartfontein is dominant on the steep slopes a1::id. Kanonkop 
on the shallow slopes. These areas of the Zwartfontein-Kanonkop 
complex occur mainly east of the Berg river and west of the Malmes-
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bury--Paarl road. 
In areas where the rocks are metamorphosed but not highly 
schistose, Kanonkop occurs as a complex- of li tholic· so·ils, Kanonkop 
with a weakly structured B, Kanonkop with a strongly structured B~ 
and Swartland. The Kanonkop variant with the strongly structured B 
at times resembles Swartland but has no free salts in the B. It is 
inseparable from the normal Kanonkop being part of the soil indivi-
dual. Swartland is found in this area on the lower slopes where the 
landscape is less convex than where Kanonkop occurs. 
In areas of Swartland there occur pedons which have weakly 
formed B horizons ;in cornpJ,ex,:as~ociation,wit11.. Swa:rtland as;_stateP, 
above. Normally these soils are too salty to be identified as 
Kanonkop. 
There occur areas where Swartland has been truncated by 
river action to be covered by a mantle of coarse material. These 
soils resemble Kanonkop but are saline. (eg. at Boland Landbouskool) 
The bottomlands in Kanonkop areas are weakly formed, they 
~ire not as alkaline as those in areas of Swart land and have a greater 
incidence of young alluvium in them. 
Kanonkop series definition 
More than 10% silt and clay. ·Less than 2o% clay. 'Hues 
no redder than 7.5YR gradual transition to 
B2 t Structure no stronger than weak blocky. Chromas and 
values are greater than 3. pH less tb.an1 6.5 base satura-
tion less than So%. Exchangeable (na + Mg)% is less 
than 35% 
C+R The B2 overlies and tongues weakly into the weathering 
rock laminae pH of the C ifl lE~ss than 6. 5 
L 
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SWELLENGIFT SERIES 
Only encountered in··the ·south we·stern -part-of··the ·area9 
Swellengift is fairly widespread where it occurs. Profiles 39 and 
21 are representative examples. 
Swe11engift is found on very- gently undula ting 9 gradual 
sloping ·siopes· which· are ·weakly· pedimented. The· top·ography on 
which it is found i·s· generally less convex than that associated with 
Swartland. Rock outcrops 9 as we+l as silcrete and laterite caps on 
the higher levels, are common. 
Parent material 
Swel1engift is limit~d to areas of Klipheuwel sandstones 
and conglomerates. The rocksof the K1ipheuwel formation tend to 
be of a coarser texture than·those of the Malmesbury formation in 
the area studied. They also have much less (if any) free salts than 
rocks of the Malmesbury formation which tend to be quite salty at 
times• 
Relic ts of the Pleistocene and Tertiary surfaces 9 i.e. 
laterites and silcretes as well as the terrace gravels and artifacts 
of recent age are commonly found in the soil. These have~ however 9 
not contributed anything to soil development remaining unweathered. 
Morpholosz 
Swellengift has a distinct horizon differentiation. A grey 
brown loamy coarse sand overlies, with a clear transition, a gravelly 
loamy coarse sand forming a stone line of terrace stones, artifacts, 
laterite fragments and quartz. This horizon has an abrupt transition 
to a dark coloured clay B2• The dark colours are due to clay skins 
on ped surfaces, the ped interiors have light coloured gley colours 
low chromas with prominent red mottles. The 'B is usually medium 
prismatic. At times the B is weakly developed and almost disconti-
nuous. Profile 21 is an example of a peden with a weakly developed 
B, profile 39 of one with a well developed B. 
Chemical properties 
pH is on the acid side 9 the soil tending to become more acid 
with depth. Base saturation is fairly high but the soil is not saturated 
with bases. Profile 39 is culti~ated and has been limed so that the 
calc·ium figures and the base saturation figures for the A horizons are 
higher than for the virgin profile 21. Ji:l profile 21 base saturation 
is lowest in the A2 being more or less constant below the A2 • Calcium 
is the dominant exchangeable basic cation in the A horizons\.--decreasing 
,.c:;:·' ' 
with depth so that in the B magnesium is the dominant _g..a5ic caticqp. 
Exchangeable sodium percentage is highest in the B2 , but nowhere a:oe--cz 
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PROFILE No. 
LOCATION: 
SITE 
ELEVATION1 
PARENT MJ..1'ElllAL: 
Horizon l'ept)l 
inches 
9-14 
14-22 
Illl!2gt 22-32 
Ar gillie 
IIJ ct 32-42 
(IV C) 
39 Swellengift Series 
Lat. 33° 44' Long. 18° 49' on farm 
Karnemelksvlei 
Upp~r slope bevell.t?d Miocene :;arine terrace 
0-l;i sicpe 
320 ft. 
Klipheuwel sandstone + rive~ terrace 
(Table Mountain sandstone) gravels 
lOYRt2aark gre3. bro.wn. >;rc.velly loam;, coarse 
sand; sofi, apadal; frequent su1-angular to 
round small quartz, occasional round terrace 
stones and early stone age artifacts; .gr,.t.iual· 
tro.nsition 
iotR'.}'2 grey brown (lOYR~2lt.br.Gr.Dry)grevelly 
loamy coarse sand; soft, apedal; frequent sub-
an5"ular quartz; abrupt transition to clear 
transitfon 
lotii'.}'2 grey brown (10YR~2 lt.:er.Gr.Dry) very 
. gravelly loamy coarse sand; a pedal' weakly co-· 
herent ma~s of abuniant sul:-angular.~uartz,. 
frequent lateri te fr"£ments, and occasioi1al 
rounded terrace stones forriing a stone line: 
abrupt transition 
lOYRt2 very dark grey brown pror.inent thick clay· 
skins; mottled 7.5YR~. rec; lOR% :iorl< :-ed. and 
2. 5Y~~ lieht bro><nish frey cla;:; ext rec ely hard, 
" strong fine and rnefiium ~rism.;i.t.ic Creaking to 
moderate rr.;edium blocky r abrupt t1·;;.nsi ti on to 
clear transi ticn in >'laces 
iorn'.}'6· yellow brown sandy loam; .man_v fine dis-
tinct SY8/1 white u0ttles; hard to very hard, 
s..pedal to weak roe!<. str...:cture; ::ccasicrn'tl thick 
pron.inent lOYR3;~ ver-J ::!.:irk gr.;o:; cla~;- skins d.own 
fissures, r:-ct b.ol€z, etc. 
Lab. ?lo. 
Depth inches 
llorizon 
Gravel separate 2mm. 
C. sand 2-. 5mm. 
~'..eE>nd ·5-.2mm. 
F.sand ,2-.02n:m. 
sui .02-.co2mm. 
Clay • 002mm. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
)~g 
C.E.C. 
Base. sat. <f.. 
Caco3 eq. 
p!f l;l B20 
Ohms R60°F 
I' Carbon 
~.Nitrogen 
C:N 
:!37449 
0-14 
A 
B7451 
22-32 
IIIB2t 
Particle size distribution :f 
26.C 
51.2 
13.3 
26.9 
4.9 
5.1 
82.1 
46.4 
14.6 
25.6 
4.7 
9.4 
16. 7 
15.5 
8.4 
8.3 
5.6 
63.5 
Extractable cations me9./lOO gm• 
0.06 0.06 0.41 
0.10 
0.58 
0.09 
1.03 
eo.58 
o.o 
5.65 
3140.3 
0.20 
0.03 
6. 7 
0.13 
0.54 
0.22 
1.34 
70.89 
o.o 
5.e 
4558.5 
Organic matter 
0.22 
0.03 
7.3 
0.14 
1.27 
2.55 
6.92 
63.15 
0.0 
5.0 
0.26 
0.06 
4.3 
B7452 
32-42 
IIIC 
6.3 
34.4 
14.1 
21.2 
15.9 
16.3 
0.15 
0.10 
0.32 
0.95 
2.60 
58.46 
o.o 
5.4 
2532.5 
0.08 
0.01 
8;o 
Extractable cations expressed as 1 ot total exchangeable bases 
Na 5.e 4.48 5.92 5.77 
K 9. 7 9.70 2.~ ;3.84 
Ca 56; 31 40. 29 18.35 12.30 
Mg 8.73 16.42 36.84 36.53 
Base sat. " 80.58 70.89 63.15 58.46 
C.E.C./lOG gm. Clay 
Mineral e: .identified 
2c.19 
(;, ;1 
Clay minerals 
14.25 
2.21 
lC.E9 
Ka.ol.vvs 
Ill.med. 
2.69 
15.95 
JCll.ol. VVS 
Ill.v. s. 
1.45 
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PROFILE No.: 
LOCJ.TION i 
SITE : 
:SLEVATIO}' : 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
i>-6 
6-15 
IIB2lgt 15-24 
(IIBl t). 
Argillic 
IIIB22gt 24-30 
lIIC 31>-40 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Orevel separate 
2 =· 
C.e,.nd L'-.5 tom. 
M.sand • 5-. 2ir.m. 
F.sand .2-.c2u:m. 
Silt • 02-. G02=m:. 
Clay .C02mt>. 
21 Swellengift series 
Lat. 33° .'..3' Leng. 1S0 51' en :fo.rtJ )-<;terdam 
Gently un~ulating, upper slope 
420 ft. 
Klipheuwel sandstone 
1;, slope 
10Yl!1'2 Orey-brown (lOYl!f}t1 Cr.Dry) loamy s"nd; 
soft, apedal1 occasional sub-angular quartz 
gravel; gradual transition 
10Yl!% light brownieh grey (lOYl!Y1 it.Or.Dry) 
gravelly loamy sand; soft, apedal; fre~uent.small 
sub-angular quartz, clear transition. 
10Yll1'1• 5grey to grey brown (N~0vhite dry) gravelly 
sandy loam; apedal to·weak block;y; a weakly cohe-
rent mass of sub-angular quartz gravel and small 
stones, cccasicnal Table Mo..:ntain Sandstone 
terrace s~ones o.nd occasional laterite fragments 
forming a stone line 1 clear transi ti<'n 
2 •. 5y% light-brownish grey sandy cla,v loam; msey 
prominent medium ~o coarse 5Yll1'a yellow red mottles; 
common mcderately developed lOYR1'1 erey clay ·ekins1 
extremely hard, apedai, to weak medi~m prismo.tic 
"nd JLOderate c:.ec;iuin prismatic in places; gradual 
to clear vavy transi ticn 
5n% reddish yellow (5YH7/4pink Dry) sandy loam1 
hard, epedal1 veak rock str.icture witt thick pro-
. 41 ltinent 10Yl! 11 dark grey clay skins. Individual sand 
grains have separate coleurs. 
1!7443 l!7 445 1!7446 !17447 l!7 448 
0-6 6-15 15-24 .24-36 3r,..40 
Al ~ !I:B2lt I!IB22t III C 
Farticle dize ~isiribution ~ 
11.2 23.0 66.1 2.::1 1.0 
33.e 34.J .;.i.·1 -2~ .~ 24.9 
25.• 7 2~.4 17 .l li. l 23.3 
.>o.o 27.c. ?2.3 19.2 24.3 
5.9 e.1 12.5 14.4 11. 6 
5.1 5.5 16.c 25.7 lG.l 
N!> 
K 
~a 
!·'.g 
C.E.C. 
Base eat. f 
c .. co3 eq. 
p!l: 1:1 H2o 
Ohms ii60°F 
'if. Carbon 
5'. Ni trog1:m 
c I N 
Na 
K 
Ca 
)f_g 
Base. sat. % 
C~E.C./100 gin. 
clR;r 
Identified 
mineral.a 
Free Fe2o3 ;:. 
Extr&.c ta-ole caticns 11;eq./lOO ~-. 
0.06 0.04 0.21 0.44 0.17 
c.14 c. 07 c.11 0.17 o.o-r 
0.29 0.12 0,11 0.25 0.11 
0.18 0.14 o.64 1. 75 0.89 
1.11 .87 2.08 4.55 2.14 
60.4 42.5 57 .2 57.4 57.9 
. o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0. 
6.0 6.1 5.65 5.3 5.6 
3545.s 7091.0 228.6 1316.9 2532.5 
Organic matter 
0.)2 0.08 0.15 0.09 0.03 
0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01 
10.66 8.0 5.0 4.5 3.0 
Extractable catione e!£ressed as 2~ of total exchan~ee:.ble 
bases 
5.41 4.60 10.l 9.7 7.94 
12.61 
€.04 e.11 3.73 3.27 
26.12 13. 79 8.17 5.49 5.14 
16.22 16.09 30,72 38.46 41.59 
60.4 42;5 57.2 57.4 57~9 
Cl& minerals 
21.76 15.8 13.0 17.1 21.19 
Ki;ol.vvs r::~ol.Vve !Caol.vvs 
!11. , ... ,, Ill.vvs Ill.vva 
!CL. Med-
·0.11 c.14 0.21 0.35 0.20 
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it reach 15%; ·nor· does (Excfi~ Na + Exch. -Mg) exceed 5o% of the exchange 
capacity. Profile 39 is slightly more base· saturated than profile 21 
so that, while hydrogen exceeds magnesium on the exchange complex in 
profile 21, in profile 39 magnesium is dominant. 
Exchangeable potassium is surprisingly high in the horizons 
which contain drift material (in the upper gravelly horizons.) 
The organic matter figures show a bimodel accumulation, in 
the A1 and in the B. 
with depth. 
C/N ratios are low (10.66 or less) decreasing 
Genesis and classification 
·In the-absence- of·high sodium and magnesium contents the 
clays in the soil are flocc1.lla.ted. The movement of clay from the A 
into the B sufficient to produce a diagnostic argillic horizon has 
therefore probably been chiefly mechanical - probably as clay-humus 
complexes. 
From the extractable cation % figures for the virgin pro-
file 21 it can be seen that the A2 is leached of bases, there is no 
definite accumulation in the B, however, the base saturation percen--
tage being constant in the B and c~ Leaching, chiefly of calcium, 
in the A2 would appear to be in a lateral direction.by ground waters 
moving over the B through the A. The A horizon as a whole would 
appear to have lost magnesiumwith a resultant relative accumulation 
of calcium and potassium compared with the B and C horizons. Since 
there is a discontinuity between the A and the B and since no accumu= 
lation in the B appears to have taken place this can be attributed 
only either to lateral leaching of the A or to the nature of the dis~ 
continuous materials themselves. The fact that the bottomlands in 
areas of Swellengift areas - Rocklands series, are accumulating salts 
of magnesium and sodium and to a certain extent of calcium bears out 
the hypothesis of lateral leaching. Leaching in Swellengift is, 
hypothesised as vertical within the A, and lateral above the B within 
the overlying A. 
According to the 7th approximation classification system 9 
Swellengift is an orthic albaqualf. 
Physical properties and land use 
The B horizon is very slowly permeable. According to 
standards used by the Soils Research Institute, the irrigable value 
of this soil is normally_B2 to C. 
Swellengift occurs in areas where the other dominant soil 
is Swartland. Swartland has a shallower rooting zone and is saline, X 
it is not as wet in winter as Swellengift and is thus mor•s adapted to 
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to wheat production than Swellengift-which ·is the better soil for 
vines• Swellengift's peakwet-period occurs-when-the vines are dor- )<!. 
mant, the coarser textured A horizons dry out during the summer growth 
period enab1ingvines to grow fairly reasonably. 
Associated soi.ls and mapping 
·Commonly Swellengift occurs in association with a litholic 
sandy soil with which rock outcrops are associated. These outcrops 
vary from small isolated outcrops to kopjes and hills. 
Where Swellengift bounded on Swartland, the two were nmr-
mally easily distinguished from each other. Use in mapping could 
often be made_ of the less convex topography associated with Swellen-
gift. At Agterdam however Swellengift was found to resemble Swart-
land very closely, the only morphological difference being a clear 
transition from the B to the C in the ca~e of Swellengift. 
Bottomland positions in Swellengift areas are occupied by 
Rocklands in well defined flat to slightly concave areas. Bottomland 
positions were found occupied by a soil resembling -Swellengift where 
the bottomland was ill-defined. 
Swellengift series definition 
A1/Ap texture no coarser than loamy coarse sand and no finer than 
coarse sandy loam• Chromas less than 3 and values greater 
than 3. 
A2 as coarse as the Ai or coarser. Chromas less than 3 and 
values at least one unit greater than that of the A1• An 
abI'Upt transition to the B2 
B2t Either twice as much clay as the A2 or 2'Y/o more clay than 
the A2 Chromas 2 or less. Peds coated with clay skins 
with darker colours than the matrix. Structure stronger 
than weak blocky-normally it i's prismatic. pH less than 7, 
base saturation less than 70% but more than 5'Y/o 
Transition to the C clearer than gradual. 
C Less than half the percent clay of the B or 20% less clay 
than the B. pH less than 7 
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. PAARDEBERG SERIES 
Paardeberg is found to a limited extent on the slopes of 
Pa.ardeberg mountain and to a lesser extent on Paarl moll.ntain. Pro-
file 161A is representative of Paardeberg series. 
Site 
-
Paardeberg is found on the upper slopes of steeply sloping 
pediments. It normally occurs close to rock outcrops. 
Parent Material 
This soil formed in a coarse granitic colluvium overlying 
weathering granite. 
lvforphology 
A brown coarse sand about 20 inches thick abruptly over-
lies weathering granite. The transition between the coarse material 
and the saprolite is wavy to weakly tonguing. A weak B2 horizon 
occurs in the tongues and at the transition. The C (weathering rock) 
has felspars, micas and original granite structure still evident 
in it. This C often tongues into and around granite rock with an 
abrup1i transition to the rock. 
Chemical characteristics 
The soil is acid. Base saturation is below 807{: in profile 
161A. Hydrogen is the dominant cation in the A, and magnesium in the 
B and C. The A and especially the A3 appears to have lost some mag-
nesium and sodium (in cor.1parison with thE C) with a resultant relative 
gain in calcium and potassium. 
As for most soils in the area carbon percentages and C:N 
ratios are low. 
The high C.E.C./100 gm. clay in the A horizons is probably 
strongly influenced by organic.matter content. Clay minerals in the 
A are expected to be illite and kaolinite. 
Genesis and classification 
Paardeberg is found on a steep topography. It is highly 
eroiible so that the materials have not been able to remain in situ 
long enough for more than ru~imentary soil development to take place. 
What weathering has taken place below the A is mainly mechanical, the 
granite is only weakly weathered. 
The A has been slightly leached, weak eluviation of clay 
from the A has occurred but not enough to form an argillic horizon. 
The B2t is normally discontinuous only occurring in the tongues into 
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PROFILE No. : 
LOCATION 
SITE 
ELEVATION 
PARENT MATZRIAL : 
Horizon Depth 
Ap 
Ochric 
+ 
IIC 
inches 
0-7 
7-17 
17-44 
16lA Paardeberg series 
Lat. 33° 32' Long. lo 0 4.S' on·:rarm Langkloof 
Upper slope weakly :fora.ad i;rar1ite pediment 
5% slope 
800 f't. 
Granite 
l0YR4/3 brown to dark.brown (lOYR~3 p.Br.Dr;y) coarse 
sandJ soft apedalJ occasional largee;-anite stones; 
gradual transition 
lOYR1'4 yellowish brown (lOYR~3p.Br.Dr;y) loamy 
co~rse sand1 soft to slightly bard; occasicn~l 
large granite stones1 abrupt tor.guing transition. 
_c; . 6 
lOYR"'/6 yellowish brown ( lOYR /3p. Er. :Dr;y) t,-ravelly 
coarse candy clay loam tongues into weathar~d gra-
nite; hard, apedal porous; granite still has ro~k 
structure; loYR'.% yellowish brown co!i.tir.gs of clay 
"' occur aro·,md some crystal pseu:i.omorphs, r.icas have 
weathered to give 2.5YR')'8 red colours to the 
weathered felspars; abr~pt transition 
II R 44 plus Granite rock 
l.Gb. No. 
Depth inchea 
Horizon 
gravel separate 
2mm. 
coarse sand 
2-.5mm. 
medium sand 
·5-·2mm. 
fine sand 
.2-.02mm. 
Silt .c2-.002mm. 
Clay .002mm. 
B742l 
0-7 
Ap 
Particle size 
9.5 
33,4 
15.5 
34.1 
6.5 
7.5 
B7422 !7423 
7-17 17~44 
Al IIB2lt+IIC 
distribution % 
10.6 24.4 
36.9 41.4 
13°7 9.4 
29.2 15.1 
8.8 
CE:J) 3.9 ~ 
Extractable cations mE51.LlOG i::m. 
Ha 0.13 o.ce 0.26 
K 0.?3 0.17 0.21 
·::a . o. 72 0.57 0~98 
Mg 0.30 0.28 2.75 
C.E.C. 2.75 3,04 5.27 
Base·set. "t 50.18 36.19 79.69 
Caco3 eq. o.c o.o o.o 
pH ltl B2o s.1 4.9 5.6 
R 60°F Ohms 2064 5494 '2775 
Or11:ar.ic matter 
'J: Carbon c.43 0.25 0.11 
j; ?:itrogen c.05 c.03 0.03 
c I ?1 8.6 
€.33 3.67 
Extractable cations eX·~ressed. as t of total extrecteb;!,e Ras~§ 
Na 4.73 2.63 4.93 
!{ 8.36 5.59 3.9e 
Ca 26.18 le. 75 18.59 
f.'.g 10.90 9.21 52.1e 
Base sat. x 50.18 36.1&. 79.69 
Cla;,· minerals 
C.E.C./100 gm,clay 36.7 24.7 e 
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in the c. ·In Paardeberg-the tongues·areusually of aB horizon 
formed in the·C material, not in A2 - like material which has entered 
fissures in the· underlying materia:l as is the case in Windmeul. 
Where· cro tavinas occur, clay illuviation into the cratavil:1as 
is marked· in Paardeberg ·series• ··· Weathering in the C has produced 
clays and liberated someiron·oxides; structure is still that of 
granite however so a cambic horizon can.not be recognised. 
· · Paardeberg is· an orthi·c psammustent. 
Physical· characteristics and land use 
Paardeberg·is·normally ·too steep to be irrigated other than 
by overhead irrigati·on, it is ·highly erodible and has a low water .X. 
holding capacity. · It seldom varies from a B2 irrigable value as de-
fined· by ·the· Soils Research Institute~ ·· ·Paardeberg is mainly used 
for wheat p::roduction, it is also used for wine grape production north 
of Paardeberg mountain mainly under dryland conditions. 
Erosion of thissoil appears to take place by slipping of 
the s·oil mass over the rock; as w~ll as by normal transportation of 
the sand· parti·cles· by water. Wheti the soil becomes saturated with 
I 
I 
water there·isin the sandy materf;tals no cohesion between the parti-
,. 
cles and they flow easily as a ma/ss together with the water. Due to 
the nature of the underl;ying roe-I. formations, water dams up in the 
I 
soil to form wet· patches in the rainy season. Sooner or later the 
forces holding the soil in place give way and the soil in the wet 
patch slides downslope over the rock forming a slip scar which pro-
gresses to form a donga. 
Contouring the landscape does not alleviate the slipping of 
the soil mass, it does however prevent the topsoil eroding away to X 
:f 
a certaj,n extent. The contour furrows have to be periodically opened, 
for they fill in with the coarse sand, dam up the water and so hasten 
erosion. 
Associated soils 
_Paardeberg normally is associated with rock outcrops and 
litholic sandy soils. It often occurs as a complex of deep and shallow 
soils especially on the steeper topographies where old ravines have 
been filled in with the coarse surface materials. 
Occasionally Paardeberg is found associated with a heavier 
soil resembling Windmeul but with abundant felspars visible in the 
"pre-weathered" horizon. 
The bottomlands in Paardeberg areas are usually not very 
well developed they contain organic alluvia, a!luvium and Botriver 
series. 
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Paardeberg series definition 
Paardeberg has an A1/Ap - A3 ~ Band C - R profile or an 
Al/Ap"-. AC - C - R·prof'ile. 
l:ess than 20% clay, less than 10% silt. More than 5% fel-
spars in the coarse sand fraction. Less than 40% fine 
sand. 
no finer than limits set on the A1 • Chromas 3 or greater 
values greater than 4• - More than 5% felspars in sand and 
gravel fraction an abrupt wavy or tonguing transition to 
the C. A discontinuous B is permitted in the tongues. 
Base saturation less than 50% 
C More than 2afc, clay. pH less than 6.5 chromas 3 or more 
values great$r than 4. No structure other than that of 
rock, felspars or their pseudomorphs are visible to the 
naked eye. 
Abrupt transition to Rock 
NB Only one profile was analysed so that this definition must be 
regarded as tentative only. 
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DISCORDIA SERIES 
··Nowhere· 'very···extensive it is ·found mainly north ·of ·Paarl 
mountain and east of Paardeberg, between elev~tions of 655 ft and 720 
ft. Profiles 112 and 119 are ·representative. 
It is found on gently sloping bevelled Miocene land sur-
fae:es: generally above·655 ft in elevation. 
P·arent : material 
D~_scordia has formed from vesicular lateri te and laterised 
pre-weathered g_rani te thougl:i,t to be relicts of a Miocene land surface. 
··The ·thickne·ss· of the· lateri-te· ·is n·o·t -~own. In a quarry 
south·of Paarl mountain at Vrymansfonteina vesicular laterite with 
·horizontal pores·and vertical tongues of gravel and softer material 
·similar to ·that· des·cribed by·Presuott· and:· Pendleton (1952) is at 
least· ·12· -ft~ ·t·hick. - ·Judging ·by the ·slope and···the ··extent of the 
laterite up;..;slopeif the laterite·were f;o:nmed in a flat area it must 
Because pf the isolated occurence 
and -bevetl·ing··o·f ·this· ·surfa:c·e· it ·±s difffoult -to determine exactly 
whether ·more than· one level· ·is invo1ved• · At Dun Darach two benches 
appear to be present -at 655 ft. and between 710 and 7 30 ft. Dissec-
tion and redeposition of colluvium can not be ruled out as the cause 
of the lower level. Only by mapping areas further apart can the 
nature of· this surface be accurately described. 
Morphology 
While horizon differentiation is not marked, Discordia has 
a distinctive morp~ology. Typically it has a dark brown (7.5YR or 
redder) sandy loam' Ap with a gradual to clear transition to a yellow-
ish red, friable, apedal porous sandy clay loam B2• The soil becomes 
gravelly with dept~ and tongues into laterised pre-weathered granite 
material. Profile 112 represents the coarse textured phase and 119 
the fine textured phase of Discordia. 
Chemical characteristics 
These soils are acid. Base saturation increases with 
depth. The high base saturation, high exchangeable calcium and low 
magnesium as well as high pH of profile 119 would indicate it has 
been limed and fertilized quite heavily. (cf. the more or less con-
stant exchangeable K% and the low C:N ratio of the upper 18 inches, 
compared with the C). Exchangeable calcium % decreases with d·epth 
and Mg% increases with depth showing the typical leaching pattern 
of all soils in this area 
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PROF'ILE No. 
SIT~ 
P AREMT MATr:RIAL 
Horizon 
Cc!:lric 
B2lt 
Depth 
inches 
9-20 
(IIB2lt) 
cambic 
(oxic) 
B22t 20-28 
(IIIB22t) 
cambic 
IIC1 28-72 
(IIIC1 ) 
72-82 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Gravel se}larate 
2 mm. 
C.sa.nd 2-.5 mrn. 
M. sand .5-.2mm. 
f. sand .2-.02mm. 
Silt . 02-,. 002 ~.m. 
Clay .002mm. 
112 Discordia series · 
Lat. 33° 36' Long. ie 0 51 1 en farm Discordia 
~.:.c. slope laterised granite ped.islope 3,.' slcpe 
685 ft. 
Lrsterised granite 
7,5YR'Y3 dark.brown (7.5YR~4lt.br.Dry) loamy s;md 
slightly hard apedal; rare irori concretions; 
clear tra?isi tion 
41 ( 6, ) . l 5YR 16 yellowish red 5YR;8Y.E.Dry sancty c. ay 
loam; soft, a pedal-porous; weak clay skins eviden~ 
rare lateri te fragments; gradual transition 
5YR'}'8 yellowish red (5YR~8 Y.R.Dry) sandy clay 
ioam; soft apedal-porous; rare lateri te fragmenta..1 
abrupt transi ticn 
7,5YRj8 strong brown (7.5YR~8st:c.Br.Dry) gra~e.lly 
s~dy clay loam; soft, apedal-porot:s·; loose tr.ass 
of rounded to su~ancular lateri te fra&ments _and 
occasional small B.nd gravel size ane.,-ular ,;;.uartz; 
clear transi.ti.on. 
7. 5 YR% strong brown ·gravelly sandy clay loam; 
many medium disti·nct 2.5YR7/6 y~llow mottlesi 
friable, apedal-poroua, abundant angular to sub-
. ang~.lar qua:r;tZ gravel, oc.casi(/'nal iron shot, 
occasional fine distinct 5R'l4 very dusk,y red soft 
iron con9retions. 
B7398 B7399 B7400 B740.l B7402 
~9 9-20 20-28 28-72 72-82 
Ap 1!2lt B22t IIC IIC2 
Particle size distribution 
8.3 6.2 1).6 56.2 20.4 
40.0 33.6 34.0 38.9 36.9 
15.2 14.l 11.l 10.2 10.2 
33. 7 24.3 34.0 21.3 20.3 
0.9 0.4 4.2 6.2 4.4 
10.6 30. 5 30.0 27. 2 31. 7 
Extractable cations mea·L100 em· 
Na o. 07 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.31 
K 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.'13 0.14 
c~ o.'16 o.'84 Q.95 0.25 0.13 
J.'g o. 04 0.51 o.'64 1.22 l.00 
C.E; C. 2.49 3;39 3,24 3.21 2.41 
Base sat. c' 40.56 45.42 .. 54.93 52.64 65.56 /' 
Caco3 eq. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
pH 1:1 !!20 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.6 5.23 
Ohms R 60°F 2941. 5 4273. 5 3385. 5 3940. 5 2497. 5 
Orf;anic Matter 
7; Carbon 0.42 0.25 0.26 0.20 0.15 
"/.Nitrogen ·0.03 0.02 o. 02 0.02 0.02 
C:N 14.0 12.25 13.0 10.0 7.5 
Exchanf;eable cations expressed as·-:;;: of total exchangeable bases 
Na 2.81 l.18 l.86 2.Eo 12.66 
K 5.62 4.42 4.01 4.04 5.80 
Ca 30.52 24.77 29-32 7.78 5,39 
Mg l.60 15.04 19. 75 38.00 41.49 
Base sat. % 40.56 45.42 54.93 5:i.64 65.56 
Claz ll!inerals 
C.E.C./100 gm. --~~8~] clay 23.49 lll.11 10.8 7.6 
Identified 
minerals Kaol.v.s. 1~~.oJ.v .. s. Y.eol,v. s. ~=~03..v. s. ~:aol.v. s. 
Free Fe2o3"f. 0.82 l.80 l. 74 3.34 2.60 
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PROFILE No. 
LOCATION 
s.ITE : 
ELEVATIOll 
PARENT MATERIAL 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ap 0-9 
Ochric 
B2lt 9-18 
cambic 
(oxic) 
B22+Cl lS..44 
(B22 + 
rrc1 ) 
One 
IIC2 44-60 
(IIIC2 ) 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Gravel sep. 2mm. 
C.sarid 2-.5mm. 
M.sand· .5-.2mm. 
F.sand .2-.02mm. 
Silt • 02-. 002mm. 
Clay .002mm. 
119 Discortlia series 
Lc.t. 33°35' Long. 12° 51' on far~ Groot 
Vondeling 
Mid slope laterised granite pedislope 
3% slope 
685 ft. 
Laterised granite 
5YRt4 reddish bro.wn (7.5Y11\Br.to dk.Br. Dry) 
sandy clay loam; friable, apedal-porous; 
occasional lateri.te nodules, rare sub-angular 
quartz gravel; gradual to clear transition 
5YBt6 yellowish red (5Y1!% Y. R. Dry) gravelly 
san<iY clay.loam to sandy clay; a weakly co-
herent mass of· laterite fragments; apedal-po-
rous; weak clay skins in gro·c .. nd· mass and around 
the concretions; gradual transition. 
5YRt8 yellowish red {5Y1!% Y. R. Dry) sandy clay 
loam to gravelly sandy clay loam; a weakly co-
herent· mass of·laterite fragments in an apedal-
p0rpua matrix; tong"~ing into and r.round a 
mottled. 5YR%. yellowish red, lOR'Yared, 7. 5R~4 
pale red.and 2.5yB/2 white sandy loam, which. is 
an extremely·hard strongly fissured breaking to 
fine blocky laterised granite; clear transition 
5YR% yellowish r~d (5n18Y. R.Dry) clay; few. 
medium. to large distinct 2·.5YR'}'6 red mottles; 
soft, weak firie blocky t.o apedal porous, occa-
donal fine soft. iron cor.creticns/hai-d iron-clay 
rich nodules, rare fine angular quart2 gravel. 
B7403 
0-9 
Ap 
B7405 
18-44 
B22t 
B7406 
18-44 
Particle size distl-ibution ]'. 
6.4 19.c 12.4 1.2 
29.e 30.c 34.6 36.4 
lC.7 9.2 ll.l ) 5 •. 6 
30.0 24-3 23.1 2£.0 
4.6 4.2 5.6 4.5 
27.4 34.5 28.6 ls.o 
..,,,,,~-
B7407 
44-60 
nc.tnrc2 ) 
9.5 
23.6 
6.4 
17 ;5 
5.6 
50.0 
Na 
Ca 
Mg 
C.E. C. 
Base sat. f,, 
CaCc3 ec;. 
p!! 1:1 H2C 
Ohms R6 O'F 
7' Carbon 
% Nitrogen 
C:N 
Extractc.ble cations n:ec;. /me gin. 
oh4 c.'1c c .. oe 
0.25 
4.46 
0.24 
4.44 
li4.6 
0.0 
.7 .25 
1176.0 
0.53 
0.04 
13.25 
0.27 
3.69 
0.23 
5.26 
81.6 
n.c 
6.7 
2553.0 
c.14_ 
c.66 
1.56 
3.92 
63.2 
o.o 
6.0 
2830.5 
OrganiC matter 
0.53 
0.04 
13.25 
0.23 
0.02 
11.5 
O. C·8 
o.14 
o.s: 
1.52 
3.42 
76.0 
o.c 
5.7 
2719:5 
0.21 
0.01 
27.0 
0.06 
0.12 
0.43 
1.46 
3.01 
68.8 
o.o 
5.9 
3108.0 
0.21 
0.02 
10.5 
Exchangeable cations expressed as 'JC of total exchangeable bases 
Na 
K 
Ca 
~:g 
Base sat, %· 
C.E.C./lOOgm. 
clay 
ldentif ied 
minerals. 
SiOl; clay 
R2o3% clay 
Si02 1R2o3 clay 
SiOl· soil 
R20l soil 
Si02 :R2o3 soil 
2.75 
4.91 
87 .62 
4.71 
114.6 
16.2 
l. 70 
l.9 
5.13 
70.15 
4.37 
2.04 
3.57 
17.34 
40.3 
e1.6 63.2 
Clay minerals 
15 ._2_4 ___ · 1~3_. 7~ 
2.26 
35.61 
45 •. 52 
.782 
51.0S 
50.52 
1.401 
4.43 
2.34 
4. 09 
25.14. 
44.44 
76.0 
18.0 
36.32 
45.84 
.792 
36.28 
35.16 
1.436 
3.06. 
1.99 
3.98 
1'1· 28 
48.5 
68.E 
6.b 
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than 
Carbon percentage is higher/in other representative soils 
aH-
in the area studied. The C:N ratios in the ·Band C"higher than 
those encountered in most other soils showing the material to be not 
as highly decomposed. The Ap of profile 119 would be mollic but for 
the high value (5YRt4) and the low carbon % of .53 as against .58 
as required for a mo llic epipedan. -
The free iron oxide percentages are considerably lower 
than was· expected. They are sufficient to designate- the 18·.:_44· hori-
zons in· profile 119 oxic but- are too low to define any horizon in 
profile 112 oxic on the basis of- c1ay:Fe2o3 ratio alone. Since in 
all other respects the B21 t horizons in both profiles appear oxic 
it would seem that free Al2o3 must be high. 
With-an Si02 :R2o3 ratios considerably below 1 the B22 and 
c1 of profile 119 can be seen to be highly weathered, that the B22 
is ferra1itic or·oxic can·not be doubted. 
Genesis and classification 
From such highly weathered sesquioxide rich materials as 
those from which Discordia has formed, only an oxisol could form. 
That an oxisol has developed from granitic materials in the area, is 
the result of a geological rather than pedological process. 
The material-from-which Discordia is formed was weathered 
in the Miocene, laterised to quite extensive depths and subsequently 
exposed to weathering forces.- Weathering subsequent to exposure, 
has liberated sesquioxides as well as the clay which was bound into 
the laterite, to form the soil. Base saturation of the parent material 
probably was low, subsequent leaching has lowered it further moving 
especially sodium and magnesium out of the upper solum to accumulate 
in the C. The sesquioxides liberated by weathering stabilise the 
clay forming clay-iron bridges resulting in the porous microaggregatt~ 
structure peculiar to oxisols, and in the absence of strong clay move-
ment. 
It should perhaps be explained that while the parent 
material .of Discordia dates back to the Miocene there is no reason to 
expect that the soil itself has been in situ longer than other soils 
in similar positions, e.g. Paardeberg and Windmeul, i.e. that while 
Discordia is called an "old soil", this refers to its weathering stage 
and not to the length of time it has existed as a soil. 
Discordia is an idox if the B is oxic as is thought to be 
the caBE!· Since the C is as weathered as the B it is also ox;i.c and 
Discordia is then deep enough to qualify as an orthic haplidox:. 
·-
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·Pb:;y:si.cal ·charac'teri·stics · and·· land· ·u·se 
Oxisols have· some·of ·the· mo·st ·desirable·-physi·cal characteris- X 
ti·cs··of ·all soils;. They --are·--permeable;· .. p·orou'S ·and· have-- a reasonably 
high water ·holding capacity. · Moreover most· of· 'the!' water retaine.d is 
ava·i1able ·to ·plant growth:•-· · ·D:i:,scord±a ·does have·· a C ··which··at times 
·tmpedes· -water p·enetration--and it ·is sometimes shall·ow ·and stony. 
Generally it has_howev;er ·an A2 irrigable value as defined by the Soils 
Research Institute. 
Discordia is invariably used for grape production either 'X~ 
trellised or not. 
Associated soils and mapping 
Discordia ·is associated ge·ographically ·with Katarra and 
Paardeb·erg--and sometimes in complex associat·ion ·with Windmeul. It 
normally occurs· in topographically well defined areas as caps on the 
hillocks around the granites or on the old pediment slopes in the 
granitic areas• Its red hues easily distinguish it from surrounding 
·soils. 
Discordia is often associated with organic rich dark termite t 
mounds·· or "heuweltJies". 
Discordia series definition 
Hu~s ·redder than· ·l·OYR and chromas at least ene unit darker 
than the underlying B. Between 10% and 35% (silt + clay) % 
Hues 7.5YR or redder with values between 4 and 6 and chromas 
between 4 and 8 inclusive. More than 20% clay. Friable 
when moist structure no coarser than fine blocky - defined 
as apedal with common to many 
minent clay skins. 
visible fines pores. No pro-
C laterite or laterised granite with basic values and chromas 
of 4 or greater. 
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KATARRA SERIES 
Katarra series (Slabber,1945) occurs·extemdveiy south of 
Paardeberg. Elsewhere it is of limited: occurrence,· usually being 
found in areas transitional between granites and shales. Katarra has 
a distinctive morphology represented by profiles 74 and 76. 
Katarra is typically found on flat land-surfaces often re-
licts of "Pleistocene land-surfaces, as at the minor pediplain south 
of Paardeberg• Seldom is it found with a slope steeper than 3~f 
.Parent material 
Katarra members studied, have always been formed in binary 
materials, invariably in coarse sands overlying Malmesbury sedimentary 
rocks. The sand has, in all cases, been presumed granitic because 
Katarra is only found downslope from granites. The depth of sand 
varies fron; l ft •.. to over 1 ft. In the pediplain south of Paardeberg 
the modal depth is about 3 ft. 
The pediplain mentioned above, occurs at an average height 
of 450 ft. It is a flat plain stretching continuously from Paarde-
berg to Prospect Hill, a distance of almost 5 miles, with a drop of 
50 ft. from Dagbreek to Prospect Hill, which represents a slope of 
0.4%· A remnant found north of Rocklands at about 370 ft. represents 
a slope of 0.3% from Dagbreek. 
Associated with this plane are found silcretes and laterites 
as well as terrace gravels eg. at Trig.beacon 181 near Jan Eeversfort-
tein at 451 ft. No terrace gravels nor silcretes were found in pro-
files of Katarra. 
It appears that the pediplain has formed by the deposition 
of sand onto a flat surface. This surface is probably a remnant of 
Pleistocene age, it would appear to be river-cut. From remnants of 
the laterites associated with this pediplain the surface seems to have 
a slope with a vector southwards as well as one~westwards. This is in 
corroboration of the writer's theory of the capture of the headwaters 
of the Mosselbank by the Berg river, i.e. during the Pleistocene a 
river rising in Franschoek, flowed south of Paarl mountain, turning 
north-west towards Paardeberg to deposit. gravels of Table mountain 
sandstone found extensively at 500 ft. at Karnemelksvlei and at 450 ft. 
at Agterdam. The vector in slope of the surface westwards, is expli-
cable in terms of earlier marine planation but the vector southwaxds 
not. 
It is difficult to explain the mode of deposition of the 
sand mantle on the flat surface. At one time it was probably of near 
uniform depth ~ith small promontories of sedimentary rocks jutting out 
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of it, for the, sand is thinnest in lower lying areas; be-co-mes thi-cker 
with rise in height, to disappear with further· increase in height. No 
obvious sorting of materialshas occured, the sand close to Paardeberg 
is no coarser than that 3 miles away. · Contrary to what would be ex-
pected with a process of pedimentation the sand is no thicker close to 
the granites that it is 3 miles away. The sand is angular and has 
thus not been transported far; moreover as pointed out previously 
the fact that Katarra, with this type of sand, is only found around the 
granites, predisposes the writer to suggest the granites in the imme-
diate proximity as the provenance. 
There are two possible modes of deposition of this sand; a 
process of pedimentation with local redistribution of materials by 
wind, this would have resulted in a greater degree of sorting of 
materials than is found; or a local riverine terrace formation similar 
to that envisaged for the deposition of the fine sands (Ofazi series) 
in young alluvial positions. The action must necessarily have been 
local, as witness the uniformity of materials - the absence of finer 
materials and of terrace gravels in the sand itself. 
The sand·has·remained insitu·fortwo reasons. Firstly it 
is in a position almost at the divide between the Mosselbank-Diep and 
the Berg river catchment·areas so that river incision is expected to 
be behind the stage reached elsewhere. There must have been a con-
siderable time lag in river incision while the Mosselbank and Diep 
rivers adjusted themselves to their lowered carrying capacity after 
capture of their former headwaters by the Berg river. Secondly in 
rapidly draining, fil.at lying materials such as these, drainage is 
lateral through the sand over the heavier materials, so that erosion 
is reduced to the retreat of the sand mantle at the edges, rather 
than by incision and removal by stream action. The steepness of the 
valley at Jan Beversfontein bears this out; Swartland has eroded 
away, the stream has cut deeply into the shales, but the sand mantle 
remains more or less intact on top of the hill because the sands drain 
as a whole and little accumulation of drainage water into valleys 
occurs .as in the. heavier materials 
Morphology 
Katarra has a very striking morphology. Typically it is 
a brown coarse sand, often appearing slightly reddish on the surface 
with uniform chromas and values. The sand overlies a layer of 
laterite concretions or a massive flat iron-pan. This abruptly over-
lies a prismatic clay prominently mottled red, yellow, and grey; often 
with soft iron concretions in it. The colour of the ped surfaces 
changes from a dark red (or yellow-brown) to a light grey with depth; 
ped interiors are more or less uniform mottled red and yellowish _brown. 
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PROFILE No. 
LOCATION 
SITE : 
EU.'VATION I 
PARENT MATERIAL s 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ap 0-9 
Debrie 
A2 9-16 
(+Ap2) 
IIA3 16-30 
(+Ap3) 
IIIB21 t(g)30-40 
· argillic 
IIIB3t{g) 40-54 
!IIC(g) 54-69 
7~ Katarra series 
Lat. 33°41' Long. 18°47 'on farm Kromrivier 
Gently eloping pediplain of granite sand on· 
~Iiocene marine cut surface r~1~;. slope 
420 ft. 
Granitic sand on Malmesbury sha~e 
lOYiit3brown to.dark brown sand; Jooee, apedal; 
occasional· laterite ·fragments; ·gradual transition 
lOYiiJt3brown (10Yli~21t.br.gr.Dry)gravelly :sand; 
loose, apedal; frequent· laterite fragments, gra-
· dual to clear transition 
lOYR~brown (10Yli~2lt.Br.Gr.Dry) very gravelly 
loamy sand; weakly coherent .a:ase.of laterite slabs 
to fine laterite gravel and abundant fine angular 
to sub-angular quartz gravel. One laterite slab 
dug out measures 6'x6'x3ft, is massive non vesicu-
lar; abrupt transition 
5Y\ white and 5Y7/2 light grey clay. Ped interiori! 
are lOR'Y6 red to 2.5YR4fa red and 5YR4/a yellowish 
red surrounded first by 10YR% brownish.yellow and 
then the grey of l'e.<l surfaces. The grey does extend 
into the peds, it give• the impression of being of 
very o·ld orientlited clays. Prominent clay skins on 
ped surfaces from lOYR~3 pale brown to 10YR'Y1 dark 
grey. Very firm, moderate medium prismatic tending 
to keep l'i"ismatic form on breaking, also.breaking 
to moderate medium blocky; gradual transition 
10YR8/1 white sandy clay; many large prominent ver-
tical lOR'}'6 .red to 2.5rR\ red and 10YR% brov.niah 
yellow in ped interiors; prouoinent 10YR'Y1 dark grey 
clay skins alone v~rtical fissur~s ped surfaces, 
etc; ver~· ha.rd, apedt?-1, tendjng to weak yrismatic; 
gradual transition 
lOYR\ light g~ey sandy clay; D••<J'ly large vertical 
prominent lOYR'}'e brownish yellow mottle.s, diffusely 
mottled 2.;rR'Ye red; prominent lOYR\ grey and 
lOYR'jt1 dark grey clay ekina down fiesures ;· very 
hard, apedal. 
Lab. No. 
Depth inchee 
Horizon 
Gravel separate 
2DUt. 
C. sand 2-.. 5mm. 
.m. sap.d • 5-. 2rr.m. 
f. sand . 2-. 02mm. 
Silt • 02-. OO;'mrrc 
Clay • 002mm. 
Na 
II'.. 
Ca 
Mg 
C.E.C. 
.Baae sat. '/, 
Caco3 eq. 
pH 111 H20 
Ohme R60°F 
% Carbon 
";( Nitrogen 
C : N 
B7465 
r-9 
Ap 
B7466 
9-16 
A2 
B7467 
16-30 
IIA3 
B7468 
30-40 
IIIB2lt 
117469 
40-54 
IIIB3t 
Particle aize distribution % 
11.8 
52.6 
12.l 
?9.3 
l.? 
4.8 
0.02 
0.04 
0.46 
0.05 
0.95 
60.0 
c.o 
5.9 
17 .6 
52.6 
12.9 
29.9 
1. 7 
4.3 
Extractable 
o.o 
0.04 
0.21 
0.06 
0.46 
67,39 
b.o 
6.2 
·6078. 0 10, ooo. 0 
0.25 
0.02 
12.5 
Organic 
0.07 
0.005 
14 
60.8 
42.9 
14.5 
35 8 
2.7 
6.2 
3.0 
16.8 ~~.i 
7.6 
13.0 
2.4 
60.5 
3.4 
27 .l 11-::l,'l.. 
13.0 
i8.e 
2.0 
40.9 
cation~ n.eq./100 gm. 
0.03(0.ir.10.45 
- 0.06(0.05)0.15 
- 0.3310.60)?.05 
0.31(0.14)4.73 
o.79(0.64Je.04 
92.39 - 91.79 
6.o 
6.e 
6585.0 
matter 
0.08 
6.009 
9.0 
0.0 
6.4 
912.0 
0.17 
0.03 
5.7 
0.49 
0.07 
1.07 
3.21 
4.94 
97 .97 
o.o 
6.4 
1033.0 
0.07 
0. 01 
.7.0 
B7470 
5-1•69 
III C 
0.7 
21.9 n,i 
11.8 
23.0 
2.3 
41.2 
0.81 
0.05 
p.71 
3.12 
4.84 
96.9 
0.0 
6.4 
760.0 
0.05 
c.006 
8.3 
Extractable cA:.ticns of tC'tal exchan eable basee 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
Ease eat. % 
C;E.C./100 gm. 
clay· 
Identified 
mineral a 
Si02 clay 
R2o3 clay 
Si02 1R2o3 clay 
Si02 soil 
R2o3 soil 
Si02 : R2o3 eoil 
2.1 
4.2 
48.42 
5.26 
60.0 
19.79 
42.26 
35.92 
1.176 
96.10 
1.92 
50.520 
0. 0 
8.69 
45.65 
13.04 
67 .39 
3. 79 
7.59 
41. 77 
39. <'4 
92.39 
Clay aaterials 
10.59 
46.96 
34.96 
1.343 
52.68 
2.oe 
46.961 
0.26 
12. 74 
45.02 
37 .52 
l.199 
96.46 
3.28 
29. 408 
5.59 9.91 
'l.86 1.41 
25.49 21.65 
58.83 64.97 
91.79 97.97 
13.28 12.67 
Kaol vvs Kaol.vve 
Ill.t(.W. 
40.28 
40.80 
.987 
64.17 
26.00 
2,468 
2.00 
J.'.orU;.M.ll. 
42.90 
39. 76 
1.078 
78.14 
16.68 
4,61\4 
o.86 
1 . 73 
l.03 
14.66 
64.46 
96,9 
11. 74 
Yaol.vvs 
42.56 
39.28 
1.083 
76.97 
15.92 
4,834 
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PROFILE· No.: 
LOCATION: 
SITE: 
ELEV.I.TIO?<: 
P.ARENT KATERIJ.L: 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ap 0-10 
Ochric 
A2 10-21 
II A2 21-38 
IIIB2lt 3~42 
argillic 
IUB22t(g)42-55 
(IIIl!3 ) 
IIIll3 (g) · 55-70 
(IIIC) 
76 Katarra series 
Lat. 33°40' Long. 18°47' on farm Da.gbreek 
Gently sloping pediplain of granitic drift 
on Miocene cut surface lf slope 
470 ft. 
G:re.ni tic sand on l'1alt1enbury she.le 
5YR% red-brown (7.5YR% lt.P.r.Dry) sand; 
loose, ·apedal; occasional lateri te :fraements; 
gradual transition. 
7.5YR~ brown (7.5YRY4 lt.Br.nry) sand; loose 
apedal; few clay lamellae; .occasional l<' teri te 
fragments; clea.r tranei ti on. 
7·5YR't brow" (7.5YRY4 lt.llr.Dry) &ravelly sand; 
loose, apedal mess of laterite fragments and 
nodules; abrupt transition 
7;5R-j, dark red c:ravelly clay, with prominent 2.5YR~~ dark re<l clay skins in upper· 2", eoiiig 
to 5YR Y6 yellowish red t.o 7. 5YRl}t2 pinkish erey 
and fl.nally c.t the transition to 5Y7;]_ light grey. 
Firm, mod~rate medium prismatic b.reaking to fine. 
blocky; fre'luent iron concretion.s; gradual transi-
tion. 
7 .5~4, dark red clay; prominent thick 5Y7;]_ licht 
gre7 clay skins; firm, moderate fine prismatic 
·breaking to fine bloc~·; frequent iron concre-
tions; eZ.ad-..ia.l to c1e·ar transition 
Strongly mottled 7.5R~ .dark red, 5nr1a yellowish 
red a11d 1GYR% yellow brown wi t.h prominent thick 
5y7/2 light grey clay s!:ins gfvin., impression of a 
light erey mottled red' and yellci• brown .horizon; 
firn·~ weak medium prisme.tic breaking to coarse 
blocky; frequent iron concretions in ·the dark ·red 
mot.tles. 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Horit.on 
Gravel separate 2 
C.s3.nd 2-. 5 mm. 
?-!.sand .5-.2 mm. 
F.sand .2-.02 mm. 
Silt • 02-. 002 mm. 
Clay .002 mm, 
Na 
K 
Ca 
1-!g 
C.E.C. 
Base sat. "/.· 
Caco3 et 
pH 111 H2o 
Ohms R 60°7 
'f, ':arbon 
% Nitrogen· 
c : N 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
Ec1c3/cm.25°c 
mm. 
:97471 ll7 472 B7473 ll7 47 4 ll7 475 ll7476 
0-10 10-21 21-38 38-42 4;'-55 55-70 
Ap A2 IIA2 I!Il!2lt IIJ:B222t IIIB3 
ParticJ.e Biz~ distribution ~ 
8.8 12.2 80.2 25.7 15.6 6.2 
44.ci 42.8 48.9 '19.4 l0.9 5.9 
15.6 17.0 16.9 5.6 3.7 3.0 
34.4 35:6 26.4 8.2(8.8)"ll. 2 17'.2 
1.6 l.6 1.3 1 9:8(5.2~ 8.4 . H>.9 
5.3 4.5 7.6 55.8(59.8 ,67 .4 72.4 
b.;, t ~,,,,· ~~, '.! in,~ Exchangeable cations meq./100 gm. 
' 0~06 0.00 0.02 0.42 1.61 1.29 
0.09 0.05 0.07 0.19 0.10 0.16 
0.75 0.30 0.43 l. 65 0.64 ,Q.45 
0.07 0.003 0.17 2.67 5.19 6.51 
1.24 0.56 1.09 8.07 .10.69 1.2.91 
78.22 63.03 63.30 61.09 70.53 65.14 
0.0 0.2 o .• J . 0.0 o.o o.o 
6.3 6.3 6.6 5.1 4.3 4.0 
3242 4924 3780 76i 444 308 
Orf!:anic matter 
0.37 0.13 0.14 o. 58 (Q. 6l):l.19(a 17):>.13( o. r3) · 
0;03 0.01 0.02 0.05(C06):>;03(p.03)'.>.0l(0.03) · 
12.3 13.C 7.0 11.6(10) 6.3 (5~7) 13.0(4.3) 
Saturation extract soluble cations meq./100 gm.·· 
1.43 
o.o 
0.14 
0.03 
:?.88' 
Extra.ctabl'S cations exprP.ssed a.s % of tote:l extracta.ble bases 
Na 
K. 
Ca 
)'.g 
B&se eat. 1" 
C.E.C./100 Bm• clay 
Identified minerals 
Si02 )'~ clay 
R2o i: clay 
Si02 :!i2o3 clay 
Si02 ~ soil 
E20 ~ soil 
Si02 :R2o3 soil 
Free ?e2o3 y'. 
4.84 
7.25 
60.4e 
5~ 64 
78.22 
23.39 
37.34 
40.40 
0.921 
93.46 
l·44 
27 .16f. 
0.92 
o.oo 
8.92 
53.57 
0.53 
63.03 
1.83 
6.42 
39.44 
15.59 
63.30 
Clay minerals 
12.44 14.34 
3(3.58 40.oe 
40.96 42.88 
0.941 0.934 
95.90 93.60 
1.96 4,48 
4P..928 20.892 
0.56 1. 24 
5,20 
2.35 
20.44 
33.09 
61. 09: 
\ 13.4~ 
Kaol.v. e 
37.43 
43. 76 
0.855 
51.39 
35,00 
1.468 
10.30 
15.06 
0.93 
5.98 
48.55 
70.53 
15.86 
Kaol.vvs 
Ill.M.11. 
43.94 
39,44 
1.114 
4:?.40 
41.0€ 
1.032 
6.75 
65.14 
11.83 
Kaol.vvs 
Ill.If.. w. 
43.36 
39.44 
1.099 
44.66 
38.28 
1.166 
5. 76 
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The thickness of the light grey coatings on the· ·pe·a:-surf'aces increases 
wi.th ... depth, so that deeper in the B, the horizon is dominantly grey. 
The. ~transition from· B t·oC is gradual. Only rarely- i·s ro·ck ·-structure 
encountered in the C since the underlying rocks (in the type area) 
are mainly mudstones without strong rock structure, and since they are 
deeply weathered/altered. 
The iron pan encountered in Katarra resembles a sandstone. 
It is dense, massive and extremely hard. Nowhere was it found conti-
nuous over large areas. It is supposed, by the local inhabitants, to 
occur in strips •. This could not be verified in the survey • 
. Rarely, as in profile 76, clay lamellae are found in the 
sandy.horizons. 
Chemical properties 
The soil is acid throughout the solum. :Base satura~ion is 
over-60% but nowhere is the solum fully saturated. Base saturation 
is more or less constant with depth· or as in the case of profile 74 
increases from the A to the B. This is probably the more normal:,. 
case. Profile 76 with carbonates in the A2 has obviously been limed 
heavily. Exchangeable calcium percentages decrease with depth, pro-
.\ bably due to liming of the surface horizons. Magnesium and sodiull!_ 1rt-
crease with depth. The sodium accumulation peak is below that of 
magnesium. Either in the lower B or in the C exchangeable sodium 
percentages exceed 15% 
Carbon percentage in profile 76 shows a marked accumulation 
peak in the_ B21 t (Od7% in the Ap, 0.13% in the A2 and O. 58% in the 
B21t). The absolute accumulation in the B21 t of profile 74 is not 
as ma1·ked. but nevertheless constitutes a.100% increase over the con-
tent of the A2 • The peaks of carbon accumulation are accompanied 
by peaks in free iron percent and by the lowest Si02:R2o3 ratios in 
the clay fraction. A distinct tendency towards podsolisation (for-
mation ofa spodic B) is present as is evident in most of the soils 
in the area tending to form argillic horizons (sols ·1essive:s). 
Genesis and classification 
Chemically Katarra shows tendencies towards the formation 
of a spodic B horizo.n. The structure of the :B, and the presence of 
orient'ed clays however, causee its designation to be argillic. 
problems. 
Elucidating the genesis of the soil poses some interesting 
Laterite encountered in the soil is always indurated, 
soft plinthite in the sandy materials was not found. The laterite 
is at present releasing iron oxides which accumulate in the B (c.f. 
red clay skins in profile 76). Ped surfaces show gley colours, the 
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interiors do not. The pedinteriors have reddest hues colour be-
co.ming yellower and bluer towards the ped surface (except in the upper 
B. of profi-le. 76 to be d.iscussed later). Reduction of iron to give 
gley colours is thus active in. the lower·B and in the C. If the gley 
were, like the laterite, a relict of a past pluvial (wet period - pro-
bably not more than of application to this pediplain) then ped exte-
riors would be oxidised as in the upper B2 of .profile 76. 
It appears that soil formation in Katarra is actively taking 
place in a paleosol. Prior to the lowering of the water table in 
Katarra areas the water table fluctuated above the clay forming 
plinthite in the sand. With lowering of the water table and probably 
removal of some of the sand mantle to make it thinner, the plinthite 
hardened, then began weathering with further recession of the water 
table. The writer does not believe that the la te'ri te belongs to a 
pluvial period in the Pleistocene but that recession of the water 
table took place concurrently with dissection of the landscape. In-
stead of water accumulating over the clay it now drains laterally 
over it. Although no examples were found of it, it is reasonable to 
expect that in the Katarra landscape plinthite is still forming at 
places. 
Comparisons between profile 76 and 74 show the absence of 
red clay skins in profile 74 and that gley colours are present higher 
up in the B2 than in profile 76. The landscape in which profile 76 
occurs is in a more advanced stage of dissection than that of pro-
file 74. Profile 74 has not reached the same stage of recession 
of the water table that 76 has. Fluctuations of the water table in 
profile 76 take place within the B causing the active formation of 
iron concretions. A large proportion of this iron is probably illu-
vial from the weathering of the laterite in the A. 
In the discussion concerning water table above, it must be 
realised that no permanent water table exists in these soils. The 
lower B remains moist throughout the season; in winter a perched water 
table occurs above the B. What is meant is that the B in profile 74 
is moist throughout while in 76 only the lower part is moist. Only 
in winter is there free water present in the solum. The A is dry 
for the major part of the season. 
The shale-derived materials have been in situ longer than 
most members of Swartland which have been exposed to erosion after 
the Pleistocene. In Katarra leaching of the shale-derived clay has 
removed all the free salts normally expected in the Malmesbury forma-
tion shales and weathering has destroyed rock structure to a greater 
depth than is encountered in SWartland. 
Katarra series is an all~aqualfic typustalf; the deep 
members are crypto albaqualfic typustalfs grading into orthic quarzo-
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psamments with greater depth (See: "Some problems in classification", 
Chapter 4). 
Physi~al characteristics and land use 
The B is very slowly permeable and topography flat so th!J.t 
Katarra is not to be recommended for intensive irrigation. With exten-
sive drainage systems the deep phase could be used. The shallow (less 
than 48 inches) members have B2 irrigable values, the deeper ones from 
a poor B1 , to a fair B1 (Soils Research Institute). 
In the area surveyed, Katarra is used for vine, fruit. and 
wheat production. Some fairly large areas are still virgin - apart X 
from some bottomlands and Ofazi-Maputa complexes Katarra i::> tlrn u:;-:Jy 
soil extensively left virgin. This appears to be due to a geogru:i.:ihica.l 
tendency of farming habits. Katarra is a very poor wheat soil so that 
in wheat areas it may be left uncultivated whereas in vine areas it X 
would be among the first soils to be cultivated. 
Associated soils 
Where it occurs extensively, Katarra occupies a well defined 
landscape with shorp topographical changes at the boundaries to other 
soils. The coarse textured A of Katarra is normally deeper in higher 
lying areas (within the same landscape unit) than in lower lying areas. 
With Katarra there are associated rare termitaria or heuwel-
tj ies of uniform texture (approximately sandy clay loam) with dark 
colours caused by admixture of organic material. 
Often, near .Paardeberg, a soil is encountered in isolated 
patches within the Katarra individual which has the A and B of Katarra, 
but with a layer of strong brown grariite colluvium between the A and B. 
This material resembles that of the pre-weathered granite surface and 
is possibly related to that surface. 
Katarra series definition 
with less than 10% silt + clay 
with chromas greater than 2 with le~s than 10% silt + clay 
fine sand % less than 40% and coarse sand % greater than 
40%· An abrupt transition to the B2 
B2 Prismatic structure moderate to strong fine to medium. 
More than 40% clay with gley colours within 10 inches of 
upper boundary with clay skins in the upper 10 inches with 
redder hues or higqer chromas and values than below 10 
inches. pH less than 7, base saturation between 60%, and 
100%. A gradual transition to c,, 
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C structure other than that of rock, with gley colours, 
prominently mottled, pH less than 7 and base saturation 
less than 10o% 
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WINDMEUL SERI.~S 
Of fairly wide~pread occurrence in the granite areas, Wind-
meul occurs in two forms. Profile 13A i~ representative of ~he soft 
form a.nd profile 149 of the hard form. The latter is more commonly 
encountered. 
Site 
Windmeul is found on moderately sloping relict Miocene land-
surfaces at between 600 ft. and 800 ft. elevation. 
Parent material 
Windmeul has formed in bi11ary materials. A coarse textured 
granitic drift overlies and often tongues into pre-weathered granite. 
This pre-weathered material has lost all resemblance to the pa.rent 
rock. It is quite highly weathered - kaolin is the only clay mineral -
but felspars are still present in the finer sand fractions. This pre-
weathered material corresponds with the r,1aterials found. in the C of 
Discordia and would on exposure to soil formation, probably eive l'i~e 
to Discordia. 
Morphology 
A cla.rk grey brown coarse sandy :i_oam Ap overlies a yellowish 
brown coarse sandy loam A2 or A3 with a clear tr·ansi tjor, to a ;yellowish 
brown gravelly coarse sandy clay loa.rn B2t. This horizon consists of 
round plinthite nodules which ha.ve hardened,weakly cemented by clay 
and iron/clay bridges. Often this wterial tongues into the horizon 
l)elow. 1{here these tongues occur, a B2t has b.een formed in them. 'l'he 
tongues vary in depth from about 12 inches to over 6 ft.,teing deelJest 
in the hardened forJL of Windmeul. 
The horizon below the B2t(that which is often hardened in the 
pre-weathered granite) is brownish yellow vertically r,iottled with 
redder colours. It is a. sandy clay either slightl;y hard moderate fine 
blocky, or hard to very hard weakly cemented "columnar". The columns 
do not represent trur columnar structure, this is but one of the forms 
plinthite appears to take (as opposed to vesicular OJ" massive or nodu-
lar). The columns are apedal to massive. 
This pre-weathered granite horizon could be defined as a 
cambic B horizon yet since it is a relict this does not seem correct. 
Rather than cause confusion perhaps it would be better to regard it 
as a C horizon. (see Chapter 4). In not one instance was hard rock 
encountered in Windmeul, nor was any material with granitic structure 
or texture encountered in Windmeul. 
There occurs south of Malmesbury near the farm Doornfonteins 
a varie:mt of Windmeul in which the surface horizon is a. sandy loam to 
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PROFILE No. 1 
LOCATICN 
SITE 1 
ELEVATION 
PARE!IT MATERIAL 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ap 0-15 
Clchric 
A2 15-28 
IIB2l t 28-37 
(!1A3 ) 
IU:B3 37-44 
(IIIB2lt) 
{Camb:lc) 
IVCH 44-55 
(IVB22t) 
{Caobic) 
IVC2 t 55-63 
(IVB23t) 
(Cambic) 
IVC3t 63-75 (rv!i3) 
VC4t 75-85 
{VB32 ) 
13A Windmeul seriee 
Lat. 33°41' Long. 18°54• on farm Olyvenboc~ 
Lower mid slope granj te :pediIJ!ent 25· slope 
650 ft. 
Granite colluvium (pr·ob~bly preweaihered) 
0 6 l OYR ,2 dark gr•:J browr. .( l OYR /2 lt. Br. Gr. Dry) 
gravelly loam~· cc.::1xse sand; ~oft, apedal; rare 
laterite nodults; gradual tranSjtion 
~ . r 
lCYRi4 yellowish brown (lOYRj3p.Br.Dr.r)gr1'velly 
coar·ee P.and; soft to sllghtl:; ha~·u, apedal; rare 
laterite nodules; cle~r transition 
lOYR~ yellowish brown (10YR7/3v.p,Fr.!•:,..Y)very 
gravelly coarse sandy clay ~oam; slightly coherent 
mass of sub-angular laterite nodules, and fine 
quartz; apedal; ·abrupt ·trane::i ti on 
51 . . lOYR,8 yellowish brown gravelly sandy clay; many 
large vertical distinct to faint i •5YR% strong 
brown, .and many large di.stinct .. lOR'Ys red mottles; 
bard, weak blocky; gradual transitjon 
10YR5/e yellowish brown sandy clay; few i"l.ne dis-
tinct lOR'}f,, red mottles in ;.laces beinc lar·ge ver-
tical; raa.ny large faint .7 .5YR1'6 stror:e browr.. ver-
t.ical mot
1
tles; hard, JLcderate fir:e bJ.ocky; ·occa-· 
sional c·!'a tavin;;i o.f 10YR5/,. yellowish bro;1n sandy 
. .  
cla;J loam; freq.µent moderately developed lOYR=}~ 
cl&~ skins; gradual transitiOn 
lOYR~!i .brownish yellow sand;/ clay; many f<>int large 
vertical.7.5YR~·strone b~own c.nd few distinct· 
mediua:. i·oR4;6 red ir.o.ttlee; hard n.cd~ra te to we:ak 
fine bloc'cy, fre<i.uent 2. SY~2 li-ght brmmish grey 
clay skins; gradual trs.nsiticn 
lOYR5•% yellowieh 1::::-own o;arniy cl"¥; many me;l.iu.c 
conti~ucus reticulate ·7. 5R'}'6 re·i and few faint m~dium z .• 5y8/ ... white r.-.ottles; sljght~;r hard weak 
< 
blocky; cccasiN•nl prominent lOY'flt2 dark ereyish 
brown clay skins; .graduB-l- tr~tneition 
0 . . . . 
lQYP. 18 bro.,.,..nisb. y.:-·llow san:y clay; many ced1"t.Ut 
dis~inc~ to p"roliiinent 7. 5R'Y6 red lerce continuoue 
reticulate weakly "!ertical, and fe"'"· ~e:.iium fe:.int 
c 
2.5y'·/2 io-:bite u.ot""tles; ;:::l:it:htl;v· lle.M to b.2 . .:-C~ .-.re:;;..k 
fine block~y tc a.puG.a.l; 0cc-~sinri~l 11romint>Lt. thick. 
" ~. l·']~3-'··"'f2 very c.~ .. r~ crey-brn•n clc..y skins 
Lab. No. B7453 Jl7454 Jl7455 B7456 Jl7457 . B7458 B7459 
Depth inches o-15 15-28 2f.-37 37-44 44-55 55-63 63-85 
Horizon Ap A2 IIJl21t IIIB3 IVCl t' IVC2t IVC3t+rvc4 t 
Particle siz.e dietribution. 'f-
Gravel s~paratf'! 
2 mm. 20.6 26.0 74.6 34.5 6.4 6.6 7.2 
C. •and 2-.5mm. 63.0 66.0 48.7 38.2 22.e 20.4 22.2 
J.i.sand .5-.2mm. 9.5 :_.9,._8, 8..9 6.1 3.7 4.0 5.1 
F.eand . 2-.02rnm. 17 .2 
-1:1·9 r;.2 3.6 9. 7 . 11.6 l0.7 
Silt .c~-."OG2mm. 2.5 1.8 5.0 11.9 2:J.O 24.6 19.7 
Clay .002mm. e.5 ·r:e ,,......, 21.6 42.1 46;1 41.0 43.0 
r:xtractable ca tinns. m~g. LlOO~. 
Na 0. 04 0.06 0. 07 o.oe 0.06 0.10 o.08 
t o.oe o. o8 0.19 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.12. 
Ca 0.87 0.65 0.67 o. 67 0.48 0.13 0.01. 
Me o.<;o 0.2~ 0.61 1.42 1.94 2.18 i.84 
C.E.C. 1.51 o.ee 2.01 2.51 2.94 2.63 ?.73 
Jlase ~at. 1 92.05 114.77 76.61 91.23 ee.09 96.95 75.09 
Caco3 eq. o.o o.o c.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
pl! lH H~O 6.1 6.3 G.3 6.2 6.2 6.0 5.3 
< 
Ohme R 60°F 4559 5065 2735 2533 2026 1722 2026 
Org:anic t:iatter 
;: Carbon 0.42 0.16 0.28 0.14 0.14 0.09 0.09 
1· ?11 trogen 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0. 02 0.02 
c : N 10;5 e 9·.3 7 4. 7 4.5 4.5 
Extractable caticns exnressed as< of tot.al extracte.ble bases 
ll>< 2.64 5;94 3.48 3.18 2.04 3.80 2.93 
K 5.29 7.92 9.45 4.78 3. 74 5.32 4.39. 
Ca 57 .61 64.35 33.33 26:69 16.32. 4.94 0.36 
1.;g 26.49 21. 78 30.34 56.57 65.98 52.88 67.39 
Base sat. 'f 92 •. 05 114. 77 76.61 91.23 ee.09 96.95 75.09 
Claz minerals 
C. E. C./100 gin. 
6.34 clay 17.76 11.28 ~.51 5.96 6.38 I 6.41 
·~ 
Identified 
minerals Kaci'. Ji:aol, 7.aol. Keol. 
v.v.s v.v.e v.v.e v.v.e 
Free Fe2o3 0.55 0.56 1.42 2.68 3.11 3.50 1.80 
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PROFILE No. : 
LOCATION : 
SITC: 
EL.8\TATION : 
PARENT llATERJ AL 
Horizon 
Ap 
Ochric 
IIA3 
IIIC + · 
IIB21 t 
(Cambic) 
IIIC + 
IIB22t 
(Cambic) 
Depth 
inches 
~9 
9-18 
28-38 
IVC + 38-72 
II1l23t 
(Cambic) 
149 Windmeul series 
Lat. 30°32' Long. 18°49• on farm 
Jakkalsfontein 
Mid slope to upp._r slope granite ped.iment 
3% slope_ 
900 ft~ 
Granite and lateri.sed gr>.1.ni te drift 
(probably preweathered) 
2.5Y% dark grey brown (10YR~2 lt. Br.Or •. Dr:,•) 
coarse sar1d; soft, aped al; gradual tre.r1Ei t i0n. 
10YR% yellowish brown (10YR7~lt.Gr.:i)ry) loamy 
coarse sand; soft, aped.a]; rare laterite frag-
ments, clear transition 
7.5YR% strong brown. (7.5YR16n.Y.Dry) grc,velly 
coarse sandy i.oam; stront; clay/iron-clay bridees 
bind the laterite frae,-ments together. The B 
.exists as tongues of .A3-like mc..t.erial a.:pproxi-
mately sandy clay loam in texture. I.ateri te 
fragments a1·e rounded 2. 5YR'}'6 red and 1. 5 YR~6 
strong brown, gradual transition 
7.5YR% strong browr1 (7.5YR%Jl.Y.Dry) gravelly 
sanrl.y cla;y loa.rn t.c sandy clay, ve1·y taru, weak 
blocky; tongues o!' B2 matt·rie.l between the ver-
tica.lly laterised 2.5YR116 red drift and lateri te 
nodules; moderately developed clay skins; era-
dual" tonc;uine tra.nsition to abrupt where 
laterised crust occurs. 
" 7.5Yn'.}'6 strong brown clc.y; hard, moa.er&te fine 
blocky; 1r.oderately develo1•ed clc;y 8ldne; the B 
exis~:s as toneues ·in the 10YR5/8 yellow brown 
weakly cemented laterised granite orift with i'' 
to l" thick 2.5YR'76 red films surrour,ding it, 
in places on indurated crust a few uJll to i" thick 
7.5R1~ very dusky re1 forms laminae around this 
e:. 
ma.terial 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Eori7.on 
Gravel sepa.re.te 
-
mn: .. 
C.sand 2-.5mm. 
r;,. sand 
f. sand 
Silt 
Clay 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
C.E.C. 
.·5-.2~m.· 
. 2-. Q2mm. 
• 02-. •J02mm. 
• 002r;ir., 
Base sat. % 
CaCO" eq, •. 
pH l~l H 0 
Ohms R.66°P 
% Carbon 
% nitrogen 
c : n 
B7411 B7412 B7-413 B7414 
C-9 9-18 18-28 28-38 
A IIA3 IIB21 t IIB22t p 
IIIC rnc 
Pc.rticle size distribution "1 
11.6 c 24.2 11.6 
)2.9 49. 5 43.0 26.5 
11.i 12.2 12.e. l0.5 
26.2 25.7 25.2 24.2 
4.3 5.1 8.0 5.3 
8.7 19•.2 11.6 35.1 
Extractable cations meg./100 gm. 
0.05 c.04 
o.o5 0.09 
o. 53 o. 39 
0.03 o. 00 
l.48 i.62 
33.78. 32.10 
o.o o.o 
5.1 5.0 
3607.5 6493.5 
Organic 
0.33 0.21 
0.03 0.01 
11.0 21.0 
0. 08 
0.31 
0.95 
1.26 
4.58 
56. 76 
o.o 
5.6 
4329 
matter 
c.25 
0.03 
e.34 
0.12 
0.23 
0.70 
2. 27 
5.09. 
65.22 
o.o 
5.5 
2997. 0 
0.27 
0.04 
6. 75 
B7415 
38-72 
IIB23t 
IVC 
5.6 
17.8 
4.5 
9.2 
7.4 
63.l 
0.18 
0.18 
0.42 
2.83 
5,48 
65.87 
o.o 
5.6 
2353.2 
0.30 
0 •. 01 
30 
Extractable caticrs expressed as '( of tota.l qtractable bases 
na 
K 
Ca 
Ng 
Base sat. 'f:, 
C.E. C./100 gm. 
clay 
Identified 
rr.iners.ls 
Free Fe2o3 
Si02 :R2o3 clay 
. Si02 : R2o3 soil 
3.38 
.33 
35.e 
2.02 
!;4.59 
17. 01 
3.21 1.75 
5.55 6.76 
24.07 20.74 
0.0 27.51 
32.10 56.76 
Clay minerals 
15.88 39.48. 
Kaol.M. S. 
0.53 3. 73 
0.935 
17-38 2. 034 
2.36 3.28 
4.51 3.28 
13-75 7.66 
44.59 51.64 
65.22 65.87 
r 
14.5 8.68 , . 
Kaol.v.v.s Kaol.v.v.s 
3.96 3.10 
0.891 0.890 
1.929 1-734 
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a sandy clay loam and which has hues of 7.5YR or greater in the sur-
face. It appears to fall between Windmeul and Discordia 9 but has 
too high a felspar content in the finer sand fractions to be oxic. 
For this reason it is named here as a heavy variant of Windmeul rather 
than a felspathic variant of Discordia. 
Chemical characteristics 
Profile 13A is sited in an old vineyard, profile 149 in a 
wheatland. The high base saturation of the A2 in profile 13A is 
ascribed to liming since the exchangeable calcium and magnesium figures 
are much higher in the A hori:z.on, than should be expected. 
On the whole profile 149 has much lower base saturation 
figures than l)A. Possibly the material is older in profile 149 -
it's elevation is rnuc,h higher. 
Windrneul series soils are acid throughout the solum, base 
sa.tura ti on is less than 100%, is more or less constant below the J, or 
increases slightly with depth. Calcium or cc:;lcium + hydrogen are 
the dominant cations in the A horizons. Magnesium, increasing with 
depth is more or less equivalent with calcium in the B21t. Below the 
B21 t magnesium is the dominant cation. 
Carbon percentage of the A is about normal for soils in the 
area, the great depths to which it has moved is abnormal especially 
in profile 149 where there is only a 10~& difference in Carbon % be-
tween the Ap and the IIB23 t+IVC at 38 to 72 inches. 
A certain amount of movement of free iron appears to be 
indicated by the analysis. 
The C.E.C./100 gm. clay for the 18-28 inch horizons in pro-
file 149 of 39.48 meq. is high for kaolin, the clay ')'~ for these hori-
zons by analysis is considerably lower than that estimated in the 
field. 
Genesis and classification 
Assessing the genesis of Windmeul is complicated not only 
by the presence of a number of lithological-discontinuities in the 
parent materia,l, but also by the fact., that the material in tha B posi-
tion is part of an old land surface. This material is strongly and 
deeply weathered. The conditions under which it was weathered no 
longer pertain. It is thus not truly part of the solum as it has no 
genetic significance to present soil forming processes. Although the 
material is morphologically a cambic horizon it is genetically a C 
horizon relict of an ancient erosion cycle. 
Since soil formation began to form Windmeul, very little of 
genetic significance has occurred. Clay has moved downwards to form 
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a weak, often d.iscontinuous B2 t. Leaching of magnesium appears to have 
taken place but the presence of such contrasting materials makes absolute 
elucidation difficult. A~ ternate wet and dry conditions have, a,t sorr:e 
tili1e, caused the formation of slightly hard plinthi te nodules above the 
major discontinuity. These conditions af·pear to no longer pertain (no 
'~· 
nodules which had not irreversably hardened were encountered) . .At the 
present tirne strong oxidising conditions occur in the solum. Iror1 ia 
locally dissolved within the "can:bic :B" and redeposi tee to harder' cm 
the surface of old cracks or crota.vinas thereby producing the "columne:r" 
structures often found in the slightly cemented form of 1tJJ.ndrneul. 
As can be seen from the mineralogical analysis of profile 149 
below; the pre-weathered material is not quite weathered enough to 'be 
called oxic, except perhaps for the 50 inch to 72 inch horizon. The 
only clay minerals present howe.ver are kaolin. GrG.ni tic materials 
weathered under IJ;Ore recent c~cles contain illite and vermiculite as 
well as kaolinite (v.d.Merwe & Weber) in the area studied. Upon 
mechanic1:il brea.k up accompanied by a slight chewical wE:atherin_::;, the 
pre-wea.tbered materials are k:r:own to give riseto f•:':rTa1itic soils. The 
writer feels thus that the limit set on felsr,ar pln.·centages ir oxic 
materials is too low at 1%.. 5% would perhaps be a bet.ter upper limit. 
(See Chapter 5.) 
Table 
T•ief:;b 
;::j_ Z<:J 
Depth 
tnehes 
0-9 
9-18 
18-28 
28-38 
38-50 
50-72 
Mesh 
size 
Depth 
inches 
0-9 
9-18 
18-28 
28-38 
38-50 
50-72 
Qu. = 
Fel.= 
Sau.= 
Minerologjcc:l a.ikl~;siF. of vrofi1e 149 (Si.11e-lc~ cn1 1~1t 
analysis) 
Lig-ht mint~ j:·;1J. i-Jrtal v H:i.;'.; of t;h,:.:: .,.\T·~.rio:.J:::; ~-;r:;nc1 f' J' ·~ (~ t: (''Y) ~--. 
------ ··-·-
35 6C 70 
---~~---------·----- --· --~--·--
Q.u Fel Sau l~U Fel Sau ~u Fel Sa.t1 
89.5 10. 5 0 
96.7 3.3 0 92.5 7.5 
92.6 6.5 0.9 
87. 0 6.5 6~5 87 .1 1. 7 11.2 
98.0 2.0 0 98.7 l. 3 a· 95.5 3.0 1.5 
100 0 0 100 0 0 98.9 1.1 0 
Heavy . ~ 140 270 m1ner<J-L a.nal·;I~~i::~ of 
the 14C'>-270 
mesh fraction Qu Fel Sau Qu Fel Sau 
magnetic/ non 
magnetic ratio 
92.9 7.1 0 91.7 8.3 0 0.59 
88.2 10. 7 1.1 91.8 7.3 0.9 o. 72 
92.1 5.8 2.1 86.4 12.1 1.4 0.65 
B8.3 1.1 10.6 76.5 7.1 16.4 0.51 
76.1 l0.9 13.0 90.) 4.0 5.7 0.63 
98.5 1.5 0 98.) 1.1 o.6 0.36 
Quartz 35 mesh 0.5 mm 140 mesh 0.105 rnm 
Felspar 60 mesh = 0.25 mm 270 mesh C.083 mm 
Sauss6t- i te 70 mesh = 0.210 mm 
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Windmeul is probably a thapto oxic ustochrept. 
Physi·c·al charactel'istics and land use 
Wi~~meul is moderately well drained it has a B1 irrigable 
value (Sqila Research Institute designation) 
It is mainly used for wine grape production. North of 
Paarl mountain table grapes are produced on Windmeul 
Associated soils 
Windmeul often·occurs as a consociation of deep and shallow 
phases. The shallow phase is easly recognised by the presence of 
plinthite nodules in the Ap. 
Rarely, Windmeul occurs as a complex together with Katarra, 
eg. North of Windmeul-Paardeberg Cellars. More often Windmeul occurs 
in the high lying areas with Katarra occurring at the transition to 
the Malmesbury sediments (Swart land series). 
Windmeul series definition 
with more than 5o% coarse and medium sand 
more than 5o% coarse and medium sand chromas of 4 or more 
and values of 5 or more overlying 
Camtic B preweathered granite which has chromas of 4 or more a.nd 
values of 5 or more which has no structure other than fine 
blocky. With no visible rock structure and no more than 
1% felspars di.scernable to the naked eye. 
This material may be slightly cemented in which case the 
surface of the fissures present have redder colours than 
the matrix or if not cemented it is mottled with red 
colours. 
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FERNWOOD SERIES - CONCRETIONARY VARIANT 
This soil is of limited occurrence. It is mainly found 
around Paardeberg. Profile 55 is representative. This soil has been 
defined in the Natal Sugar Belt by Beater. 
Site 
It is limited to sites in which laterally moving drainage 
water accumulates - chiefly bottomland sites. At times the deep sands 
south of Paardeberg mapped as a deep Katarra phase fall within the 
definition of Fernwood series 
Parent Material 
Granite sandy drift materials form the parent material of 
Fernwood. 
Morphology 
Typically Fernwood is a deep coarse sand, greyish brown to 
pale brown in colour.. Rare members are found with clay lamellae, 
these are not diagnostic in this series which has an A-C profile. 
Typically where lamellae occur they occur d~eper than 25" and the 
total thickness of lamellae is-only a few millimetres. Profile 55 is 
abnormal in that concretion development is taking place in the C. More 
often concretions are hardened relicts. These iron concretions occur 
above the major discontinuity, this discontinuity occurs below 50 
inches and is normally underlain by a gleyed coarse sandy clay. 
Common to all members of this series are coarse textures 
and low chromas with high values to a depth of 50 inches, no B 
horizon, and no soft iron concretions shallower than 36 inches. 
Chemical properties 
pH is less than 6.5 throughout the profile and resistance 
greater than 3,000. Base saturation is greater than 80% to a depth 
of 53 inches. The lower base saturation in the 53 inches to 69 
inches sample is due to the lateral leaching of the c4g by groundwater 
moving over the gleyed sandy clay c5gt• 
In the coarse drift material (above 69 inches) calcium :i,s 
:-"I 
the dominant cation. Magnesium is absent on the exchange complex in 
the Ap AC and c1 and sodium absent in the AC and c1 • Since the 
granites contain sodic felspars and biotite these low sodium and mag-
nesium contents point to a strong leaching of the material, the high 
base saturation and exchangeable calcium figures are mainly due to 
fertilization. Leaching of potassium from Ap to the C is shown by 
the.analysis 
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PROFILE No. : 
LOCATION 
SITE : 
ELEVATION 
P ARENr:' l~ATERI AL 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ap ~8 
Ochric 
AC 8-25 
c1 25-44 
c2 44-53 
53-59 
59-69 
69-79 
55 Fernwood series - concretionary vofr.1,,~ 
Lat. 33°40• Long. 18°49 1 on farm Varschfontein 
Lolrer slope gently sloping pediplain 
500 ft. 
Granite pediment 
10YR4/2 dark greyish brown (10YR~3p.Br.Dry) coarse 
sand; loose, apedal; gr~dual transition. 
lOYR5'4 yellowish brown (10YR7/21t.Gr.Dry) coarse 
sand; loose, apedal; gradual transition. 
lOYR7/3 very pale brown.(lOYR
8/3 v.p.Br.Dry) coarse 
sand; loose, apedal; occasional iron concretions 
gradual transiticn. 
10YR7/3 very pale brown (loYRiJ3 ~p.Br.Dry) coarse 
sand; occasional large distinct 5YR4/8 yellowish 
red mottles which are a soft sandy clay loam; 
occasional iron concretions; loose, apedal; 
-clear transition 
10YR7/3 very ~ale brown gravelly coarse_ sand; 
abundant large iron nodules forming :in places an 
almost continuous indurated laterite sheet, in 
other places being a loose mass •. 
Below the concretions the horizon has common pro-
minent 5YRYs yellowish red l~rge diffuse mottles; 
clear transition. 
2.5y7/2 light grey coarse sand; loose, apedal; 
abrupt transition 
2.5Yf2 light grey coarse sandy clay; common large promi~ent 5YR~~ yellowish red, i.5YR~8 red~ish 
-3 . 
yellow and lOR 14 dusky red mottles; with prominent 
10R4 '.5/1 dark reddish grey clay skin°s; firn, to very 
firm, apedal. 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Gravel separate 2mm. 
C. sand 2-.5 mm. 
M. sand .5-.2mrn. 
F. sand • 2-. 02rnm. 
Silt • 02-. 002mm. 
Clay .002mrn. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
l'ig 
C. E. C. 
Base sat. f 
Caco3 eq. 
pH 1:1 H20 
Ohms R 6o°F 
7~ Carbon 
'f Nitrogen 
C : N 
B7377 
~8 
Ap 
B7378 
8-25 
AC 
B7379 
25-44 
cl 
B7380 
44-53 
c2 
B7381 
53-69 
C3+C4g 
Particle size distribution mr: •. /1 
o.o 
65.8 
12.9 
18.7 
2.2 
2.7 
0.0 
48.0 
17. 9 
31.2 
2.5 
2.3 
o·o 
50.5 
16.5 
30.8 
2.0 
2.2 
7.8 
45.2 
15.9 
28.3 
6.6 
4.2 
2.2 
51. 9 
18.2 
26.3 
3.5 
2.2 
Extractable cations meq./100 gm. 
0.03 
o. 02 
0.48 
o. 00 {\ 
o. 63 
0.00 
0.02 
0.40 
0.00 
0.45 
84.12 
o.o 
6.o 
3689 
93.3 
0.0 
6.2 
6324 
o.u 
o. 03 
0.21 
0.0 
0.29 
82.75 
0.35 
0. 05 
1.26 
0.27 
2.34 
82.47 
o.o o.o 
6.1 5. 9 
10000 4215 
Organic matter 
0.13 
0.01 
13 
0. 05 
0.01 
5 
0.24 
o. 01 
24.0 
0. 05 
0.07 
0.36 
0.19 
1.13 
59.29 
0.0 
6.1 
4531 
o.10 
0. 02 
5.0 
B7382 
69-79 
IIC5et 
3.5 
37.0 
10.8 
6.0 
2.4 
38.9 
0.36 
o. 09 
(!. 67 
1.87 
3.58 
83.51 
0.0 
5.0 
1054 
o. 04 
0.01 
4.0 
Extractable cations expressed as f of .total exchangeable bases 
Na. 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
Base sat. '}{ 
C.E.C./100 gm. Clay 
Iden~ified minerals 
4.16 
3.17 
76.19 
o.c 
84.12 
23.3 
0.36 
0.0 
4.44 
88,88 
0.0 
93.3 
o.o 
10.34 
72.41 
0.0 
82. 75 
pay minerals 
13.2 
0.16 0.06 
14.95 
2.13 
53.84 
11.53 
82.47 
55.7 
4.42 
6.19 
31.85 
16.81 
59.29 
51.3 
10.05 
2.51 
18.71 
52.23 
83.51 
Kaol.v. s. 
Ill. ·tr. 
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The high sodium and magnesium in the c2 is attributed to the 
upward movement of salts of these ions via fluctuating groundwaters, 
from the rrc5gt as well as from external sources. 
'l'he orga.nic matter analysis of profile 55 shows tendencies 
tow~rds the formation of a spodic horizon in the c2 horizon,_even the 
wide C/N ratio and accumulation of iron togetht-;r with orgunic matter 
point to this tendency, however the high C.E.C./lCO gm clay in c2 and 
(C3+C4g) diAprove this. While the (c3+c4g) has a C/N ratio of 5.0 as 
is normal where illuvial org8.nic matter is highly decomposed; in the 
c2 it is 24. It seems more acceptable the:cefore that the high 
carbon 'f~ in the c2 is due to the presence of decayir1g plant roots 
(probably of the grape.vines) and. not to a :poisolisation :process. The 
iron rich motth;s ir, the c2 have in ei tlwr· case been formE,d by the 
fluctuating water table bearing reduced i:Pon and not by eluviation of 
D. T. A. analysis of the iron-clay rich noduh:s of the c2 e;how 
cndotherniic peaks typical of' a veru,iculi te type of cle,y, the preser..ce 
of this mineral even if only in small proportions would explain thti 
high cation exchange capacity of the clay 
Genesis and classification 
Fernwood, in the area surveyed has developed in materials 
sorted and leached by a combined colluvial and alluvial process. When 
deposited, the materials were already highly leached of r.:ost cations. 
Subsequent to deposition leaching as·rcflected by the 
.votassium figures and the low sodium and magnesium figures continued. 
Mechanical clay n;ovement has taken place as evidence the presence of 
lamellae in some pedons. The inherent low clay content of the 
material limits the significance of any clay movement however. .Above 
the C the only pedological procEsa which has taken place to a signifi-
cant extent is the accumulation of organic matter in the A and a weak 
illuviation of organic matter into the c. 
The presence of a groundwater table moving over a dense 
materiai has resulted in the bleaching of the zone irr.mediately above 
the material. The fluctuations of this water table has resulted in 
the deposition and subsequent o:x;idation of iron compounds in the C. 
These are in the process of being hardened during dry periods. 
· The water table has also enriched the horizon of iron accumu-
lation with sodium and magnesium. 
' Profile 55 in which no lamella~ were seen is probably an 
orthic quarzopsa.mr.,ent. Those soil'.:,individuals (which are rare,) with 
lamellae preclent, are probably alfic quarzopsamments. Generally the 
coarse Eiands with lamellae have however chromas too high for .Fernwood 
series. Mineral analysis are necessary to place the Psammerlts into 
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' great groups. The presenc·e of 2: 1 mimerals in the C2 of profile 55 
might mean there are more than 5% weatherable minerals in which case 
it is an aquic orthopsamment. 
Fernwood series of which profile 55 is a member was first 
described in the Natal Sugar Belt by Beater ( ) ; It has -subse-
queRtly been defined·by·Loxtonand Macvicar (1965). 
Physical characteristicspand la:rad use 
The soil is freely drained to depths greater than 50 inches. 
Somewhere in.the vicinity of 50 inches a water table which rises in y 
winter receding in summer to below the major discontinuity, occurs. 
The coarse texture and low water holding capacity of the soil make 
it a B1 irrigation soil according to standards used by the Soils 
Research Institute. Where it has a marked water table it may approach 
a. B2 value. 
This soil, drained, is used in the area only for grape pro-
duction. Itneeds moderate fertilisation and liming (as shown by the 
low exchangeable magnesium figures dolomitic lime would be best). 
Associated.soils and mapping 
Fer:rawood occurs associated with Katarra series in ill defined 
bottomland positions as well as in better defined bottoinland positions 
in association with alluvium in areas of the Paardeberg"""Wi''ndrneul series 
soils. ···'···. 
Fernwood series definitioR 
An A1-c profile in which silt and clay is less than lo% iR 
the A1 and C. Values are 5 or more and chromas 3 or less in the C 
and there is less than 40% fine sand with a ratio of coarse + medium 
to fiii.e sand greater than 1. 
The concretio:aary variant of which profile 55 is a member 
is defined as above with the proviso that the textures remain as coarse 
for at least 50 inches and that soft iron rich mottles are not found 
in the C horizon immediately underlying the A1 • Laterite is present 
only in a discontinuous form, not as massive pans and is raot present 
to an extent more significant than an occasional concretion in the 
upper 36 inches. 
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OFLZI SERIES LIGHT TEXTURED PHASE 
Four areas of this soil occur, south of Paardeberg, west 
of Paardeberg, east of Paarl mountain and at Sod.endal. These areas 
occur as isolated deposits. Profi1es 84 and 181 are representative 
of th1s series first described in Zululand l·y Hensley et a.l and de-
fined by Loxton and Macvicar(1965). 
Site 
In the area surveyed Ofazi may occupy any site except wet 
positions. It has been found in broad bnttomlands as well as well 
drained upland positions and. on river terraces. 
Parent material 
The :individual sm1th of Faardeberg in which pro.file 84 is 
sited, r::ust froa, reasons of site and surrounding rocks be of aedian 
origin. The member east of Paardeberg occurs on a flat surface with 
marked "ripple" marh1 the crests of which are about 25 yards apart 
and about 4 feet high on hn average. This member extends disconti-
nuously upslope. It would appear the n<atorja.J. ha.s been wind deposited, 
or if not at least to havtl been r.:c.ved by wind to form the undulating 
n:icrorelief. The member east of Paarl n•uuntain occurs on a bevelled 
river terrace in Noorder Paarl, as old alluvium (:!:: 15 ft. terrace), 
and in association with terrace gravels on the 60 ft. terrace at 
Huguenot. The member at Sodendal would appear :from site to be 
alluvium were it not for the absence of stratifications. 
The origin of the; sand poses a problem. By deductive pro-
cesses it ie postulated that it was first deposited on the 60 ft. 
terrace most probably by river action, although it is not impossible 
that thti river· deposited the gravels and wind the sand. There is no· 
evidence to disprove the sand mixed with the terrace gravels to be 
of the sc:..me origin as them. Since the gravels are of Table Mountein 
sandstone it is presumed .the sand is la.rgt::ly of the same origin. Sub-
seq_uent erosion of this terrace surface as well as the river bring·ing 
in n;ore from the provenance resulted in accum'Jle.tion of the sane~ as 
alluvium. Wind scouring of the terrace surface at some time trE:i.ns-
ported this ma.terio.l to redeposit it elsewhere, both in the lwtto1!1le.,rn}1:1 
where Rocklands is today found, and where Ofazi j_s found. It is 
:possible that the Ofs.zi in alluvial positior,s along the Berg river is 
wind deposi,ted - as evidence lack cf stratification and the unif'ormi ty 
of the material. 
The parent material of 0f~zi is locally wind transported 
I 
ta".and of alluvial origin. More wo1k would need to be done before this 
could be proved absolutely. 
/ 
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Morphology 
IA 
I 
t 
yellow below 
deep fine sand slightly darker in the surface horizon, alfd 
the surface. This sand is more or less uniform to 
I 
usually orer 
in diamet~r. 
I 
usually wli. th 
I 
6 ft. and is markedly absent of particles greater than 2 mm 
Below 6 ft. a variety of materials can be expected 
laterite forming above a water table~ Profile ~4 would 
appear toi overly materials which are similar to those out of which 
Paardeberk series was formed while profile 181 overlies terrace 
boulders ~n which laterite is forming. 
Chemical lroperties 
Profile 181 is cultivated under a heavy grape production and 
fertilisarion programme. This is reflected in its high pH and base 
saturation figures. Profile 84 at the roadside while slightly dis-
turbed is not fertilised, the soil is acid and the base saturation of 
the A and AC are below 5o%· Base saturation increases with depth 
from. the !A.1 to the C as do the exchangeable sodium and potassium I . . 
_percenta~es. 
I The cation exchange capacities of the clay decrease with 
depth more or less in relation to the decrease in organic matter (the 
AC of pro~ile 181 is inconsistent; here the higher organic matter 
content ib probably due to decaying vine cuttings or roots ploughed 
in.) 
Genesis and classification 
In coarse materials little horizon development can take place 
other than accumulation of organic matter.and in colder climes perhaps 
the devel~pment of a spodic horizon. No clay lamellae have been seen 
in the li~ht textured phase in the area studied. All that has 
happened Ff genetic significance is a slight leaching of cations and 
the accumulation of organic matter to form an A1 horizon. 
The classification of-O!;azi is hindered by lack of moisture 
tension curves on a seasonal 
textured bhase is a dry soil 
it has lebs than 95% quartz 
an orthic psammustent. 
basis. If it is accepted that O~azi light 
it is probably an oxic psarnmustent unless 
in the sand fraction in which case it is 
Physical pharacteristics and land use 
The soils are rapidly permeable. Because of the low water 
retention capacity of the light textured phase however it has an 
irrigable value of only B1 , it is however a ,good B1 soil (according 
to standa~ds used by the Soils Research Institute). Where it occurs 
on well d~·ained sites it may be irrigated intensively. 
Ofazi is no~mally used for intensive grape production. At 
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PBOFILE No.: lol Ofazi series 
LOCATION 1 Lat. 33°42• Long. 18°57 1 on farm St.Peter's Boe~~ 
SITE : Gently sloping second terrace :Berg River l-2f slope 
EL-"V ATICN 1 320 i't. 
PA11El1T !.'.ATERIAL 1 Aeolian sand on terrace material 
Horizon Depth 
Ap 
Ochric 
AC 
Lab. Ro. 
inches 
~20 
20-40 
40-67 
67-88 
88-100 
100 + 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Gravel separate 2111111.. 
c.sand 2-.5111m, 
M.sand .5-.2mm. 
F.sand .2-.02mm. 
Silt • 02-. 002mm . 
Clay • otl2mm. 
lOYB~ light yellowish-brown fine sand1, loose 
apedal I abrupt vuvy transition. 
1~4 yellovish-brovn tine sand1 loose, apedalr 
~ual transition 
lO?B74 to 2.5t74 7ellovish tine aand1 coarse, 
aped&l 1" cradual transl tion. 
ion\ to 2.5t84 yellow aandJ loose, apedal1 
gr&dual transition 
2.5t8/4 pale 7ellov sand to gravelly sand1 1118J11 6 large taint lOYR/$ brownish 1ellov aJld few larc;e 
faint 2.5r8/2 white 111ottles1 loaae1 apedal; 
clear transition. 
8 .A lO?llY6 yell1111 (2.5r'J.i 1>• ?.rubbed) gravelly coarse 
sandJ abun:lant laterite fraGments, quartz G'l'avel 
and rounded Table ~olllltain sandstone terrace 
stovesJ loose, a.pedal. 
B7460 B7461 B7462 B7463 B7464 
0-20 20-40 40-67 67-88 88-100 
~p AC cl IIC2 IIIC) 
Particle size distribution ~ 
0.5 0.0 o.o 4.9 4.2 
17·7 29.9 11.4 37.3 37.6 
36.) 30.3 20.e 18.7 18.o 
42._9 45.9 66.l 37.4 34.1 
0.2 0.2 0.4 1.2 2.4 
4.0 4.9 5.8 4.9 7.1 
K 
Ce 
lf.g 
···-------
C.E.C. 
Base sat. % 
Caco3 eq. 
pH 111 ~O 
Ohllla R 60°F 
5; Carbon· 
% JfUrogen 
C I If 
Extractable cations rreo./100 gm. 
0.03 '0.02 
o.08 0;09 
i.09 0.83 
o.'16 0.21 
···-----
l.14 l.15 
119°<'9 83.47 
o.o o.c 
7.0 7.2 --~ 
3039 2735 
or,anic 
0.15 0.23 
0.02 0.02 
7.5 11.5 
0.06 0.02 0.03 
I 
o.~2 o.oe 0.13 
0.53 0.2€ 0.21. 
w--- ~~------® d71~· 
e1.81 loo.o 1e.e1 I 
o.o 
7.0 
2330 
matter 
0.11 
0.02 
5.5 
o.o 
7.0 
5056 
c.05 
0.01 
5.6 
c.o 
6.6 
3546 
0.04 
0.01 
4.0 
Extractable catione eJ!Ereesed es $of total exchangeable b9ses 
Na 
IC 
Ca 
Y.g 
:Base sat. 1-
C.E.C./100 lr'll• Cl!Q" 
2.20 2.73 
5.8e 1.e2 
so.14 72.11 
18.26 
e3.47 
6.81 4.25 4.22 
13.63 21.02 le.3 
60.22 55.31 29.57 
23.40 
100.CO 
26. 76 
78.87 
Cly a:inerals 
23.46 15.17 9.59 10.0 
·;---= 
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PROFILE Bo. & 
LOCATIOB : 
SITE & 
ELEVATION : 
PUENT ·MATERIAL· 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ai 0-9 
Ochric 
AC 9-18 
cl 1~32 
c2. 32;.;.57 
c3 57-82 
IIICACB 82-88 
8~100 
84 Ofazi series 
Lat. 33°39' Long. 18°46 1 on !arm Graafwater 
Gently sloping granite pedime~t 1% slope 
600 ft. 
Aeolian sand on granite 
lont3 Brown to dark brown (lOYR~Br.Dry) sand; 
loose, apedal; gradual transition. 
10YR% Yellowish-brown (1on\ Br.Y.Dry) tine 
eand; loose, apedal, gradual transition. 
lon5·5;6 Yellowish-brown (10YR7/6 Y.Dry) fine 
sand; soft to loose, apedal; gr4dual transition. 
. lOTR7/6 Yellow (10YR~6Y.Dry) tine sand; sort, 
apedal, gradual transition 
8 lOYR /8 Yellow sand; lpose, apedal; clear 
transition. 
8 . . 
ioYRft> Yellow gravelly coarse sand; loose, apedal; 
abundant hard laterite nodules; abru~t tonguing 
transition 
6 . . . 
lOTR%8 Brownish-yellow sandy clay loam; many dis-5 . . 8 
tinct coarse 2.5YR7s red mottles, going to 2.5YR/2 
white and lf/0 wh~te mottled many distinct coarse 
lOYR% brownish yellow and 2.5YR41e red at 100"; 
firm, apedal; occasional· distinct 10YR~8 brownish 
yellow~lay skins; tongues of c4 like material ex-
·tend into this giving it patches of sandy loam in 
amongst the sandy clay and sandy clay loam matrix. 
Lab. No. B7383 B7384 B7385 B7386 B7387 B7388 
Depth inches 0.,.9 9-18 1~32 32-57 . 57-82 88-10_0 
Horizon Al AC cl c2 c3 l:IIC5t 
Particle size distribution~-
Gravel separate 2mm. 1.1 o.o c.o o.o o~o 2.5 
C. sand 2-.5mm. 24.6 17.0 19.2 23.9 28.f. 2'2.7 
M. sand • 5-~ 2mm. 25.3 22.4 22.8 23.6 19.0 14.2 
F. sand • 2-. 02mm. 47.1 58.3 55.6 . 49.6 50.4 25.9 
Silt , 02-, 002mm. 1.4 2.4 2.1 1.3 o.8 2.0. 
Clay .002mm.· 3.0 2.4 2.6 3.3 3.2 37.4 
Extractable cations me~·LlOO gm. 
Na 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 o.08 
IC 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.12 
Ca 0.41 0.32 0.20 0.12 0.11 0.4() 
Mg o.o o.oo 0.10 0.05 0.06 1.13 
C. E. C. 1.22 0.84 0.56 0.55 0.49 2.42 
Base sat. ,; 40.16 46.42 66.07 43.63 48.97 73.96 
Caco3 eq • o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
pB 111 B20 5.5 _6.1 6.3 6.5 6.6 5.8 
Ohms R 60°F 4005.2 10000 8853.5 10000 8959.0 3583.0 
Orsanic matter 
~·Carbon 0.20 0.12 o.08 0.05 o.08. o.08 % Nitrogen 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
C : N 6.67 12.0 8.o 5.0 8.o 8.0 
Exchan~eable cations ex~ressed as 1 of total ·exchan~eable bases 
Na 2.46 3,57 5.35 5,45 6.12 3. 31 
K 4.09 4.76 7.14 7.27 8.16 4,95 
Ca 33.60 38.09 35,71 21.81 22.41 19.eo 
Mg o.o o.o 17.85 9.09 12.24 46.69 
Base sat. % 40.16 46.42 66.07 43.63 48.97 73.96 
Cl~ minerals 
C.E.C./100 gm. clay 40.66 35.0 21.54 16.67 15.31 6.47 
Clay minerals Kaol.v.s. 
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Huguenot is an example of a wine grape vineyard producing 45 tons per 
morgen or 11 tons per 900 vines, under irrigation amounting to only 
9'' per annum (a total precipitation of about 35" per annum). In 
Noorder Paarl the soil is used for table grape production [tS well as 
wine grapes. At Sodendal where there is a lack of water for irrig&tion, 
vines are little better than those on Kanonkop series in the precincts. 
Associ::i,ted soils and map;ping 
Cfazi can be found associated with all the soils in the 
survey (geographically). When found in flat areas it is cft<rn in 
complex associati,on with Maputa, the latter occupying the slightly 
more lower 1,ying areas. On the 60ft. terrace level a cornplex assoc 
tion of these two with terrace gravels .:md finE.. sand occurs with 
various gr:-.des of stoniness from over 5oa): gravel to only rare gravels. 
At Huguenot .the silt plus clay nearly reaches 100/o in some m:srr:bers of 
Ofazi higher upslope becoming rr:oi·e sandy down slope. 
lfost of Paardeberg there occur a number of terraces in an 
Otazi individual. These terraces were found to have at their out,, r 
edges (down slope) a soil which resembled Mis&;uml series (Prof.23l)as 
well as highly organic soils. No a.cceptable ex1Jlanation for these 
phenomena - the terre.ces as well a,s the high cl<\{ content of its tip 
can be advanced. Once theterrace is formed, or a clay rich bank 
formed th<': nature of the soil may be ex11la.ined., Water dams up 
against the heavy textu-r.·ed soil and Cd.uses it to support a dense 
vegetation which decays to forn: peatlike accui:1Ulations. Because the 
tips of the terraces are perpendicular to slopLdirection it was at 
first thought selective colluviation was a possible cause, this can 
however be discol:.nted for as the surrounding soils are nr·t colluvial 
but ~eolian. More likely the solution lies in the nature of wind 
depor:d tion, possibly augmented by lateral clay illuviation. More 
study of the phenomena is needed_before a theory can be advanced. 
PPefile 231 ie a ~esePiptien ef a ,s~ea iA t~e ti, ef sNe ef t~e 
Ofazi series definition 
Ofa.zi has immediRtely below the A1 or Ap a uniform colour 
with hues of lOYR and values 4 to 6 with chron;as of 4-S. It has an 
A1 - C profile with less than 207~ silt + clay in the C and more than 
40/~ fine sand. 
The light textured phase described in this ~ has less 
than lOj[ silt plus clay throughout the solum to a depth of at lea:;;t 
50 inches, it has increasing values and chromas below the A1 (unless 
the horizon below the A1 has a chroma of 6 or nior& and a value of 7 
or ~ore when this is not necessary) the value reaches at least 7 and 
chrome at lea.st 6 within the solum above the first major discontinuity. 
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It ma:y yet be found that this light textured phase should 
be relegated to the higher status of a new series. The two phases do 
not for example, occupy the same great group, have markedly different 
moisture holding capacities and thus probably different soil climates 
(yearly moisture tension curves). 
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MAPUTA SERIES 
Maputa is limited in occurrence. It is found in bottomland 
wet positions in geographically associated with Ofazi and in complex 
association with O:f'azi. Profile 83 is representative. 
Site 
It is found in positions which receive groundwater from 
higher lying soils, either in bottomlands or on lower slopes in areas 
of aeolian sand. Maputa is also found directly behind the clay banks 
in the terraces found associated with O:fazi west of Paardeberg (see 
O;fazi series). 
Parent Material 
Aeolian sand and alluvium as for Ofazi series forms Maputa 
in wet positions. 
Morphology 
Maputa is a deep, grey fine sand with a slightly darken~d 
surface horizon. The sand is comparable with Ofazi in depth, usually 
over 6 ft. deep but has chromas less than 3 and is often mottled 
within 40 inches of the surface. 
Chemical properties 
The soil is acid and has a low base saturation. The exchange 
capacity of the AC r •. is, lower than what would be expected. This has 
resulted in the low C.E.C./100 gm. clay of 6.66 whereas the upper and 
lower horizons are over 18. Presuming 18 to be the correct value 
the C.E.C. becomes 0.6 meq./100 gm., the base saturation 31.67% and 
exchangeable calcium 28.67% - figures were in keeping with the morpho-
logy ·site and parent material of the soil. Exchangeable sodium and 
magnesium were either undetectable or very low in the upper 60 inches. 
The c1 appears to have A2 properties chemically as well as 
morphologically and the c2 to have B properties - it has accumulated 
sodium magnesium and potassium ions. 
Carbon percentages as well. as C:N ratios are low, even in 
the Ap. 
Genesis and classification 
An albic horizon would appear to be forming between 40 
inches and 60 inches, the horizon below receiving the eluviated salts. 
This soil is cultivated however so the higher base status of the Ap 
and AC may be attributed to fertilisation rather than to the leaching 
of the 40-60 inch horizon resulting in its liliwer base status. 
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PBOFILE No. : 
LOCATIO?l 1 
SITE1 
ELEVJ.TION 1 
PA!!Et'T KATER!AL: 
·Horizon ::>epth 
inches 
Ap 0-23 
Ochric 
:.c 2.l-40 
cl 40-60 
c2 6o-86 
8~100 
Lab. :Ro. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Oravel eepara_te 
c. sand 2-.5111111. 
M. sand • 5-· 2mm. 
~mm. 
l". sand • 2-. 02mm. , 
Silt • 02-. 002rnm. 
Cla7 ,002mm. 
83 Naputa series 
Lat, 33°37• Long. 18°46 1 on farm Uit!Q'k 
Lover pediment slope 31' slope 
500 !\, 
Aeolian sand on gra.nitic material 
10~4 gre7 brown (l0YB~lt.Jr.Or.D%7) sand; 
loose, apedal; clear transition 
lon74 light rre1 sand; rare :f'ine 7 •5YR1£i strong 
brown moUles; loose, apedal; t;rad-...al transit.ion. 
lOTil~2 white sand1 loose, apedal; ·Gradual tra.nsi-
tion. 
lOYR7/ Ve%7 pale brown sand1 common fine distinct 7,5y~/a strong brown mottles1 loose, upedal; clear. 
tr1>nsition 
2.5174 pale 7~llov sand.7 loam; ma~ prominent large 
7,5y~ ~ strong brown mottles, mE.nJ distinct 5YR5/i 
and rl gre1 large ~ottles alone old root channels; 
:f'ev 5Tt!5fe 7ellowish red root channels; :f'ria.ble, 
eligbU7 sticey, a.pedal. Thie mato.rial continues to 
150 inches plus, 'beco1r.ing n'ore c;re¥. vi th depth. 
ll7477 ll7478 ll7479 N7480 ll7481 
0-23 2.l-40 4!>-60 60-86 8~100 
Ap AC cl c2 uc3 
Particle size distribution 
0 0 0.4 0 l.l 
20.3 15.7 16.o 18.6 15.6 
27.5 26.4 27 .9 27.4 26.9 
49.0 54.·4 53.4 51.7 44.5 
1.1 1.3 o.8 0.9 1.5 
3.8 3.3 2.3 2.4 12.l 
\_, 
Extractable cations m"_3•LlCC ,,l.llo 
Na O.CCi o. ('\ o.oc· 0.02 0.04 
!{ c.04 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.11 
Ca c.11 0.17 0.05 0.04 0.17 
Kg 0.03 c.oo c.oo o. °" 0.52 
C.E.C. 0.72 0.22 0.42 0.24 1.33 
B"se sc.t. ~:' 33.33 86.36 16.66 58.33 63.15 
•:s.cc3 eq. o.o c.c c.o o.o o.o 
pB l•l.!120 5.1 5.e 6,0 ~.3 5.3 
Ohme !! 6C°F 4268 9603 6402 5866 29ee 
Crfl:anic matter 
% Carbon 0.16 0.05 0.03 
~; ?ii trogen 0.02 0.01 C.Cl 
Ca:: e.o 5,c 3,0 
Extractable cations ex~rossed as r of total extractable 'b:>ses-
?la o.oo c.oo o.oo 8.33 3.00 
I{ 5.55 9.09 4.76 16.66 e.21 
Ca 23.61 17 .21 11.9 16.66 l:?.78 
Kc 4.16 o.oo o.oo 16.66 39.09 
Base sat. ~:· 33.33 86.36 16.66 5e,.33 63.15 
Cla:z: minerals 
C.E.C./lOO.&m.cla7 18.94 6.66 18.:?6 10.0 10.99 
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Little organic matter accumulation has taken place. The 
lower chromas than Ofazi are caused by the wetter nature of the site 
the soil is found in, iron has been segregated and removed to the 
extent that colour of the soil is that of the primary sand grains. 
Profile 83 is an Orthic Psammaquent. 
Maputa was first described in Zululand by Hensley et al 
and defined by Loxton and Macvicar(1965). 
Physical cha.racteristics and land use 
The soil is rapidly permeable but the site has impeded 
drainage. Maputa has a variable irrigable value depending on site~ 
n1>rmally a B2 or B1 , before being intensively irrigated it rnust be 
drained, especially where associated with clay-banks. 
West of Paardeberg the 0f:a.zi-Maputa:..clay bank co1r.plex is 
used for wheat production. Wheat does very pearly on Maputa and very 
well on the cla.y bank. The O;t'azi-:Maputa complex in the lower lying 
area here is left virgin whereas above Huguenot dm the 60 ft. terrace 
level wine grapes a.re grown. 
Associated soils and mapping 
Seldom does l\faputa occur to any extent alone, more normally 
it occupies less tha.n 507~ of the area derr.arcated as Ofazi - usually 
less than 200/c 
Maputa series definition 
It has an A1/ Ap-C profile having less than 101~ silt plus 
clay in the upper part of the C values of 5 or more and chromas of 
3 or less in hues of lOYR (10YR'Y2 permitted) pH values less than 
6. 5 with more than 4o% fine sand and rr;ore fincl sand than me.di um plus 
coarse sand. (Loxton and Macvicar) 
x 
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ROCKLANDS SERIES 
Of limited occurrence mairily in the south western corner 
of the area studied, Rocklands is represente~ by profiles 210 and 85. 
Site 
Site is limited to more or less flat concave bottomland sites • 
. Parent material 
From its site it would be expected that Rocklands had formed 
in alluvium, ·this is especially the case with profile 210. The silt 
figures are however remarkably low for a,lluvia especially since the 
rocks from both Klipheuwel and Malmesbury formations are quite high 
in silt content (see analysis Swellengift and Swartland series re-
. 0 ' 
spectively). Profile 85 is situated in an area of ae..J.ian sands. The 
pecu.liar particle size distribution in profile 85 is thought to be due 
to the admixture of aeolian sand with the alluvium. .Since the distri-
bution in profile 210 is essentially similar .to profile 85 it is postu-
lated that the material from which it was formed is a mixture of aeolian 
sand and alluvium. (By the term "aeolian sand" the writer includes both 
sands transported over large dista.nces as well as locally wind sorted 
materials.) 
A prerequisite for the formation of Rocklands is that such 
materials in which it is formed be fairly coarse textured (no heavier 
than sandy clay loam) .and fuUSt contain Or receive form external sources 
an adequate supply of bases; mo.st often this is attained via salts in 
the w8.ter table. 
Morphology 
Profile 85 is shallower than the normal profile. A deep 
(about 36 inches) brown fine sand abruptly overlies a light brownish 
grey fine sandy clay loam extremely hard when dry, firm when moist 
and sticky when wet. This B2 horizon is coarse prismatiC mottled 
olive brown to red.dish brown. The prism surfaces are usually darker 
coloured than the interiors and are often coated with a layer of fine 
sand which has fallen do'l'Jn the fissures from the A upon contraction 
(drying) of the B2 • The B shows evidences of wetness either as 
mottling or gley colours. The B overlies a gleyed C of sandy loam 
texture. 
Chemical properties 
The pH increases with depth from acid in the A to slightly 
alkaline in the B and C. This is reflected in the exchangeable cation 
figures. Base saturation percentage is lowest in the A1/Ap, increasing 
slightly in the A2 and then by more than 200/o to an almost fully satura-
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PROFILE No.: 
LOCATION 
SITE : 
ELEVATIOU 
PARENT It!XTERIAL : 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ap o-19 
Ochric 
19-39 
IIB2t(g) 39-52 
natric 
52-62 
62-82 
82-96 
210 Rocklands aeries 
Lat. 33°43' Long. 18°46• on farm Rocklande 
Bottomland 
225 ft. 
Alluvium Klipheuwel sandstone provenance 
lOYR5f.i yeilowish brow.n (10YR7/2 It.Gr.Dry) fine 
sand; soft to slightly hard, a pedal; gradual 
transition.· 
10YR5/3 brown (loYR
7/2 It.Gr.Dry) fine sand; 
soft to slightly h~rd, apedal; abrupt wavy 
transition in places·extending 18 inches into 
the next horizon. 
2.5Y~2 light brownish grey to 2.5y~4 light 
yellowish brown and to 2.5Y7/6 yellow with depth, 
fine sandy loam; firm, weak very coarse pris-
matic; ·many distinct fine 5YRf2 dark reddish 
brown mottles; frequent fine soft black iron-
manganese concretions; gradual transition 
10YR5/6 yellowish brown fine sandy loam; many 
faint medium 10YR1'4 yellowish brown mottles; 
firm, apedal ·; clear transition 
2.5Y1'2 grayish brown fine sandy clay loam; 
many distinct fine 5YR4/g yellowish red mottl.es; 
slightly firm, a pedal to weak blocky; abrupt 
transition. 
10YR~3 pale brown sand; cnmmon med.ium distinct 
10YR5/8 yellowh:h brown, fe,., medium to large 6 faint lOYR/,., light brownish grey mottles; soft, 
<. 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Hor·izon 
Gravel separate 2mm. 
C. sand 2-.!Smm. · 
M. sand • 5-. 2mm. 
F. sand .2-.02miI:. 
Silt • 02-. 002mm. 
Clay • otj2mm. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg. 
C.E.C. 
Bae. sat. 'JI 
Cacc3 eq .• 
pH 1:1 H2o 
Ohms R 60°F 
7; c.arbon 
'f.. Nit:fogen 
C : N. 
B74~2 
o-19 
Ap 
o. 
4.6 
16.0 
13.0 
2.8 
3.1 
B7 483 
19-39 
A2 
B7484 
39-52 
IIB2t 
Particle size distribution % 
0.5 
4.6 
15.4 
73.8 
3.6 
3.4 
0 
4.3 
17.0 
57 .6 
5.4 
16.4 
.,. 
0 
1.5 
10~2 
68.4 
4.1 
16.1 
Extractable cations meq./100 gm. 
0.04 
o. 07 
0.18 
0.10 
0.79 
49.36 
o.o 
5.6 
2348 
0.14 
0.02 
1.0 
0.04 
0.04 
0.22 
0.04 
0.47 
72.34 
c.o 
6-5 
5335 
0.47 0.43 
0.14 0.12 
2.15 1.78 
3.16 6.01 
6.02 5.64 
98.33 147.87 
o.o 
6.9 
7469 
0.3 
7.0 
9603 
Organic matter 
0.04 
0.01 
4.0 
0.04 
0.02 
2.0 
B7486 
62-82 
IIIC g 
0 
1.0 
6.3 
63.3 
10.1 
20.6 
o. 79 
0.12 
2.02 
3.83 
6.37 
106.12 
o.o 
7.2 
9070 
Exchan~eable cations ex:i:·ressed as i{· of total exchan~eable bases 
Na 
K 
Ca 
l~g 
Base sat. ~~ 
C.E.C./100 cm. clay 
Kincrals identified 
5.06 
8.86 
22. 78 
12.65 
49.36 
25.48 
8.51 7.80 
8.51 2.32 
46.80 35.71 
e.51 52.49 
72.36 98.33 
Clo.ii'. minerals 
B.e2 36. 70 
Kaol. v.v.s. 
Ill. v.v.s. 
ifon t. v:v.s. 
5.15 11.68 
1.43 1.77 
21.34 29.88 
72.06 56.65 
147.87 106.12 
35.03 30.92 
Kaol. v:v.s. Kaol. v.v.s. 
Ill.v. s. Ill. med. 
Mont. v.v.s. Mont. Ir;ed. 
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PROFILE No.: 
LOCATION 
SITE : 
ELEVATION 1 
PARENT IUTERIAL: 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
'1 c-9 
Ochric 
IIB2tg 
natric 
II Cg 
20-33 
3J-48 
48-63 
85 Rockland3 series 
Lat. 33°39' Long. 18°48' on farm Toekoms 
Bottomland 
55C ft. 
Alluviuir. aeolian sand-tertiary sandstone pro-
venance (possibly weak &ranite influence) 
lOYR1t3 brown (10YR~2lt.Br.Gr.Dry) fine sand; fre-
q_uent 5YRJ6 yellowish red "r..tsty" root holes; loose,. 
apedal; gradual transition 
7,5ya~4 light brown (7.5YR~4Pink Dry) fine sand; 
abundant rusty root holes (5YR4/6 yellowish red) 
loose, apedal; occasional lateri te fragment's at 
the lower boundary; abrupt transition. 
10YR~2 light brownish grey fine sandy clay loam; 
fre<;.uent 7 .5YR3/~ dark brown coatings on ped sur-
faces, also 7.5~R~2 pinkish grey, 5GY1t1 greenish 
grey, 2.5r~2 light brownish grey and 2.5r1t2 gray-
ish brown; mottled {jlany· fine distinct 5Y4i'. olive·, 
4 
abundant fine distinct 7.5YR5/8 strong brown in 
upper four inchea; extremely hard, u:oderate very 
coarse prism~tic breaking to ~ery coarse blocky; 
prominent 10YR12 very dark crown and 10YR5/1 gray 
clay skins; gradual to clear transition. 
2.5r1t2 greyish brown ped surfaces lOYR
7/2 ligbt 
grey interiors; fine sandy loam; 
medium to many distinct fine (in 
5 . ~ 5Y7'4 olive and few diffuse 5GY 11 
ft;w distir,ct 
the upper parts) 
greenish grey 
mottles; extremely hard, weak to ir.oderate coarse 
blocky; occasional 5GY~1 greenish grey clay skins, occasionalJOYR~- dark brovn ~lay-organic matter 
) 
accuu;~laticns .;:lor1c olC. root ::::hr.,_nnels; t~rad.ual 
transition. 
10YR7/2 lie;ht grey fine sand.y clay loam; many <iis-
tinct medi~m 2.5y5·'.yr olive yellow, fev faint fine 
0 ' 
5or6/1 ;;reer.ish gr.:;; to SY°/1 light grey to grey 
mottles; very firm, weak b~ocky ~e!'!::ir..~ to weak 
medium prisma. tic; occasional 5GY~11. gree!!i sh grey 
clay skins down root channels. 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
llorizon 
Gravel separate 
c. s~nd 2-.Sllllll. 
M. sand • 5-. 21mr. 
F. sand .2-.02mm. 
Silt • 02-. 002mm. 
Clay .002"11L. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Kg 
C.E.C. 
Base sat. % 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
EC103/ca:.25°c 
Caco3 eq_ 
pH 1:1 H2o 
Ohms R 6o°F 
% Carbon 
?: Nitrogen 
C : N 
2mm. c:.c 
lC.6 
32.f 
52.7 
1.2 
4.5 
BB91 
20-33 
IIB2tg 
B7392 
33-48 
IIB2g 
Particle size distribution % 
1.1 
9.2 
28.J 
60.6 
1.1 
3.4 
3.6 
4.1 
20.1 
47 .2 
1.8 
29.3 
o.o 
3.5 
17 .4 
57.4 
3.8 
19.4 
Extractable cations meq. /100 gm. 
0.12 
0.05 
0.03 
0.16 
0.97 
37 .11 
0:11 
0.03 
0.03 
0.12 
0.47 
61. 70 
2.58 1.79 
o.08 0.09 
i.01 o.6": 
5.49 4.37 
9.58 7.03 
96.24 - 98.15 
Saturation extract. soluble catlons meq./100 gm. 
o.o 
6.3 
3704 
0.16 
0.03 
6 
o.o 
6.3 
3478 
0.54 
o.oo 
0.05 
o.oo 
4.50 
o.o 
7.2 
395 
Orgariic matter 
0.09 
0.003 
30 
0.10 
0.02 
5.0 
0.67 
0.00 
0.03 
0.05 
9.57 
o.o 
7.) 
326 
0.05 
0.01 
5.0 
B7393 
48-63 
II Cg 
0.01 
5.4 
11.8 
53.4 
2.4 
23.0 
1.33 
0.01 
0.54 
4.10 
6.48 
93.20 
0.65 
o.oo 
0.07 
0.02 
5.64 
o.o 
6.5 
389 
0.03 
0.004 
7.5 
Exchangeable bases eX)?ressed as % of total exchangeabie bases 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
:Base sat. ~~ 
C.E.C./100 gm. cl!Q' 
lcinerale identifi.ed 
12.37 
5.15 
3.09 
16.49 
37.11 
21.55 
23.4 
0.38 
6.38 
25.33 
61. 70 
Cla;y: 
13.82 
21.29 
o.63 
10.64 
57 .30 
96.24 
minerals 
32.69 
Kaol. v.v.s. 
Mor.t.v,s. 
15.93 
1.28 
8.82 
61.45 
98.15 
36.23 
Kao 1. =.s. 
~:ont. a 
10.50 
l.08 
7.25 
62.96 
93.2 
2e.11 
Kaol. v.v.a 
Jl!ont. Vil 
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The C is either saturated or nearly so. Profile 85 situated 
in a. granite-aeolian sand provenance, is very low·in exchangeable 
calcium, calcium being lower than sodium throughout the :profile. The 
basic trend in profile 85 is siffiilar to that of profile 210 however. 
Calcium plus hydrogen dominate the exchange complex in the 
A horizons, in the, B and C hcwever exchangeable magnesium exceeds 50'}'~ 
of the exchange capacity. The exchangeable sodium fieures show a 
strange distribution, they are lowest in the A1 and are higher in the 
A2 than in the B2• In profile 85 Exch.Na is 2.3-4%· in the A2! Because 
it is only 51. 7'f~ base saturated however the horizon is acid and the 
resistance is over 3,000 ohms. 
The C.E.C./100 gm. clay in both profiles is lowest in the 
A2 and highest in the B horizons. 
Carbon percentage as well as C/N ratios are low throughout 
the profile. C/N ratios of 6 and 7 for the A1 a.re abnormally low for 
the surface horizons suggesting a high degree oi' decomposition of the 
organic matter present. 
Genesis and classification 
The most striking feature about the analyses of Rocklands 
is in the nature of the A2 : it is more saturated with bases, has 
higher exchangeable sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium than the 
A1 yet it has the lower C.E.C./100 gm. clay of the two not in proportion 
with the lower organic matter content. Exchangeable sodium one of the 
most mobile cations in soils is moreover higher in the A2 than the 
B. It has thus both the properties of illuvial and eluvial horizons. 
It is thought that laterally moving groundwater has brought 
salts, chiefly of sodium, into the A2• Under the ir1fluence of high 
sodium and magnesium concentrations on the clay complex both dispersion 
and leaching of the clay into the B horizon, and partial destruction 
of the lattice so lowering the exchange capacity of the clay in the A, 
have taken place. At the same time vertical leaching of .the profile 
has resulted in the increase in-base saturation with depth as well as 
the increase in exchangeable magnesium with depth. Profile 210 is 
cultivated, the high calcium figures in the A are probably due to 
liming, in profile 85 it can be seen that leaching has reached a stage 
where the exchangeable calcium maximum is in the B2• Movement of clay 
into the ] has produced an abrupt textural change from an albic A2 to 
a natric B,., (aided by a lithological discontinuity already present). 
t::. 
Profile 85 in a higher rainfall area receives considerably 
more seepage water than profile 210 this is reflected in the fact that 
the B2 in profile 85 is strongly gleyed while in 210 it is only in the 
C that strong gley is encountered. The lower calciulli/sodium ratio of 
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the granites compared with the sedimentary rocks of both Kliphouwel 
and Malmesbury formations, is reflected in the na.ture of the two 1iro-
fil0s receiving runoff. from these two separate provenances. Exchangeabl0 
sodium in profile 85 is greater than exchangeable calcium throughout the 
profile but in profile 210 situated in a sedimentary rock provenance 
calcium exceeds sodium throughout the profile. 
Rocklands is a natrustalf probably an aquic natrustalf. 
Profile 85 is a na.tra.qualf but profile 210 which is the rnore normal 
exarrple shows wetness deeper than required for the aqualf sub-order. 
Morphologically and chemically Rocklands ~ight be called a 
degraded alkali soil (de Sigmond) or a solodised solonetz. Since 
these names imply a particular type of genesis the writer hesi ta.tr::s 
to apply them as Rocklands is developing towards a. solonetzic soil 
not from a solonetz to a solod. 
Physical characteristics and land use 
While the A horizons are rapidly permeable the B2 is slowly 
to very slowly permeable. These soils receiving runoff in winter are 
completely waterlogged unless drained during the rainy season. By 
standards used by the Soils Research Institute the deep membeoH:> ( 1>1hicb 
are Lore con;mon) have irrigable values of B2 to B1 depending on the 
proximity to any drainage lines. Profile 85 is a B2/c soil. 
For the most part Rocklands is not cultivated, it su:;1ports 
a sparse grass and Port Jackson-Rooikrantz (Australian Acacias) vege-
tation. Recently the trees are being uprooted and the soil prepared 
for vines. Below profile 85 for example where o. dense Port Jackson 
~hicket was, trellised gi·apes are to be planted. 
Associated soils and mapping 
x 
Rocklands occurs in well defined bottomlands. It is generally 
the sole occupier of these bottom~nds though it is sometirws associated 
with deep fine sands the sites of which suggest alluvial origin but 
which are sµspected to have been wind deposited~ These sands usually 
fit into the U.efini tion of Ii!aputa series. 
Originally two phases were mapped, viz. deep~r and shallower 
than 20". However it was found that generally Rocklands is deeper 
than 36" so that the differentiation was abandoned. 
Rockla.nds series definition 
less than lOib si.l t + clay. More than 407~ fine sand and mor;; 
fine sand than coarse + medium sand. 
A,~ eql~ally coa.rse as the A1 with an abrupt tra~:si ti on to the TI,, ~ . ~ 
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B2t Very coarse prismatic with less than 35/~ clay but more than 
twice the clay percentage of the A2 . Ped surfaces must 
have darker colours than ped interiors. pH less than 7.5 
Evidence of wetness - mottles with chromas of 2 or less or 
base chromas of 2 or less. Must fall within the definition 
of a natric horizon (U.s.n.A. 1961) 
A B3 may or may not be present. The C is gleyed somewhere 
within it. A B3 with a gr~dual transition to a C with rock 
structure is not permitted within the definition. 
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LANGVLEI SERIES 
Of wide but limited occurrence-; Langvlei is limited to the 
bottomlands in Malmesbury sedimentary rock provenances. It is only of 
significant area in the south-eastern part of the area where Swartland 
is the dominant soil. Langvlei is represented by profiles 47A and 32. 
Site 
It is limited to bottomland sites where active deposition of 
materials other than salts no longer takes place. The series-proper 
is found anly in well developed bottomlands. In the minor colluvial 
valleys a better drained variant occurs which, through mapped as Lang-
vlei, .does not conform to the series definition. 
Parent material 
Langvlei formed in fine textured alluvial and alluvial-col-
luvial deposits. A variety of parent materials occur. The common fac-
tors in all cases are coarse textured surface deposits overlying clayey 
deposits. The clays may overly coarser materials or may overly 
weathered rock at depth. In all cases, high salt concentrations are 
important constituents in the formation of this soil. A water table 
usually occurs below 50 inches. 
The lithological composition of Langvlei is between that of 
Swartland and that of Daljosophat with regard to degree of weathering 
into primary ~particles. Langvlei formed in a mixture of clay and rock 
fragments in various degress of weathering whereas no rock fragments 
other than those highly resistant to weathering form parent materials 
for Daljosophat. Daljosophat moreover, occurs in provenances where 
the rocks are schistose so that less accumulation of salts occurs 
than in Langv'lei. 
It is difficult to compare Daljosophat and Langvlei in terms 
of chronological age for the streams in Langvlei are largely still 
inseq_uent young streams. Since these streams are not as near maturity 
as the Berg river, comparisons in height above present base levels are 
not valid. Cases where Langvlei grades into Daljosophat in bottomlands 
near the Berg river point to them having comparable chronological age. 
Langvlei is younger - similar materials to those Langvlei formed in 
' have been found overlying terrace clays but not vice-versa. The 
difference in age is not considered significant. 
Morphology 
A coarse textured A1/Ap abruptly overlies a coarse prismatic 
B2 sandy clay horizon. The B2 is invariably yellowish brown with dark 
brown clay skins. It is sometimes mottled and has carbonat€ concretions 
in the lower part. 
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PROFILE No. 1 
LOCATION : 
SITE : 
ELEV.b.TION 
PARENT Y.ATERIAL 1 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ap 
Ochric 
IIB21 t 
natric 
0-14 
14-28 
28-48 
48-72 
72 ?lus 
47A Langvlei series 
Lat. 33°42• Long. 18°50• on the farm 
Klein Langvlei 
Bottomland 
300 ft. 
Alluvium Malmesbury graywacke provenance 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Gravel separn te 
c. sand 2-.5 mm, 
r.:. sand • 5-· 2mm. 
F. sand ; 2-.02mm. 
Silt • 02-. 002mm. 
Clay • 002rum. 
B7487 
0-14 
Ap 
2mm. 0.2 
9.} 
14.1 
53.3 
12.1 
10.8 
B7488 
14~28 
IIB2lt 
Particle size 
0.0 
5.7 
5.9 
31. 7 
20.1 
38.1 
B7489 B7490 
28-48 48-72 
IIB22t IIIC 
distri bu ti on c,~ 
0.4 
5.3 
11.3 
43.3 
7.5 
35.8 
28.4 
43.0 
9.} 
14.3 
3.5 
31.0 
B7491 
72-84 
IVC 2g 
o.6 
8.0 
16.8 
50.2 
8.5 
17.7 
lOYR'}-'2 dark greyish brown (1CYR~2 It.Br.Gr.) Extractable cations mea./100 gm. 
fine sandy loam; hard, a.pedal; rare iron con-
cretions; abrupt transition 
lOYR'}-'3 brown to dark brown ped surfaces, 10YR%, 
5;4 yellowish brown interiors, sandy clay; fre-
quent distinct to faint fine 7. 5YR5/6 .strong 
brown mottles, extremely har·d, strong very coarse 
prismatic breaking to fine and medium blocky; 
abundant soft iron~manganese nodules; occasional 
carbonate concretion; gradual transition. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
C. E .. C. 
Base sat. % 
Caco3 eq. 
pH 1:1 H2o 
R 60°F Ohms 
% Carbon 
. 7~ Nitrogen 
C : N 
0.28 
0.25 
J,57, 
0.81 
3.27 
88.99 
o.o 
6.1 
8536 
0.}9 
0.05 
7.8 
lOYR%,5ii,,-yellowish brown, 2,5y~4 light yellowish 
brown, 7 ~5YR5/g strong brown sandy clay loam; few 
faint fine 4Y /l' occasional large 5Y~2 light olive 
grey mottles; very bar·l, moderate very coarse pris- Extractable 
matic breaking to coarse blocky; occasional soft Na 
black iron-manganese concretions; clear transition. K 
7,5YR5/6 strong brown gravelly sandy clay loam; few 
faint l~rge 10YR% brownish yellow mottles; firm, 
apedal to weak fine blocky; abundant quartz and 
graywacke gravel; clear transition. 
5Y~2 light olive grey fin~ sandy loam; ma1;1y large 
distinct 7.5YR5/i8 strong brown, few faint fine 6 6 , 
5GY /1 and 5G /1 greenish grey mottles; friable, 
a pedal. 
Ca 
Mg 
Base sat. 'l 
C.E.C./100 gm. clay 
Minerals identified 
8.5 
7.65 
48.01 
24.77 
88.99 
30.27 
0.95 1.20 
0.34 1.34 
2.34 
8.04 
11.40 10.91 
100 plus 109.25 
lt.gCOrl 
prese t 0.0 
7,3 7.6 
534 481 
Organic matter 
0.10 
0.004 
25.0 
cations expressed as o' I" 
6.33 10.06 
2.98 2.85 
19.63 
MgCO 
preserlt 67.44 
100 plus 109 .. 25 
Clay minerals 
29.22 30.47 
Kaol. v.v.s. Kao 1. \r.v.s. 
Ill. Med Ill. v.v:s. 
Mont.med, Mont. v.v.s. 
2.37 
0.20 
2.32 
6.36 
8.40 
133.92 
o.o 
8.4 
534 
1.81 
0.12 
1.00 
2. 74 
4.88 
116.18 
o.o 
8.5 
480 
of toto.l exchangeable 
21.06 31.92 
1. 77 2.11 
20. 62 17 .63 
56.53 48.32 
133. 92 116.18 
27. 09 27. 57 
' Kaol. v:v.s. Kaol. v.v.s. 
Ill. v.v.s. Ill. v:v.s. 
M. L.v.v.s. 1.: L. v.v.s. 
bases 
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PROFILE l~o.: 
LOCJ.TION 
SITE : 
ELEV .A'l'IOJi 
PJ,P.Bli'T MATERIAL 
Horizon Depth 
inches 
Ai' O-iO 
Ochric 
10-20 
20-34 
34-52 
V C(\.l.T.) 52-62 
W.T. 62 plus 
32 Langvlei series 
Lo.t. 33°41• Long. 18°52• on the farm L1mgvlei 
Bottomland 
390 ft. 
Alluvium J-'.almesbury gray>•a.cke !lrovenance 
2.5Y5~ li&ht olive brown (<:.5Y7;3 lie;ht erey to 
pale yellow ~rs)lollll'G fine 8and; hard, apedal; 
occc.sic-nal iron shot concretions; c..b~}?t transi-
tion 
lOYB~ yellowish b!"Ol."11 (Moist and a:i-i) sandy 
clay; e:xtrelliely hard, moderate coarse. prismatic 
breaking io moderate coarse block;y; prominent 
10YR'}'3 brown clay skins; clear transition 
10~/6 yellowish brown ()!oist and dry) gravelly 
fine sandy cia¥ loal!l; e:xtren.-ely hard, weak 
ti'ocky; abundant large calcium carbonate concre-
tions; moderately developed 1CTI!'}'6 brown clay 
skins; gradual transition. 
10YB~6 brownish yellow.fine sandy clay loam; 
common fine faint lOYB~ yellowish brown mottles; 
firm, weak blocky; occasional fine sub-angular 
quartz, abrupt transition 
(From previous description ~ water table at time 
of sampling had risen to 52") 
10YR~8 yellow gravelly clay, cot:mon diffuse yellow 
wea.1<: fine distinct 5~Y%, greenish grey mottles; 
abundant sub-angula; quartz gravel and small 
stones 
Free water 
Lab. No. 
Dep-th inches 
Horizon 
Gre:.vel separate 2mm. 
· C. sand 2-. 5mm. 
M. sand .5-.2mm. 
F. sand .2-.02mm. 
Silt • 02-. D02mm. 
Clay • 002mm. 
.Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
C.E.C. 
B;;.se sat. 'f. 
Na 
l{ 
Ca 
Mg 
ECI03/cm.25°c 
Caco3 eq. 
pH 1:1 H20 
R 60°F Ohms 
% Carbon 
% Nitrogen 
C : N 
B7439 
0-10 
Ap 
B7440 
10-20 
IIB2lt 
B7441 
20-34 
IIIB22t 
Particle size distribution fo 
15-9 
13-5 
58.7 
4.9 
6.2 
o.6 
7.4 
8.6 
37.2 
5.0 
42.7 
Extractable cations 
0.36. 5.15 
0.23 0.37 
1. 06 2.36 
0.41 
2.01 
102.5 
10.11 
123.0 
27.2 
4.0 
8.5 
43.7 
1).4 
26.5 
meq. /100. gm. 
6.70 
0.24 
CaCO 
presint 
11.13 
100 plus 
B7442 
34-52 
IVB3 
4.5 
6.4 
13.8 
48.3 
9.5 
22.8 
6.10 
0~21 
)!gCO 
presJnt 
7.57 
100 plus 
Saturation e:xtract soluble cations meq. /lOOgm. 
o.o 
6.1 
999 
0.45 
0.05 
9.0 
3.07 
o.oo 
0.16 
0.07 
15-77 
o.o 
8.1 
122 
Organic matter 
0.22 
0.04 
5.5 
5.61 
. 0.04 
0.36 
0.00 
17.83 
5.-4 
B.e 
81. 
0.07 
0.02 
3.5 
0.27 
o.oo 
0.20 
o.oo 
11.35 
MgCC prese~t 
8.9 
146 
0.02 
0.01 
2.0 
Exchar.geable cations expressed as 1(. of total e:xchanaeable bases 
?fa 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
Base sat. % 
C.E.C./100 gm. clay 
Minerals identified 
13.8 
11.16 
51.45 
19.9 
102.5 
32.41 
16. 72 
2.97. 
17.68 
36.09 
123 
Clay minerals 
100 plus 
23.67 42.00 
Kaol. •-:vE>. 
Ill.M 
Mont.med. 
Ka ol • v.v.s. 
Ill. S.. 
Mont. s·. 
100 plus 
33.2 
Kaol. v.v.s. 
Ill. v.v.s. 
Mont. v:v;s. 
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With depth, the B2 becomes lighter textured and mottling 
becomes more common. A clear transition separates the B from the C. 
Somewhere within the C it is gleyed. 
Although lithological discontinuities exist within the solurn 9 
no fine stratifications occur in the A and B horizons. All traces of 
stratification have been obliterated by soil forming processes, in 
fact the prisms are often continuous through lithologically disconti-
nuous horizons. 
Black, shot-size, soft iron-manganese concretions are common-
ly found in the B. Their significance is not known. 
Chemical properties 
Below the A, the soil contains free salts. While the A is 
acid, the B is alkaline; pH in the lower part of the B often approaches 
pH9. These high pH values are caused by the high exchangeable sodium 
percentages. 
Exchangeable calcium or calcium plus hydrogen exceeds 5CY}1; of 
the exchange capacity of the Ap thus keepir:g the pH low (and resistance 
high) notwithstanding the high exchangeable sodium content. The sud_den 
drop in exchangeable calcium and increase in magnesium from the A to 
the B coincides with the increase in pH (and resistance decrease). 
Exchang3able sodium is higher than 15% in some part of the B. Ex-
changeable sodium plus exchangeable magnesium are greater than so% of 
the total exchangeable bases/exchange capacity t~roughout the B. 
The leaching pattern of salts may be seen in the distribu-
tion of cations through the profile. The peak of sodium accumulation 
is below that of magnesium, which is below that of calcium; calcium 
in turn being below potassium. In profile 32 it can be seen that 
accumulations of magnesium carbonates are below those of calcium 
carbonates. 
Profile 47 A is an example chosen from a sli.ghtly higher 
lying area in which the surrounding soils are not as salty as those 
surrounding profile 32. This is reflected in the chemical properties, 
profile 32 is both more saline and more alkaline than profile 47A. 
Within the pit 47A the lateral leiching pattern was dramatically 
demonstrated. In the side of the profile higher upslope an almost 
indura.ted caliChe layer wa_s encountered, whereas :ln the side sari;:::-led 
only rare calcium carbonates were found (the analysis indicates only 
the presence of magnesium carbonates.) 
Genesis and classification 
Incomplete leaching of sodium, magnesium and calcium in a 
vertical as well as lateral direction has resulted in zones of accumu-
lation with sodium the deepest, and the greatest in the lower part of 
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the bottomland, magnesium having moved less far and calcium and 
potassium least far. Potassium appears to have not moved at all and 
instead shows a relative accumulation in the A. Salts, chiefly of 
sodium and magnesium have accumulated in these soils by the lateral 
leaching and runoff of water from·t-he surrounding Swartland series. 
This accumulation of salts is at present still taking place as 
evidence the hastened spreading of saline areas in the bottomlands up 
the slope under cultivation experienced in the wheat1ands. Those 
Langvlei members situated in areas in which the Swartland is highly 
saline are more alkaline than those where Swartland is only weakly 
saline. For example, the co1luvial deposit described in profile 24 
is not alkaline since the surrounding soils, though identical with 
Swartland, are not saline. 
Under the defloc~lating (dispersing) action of sodium and 
" magnesium, clay and organic matter have been leached vertically from 
the A to accumulate in the B as dark clay skins on the ped surfaces 
forming a natric B Horizon. 
Langvlei and Daljosophat have formed in comparable positions 
from comparable materials. The two soils are however dissimilar. 
Langvlei has lower clay percentages than Daljosophat and can thus less 
easily develop slickensides although the clay minerals are similar. 
Actually with the higher C. E. C. /100 gm. clay Langvlei would seem to 'ka..ie 
a greater proportion of expanding clay minerals than Daljosophat which 
should cancel the differences present in clay percentage~ the higher 
sodium content moreover should cause the clay in Langvlei to expand 
more than that in Daljosophat. Obviously then the difference in 
structure must be in genetical causes other than clay mineral expansion. 
Langvlei was formed in materials less weathered into primary 
particles than Daljosophat. Langvlei formed in a mixture of rock frag-
ments of varying sizes as well as primary sand, silt and clay particles. 
The parent material as a mass was thus less homogenous than that of 
Daljosophat, expansion and contraction of the materials ·resulted in 
the formation of vertical cracks rather than in differential expansion 
and contraction and formation of slickensides and a fine angular blocky 
type of structure. With .illuviation of clay, organic material and 
coarser fragments into these cracks, -so coating the surfaces of the 
cracks planes of weakness in the material formed, so that with each 
subsequent expansion and contraction the poss'ibili ty of forming 
slickensides and a parralellep_iped type of structure decreased as the 
thickness of the illuvial coatings increased. Thus before the 
material had been weathered into a homogenous mass vertical planes of 
weakness had been formed and the foundation for the formation of stable 
prisms formed. It is easy to realise that once the trend to form 
prisms or to form slickensides and wedge shaped peds has begun in a 
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material it would be difficult to change from one to the other, .,prisms 
are .stable structures in. expanding materials onc·e planes of weak 
cohesion are present·; wedges .and slickensides are also stable for by 
the rapid mixing of' materials and turnover of peds no permanent 
vertical planes of .weak cohesion can form. 
Because the parent material of Langvlei had a higher sodium 
content and was in a position which continued receiving sodium, the 
dispersion·of clay in the A and leaching and reflO.cculation in the B 
predisposed it· to the formation of a Natric B with prisms. Daljoso-
phat's parent material having been transported further was less 
saline and alkaline so that clay movement in this case was probably 
mainly mechanical. Emd thus of less significance than that of Langvlei 
where illµviation is mechanical as well as by flocculation. 
<Reduction of iron caused by the presence of a permanent 
water table has resulted in gley colours in the C horizon of Langvlei. 
Langvlei series is wetter than Swartland; it is in central 
concept an argidic natrustalf. Profile 47A is a drier example than 
profile 32, 47A being a ustalfic natrargid and profile 32 a natrustalf. 
Further up the gradient, in the same bottomland, from profile 47A, pro-
file 47 had a weakly formed duripan (abnormal for the area) so that 
it is possible in drier regions Langvlei will grade into nadµrargids 
and.in moist regions to the natrustalfs. 
Physical characteristics and land use 
. The B2 is dense. and .. impermeable. The site, poor drainage, 
accumulation of salts from surrounding soils, and salinity of the eoil 
itself preclude Langvlei from being .used under intensive irrigation 
systems. Its irrigable value as defined by the Soils Research Insti-
tute ( 19--) fs C. 
Langvlei i.s used in some areas for wheat prod.uction. It is 
normally ~ot cultivated. It is someti~es used for wine grape Rro-
auc tion because of its greater depth to bedrock than the surrounding 
soils. At·Kuilenberg is an example better drained and less saline 
('Mixe4. Malmesbury-Klipheuwel formation provenance) which supports a 
fair vineyard. Poorly drained or very saline members, as at the 
Boland Landbouskool, are left uncultivated. 
The deep colluvial valley soils eg. profile 24 are used in 
the wheatland areas for grape production, theBe soils are better 
drained and less saline than Langvlei but nevertheless they often .are 
alkaline and the vines stunted. 
Associated soils and mapping 
Langvlei occurs in easily defined bottomland positions in 
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in association with youngalluvium and with an undefined colluvial 
soil eg. profile 24. Langvlei occurs in areas of Swartland and to 
a lesser extent of Kanonkop. Where the topography (in the Swartland 
and Kanonkop areas) changes from convex to concave, Langvlei or an 
associate may be expect·ed• Soils conforming to the series definition 
of Langvlei are commonest in areas of Swartland. In areas of Kanonkop 
bottomlands are less strongly developed and resemble more closely the 
colluvial pro'file 24. 
The colluvial soils are found in concave landscape positions 
·which are generally steeper than those in which Langvlei is found. 
They are not as saline or alkaline as Langvlei because of the greater 
lateral leaching possible. They have been mapped together with Lang-
vlei because they are in positions receiving salts from the surrounding 
soils. Where, as is the case in profile 24, the surrounding soils 
are not alkaline, this soil is acid, but where the surrounding soils 
are alkaline it is alkaline and/or saline. Because of the variability 
leµ. 
and the limited occurrence of these soils they were"'undefined·) they 
may yet be-defined in further surveys where Kanonkop occurs to a 
greater extent since they occur in the weak bottomlands of Kanonkop. 
Langvlei series definition 
no finer than fine sandy loam with an abrupt transition to 
the B2 
B2 coarse pr~smatic, 30% to 5~S clay. Values in ped interiors 
4 or greater and chromas 3 or greater with dark coatings on 
the ped surfaces. pH greater than 7. Exchangeable Mag-
nesium + Exchangeable sodium percentages greater than 50% 
Base saturation 100% or greater. Alkali earth carbonates 
present in the lower B. Extractable sodium (NH4Ac) in-
creases from B to C or within the B 
No B3 with a gradual transition to a C with rock structure is 
permitted. Either clear or abrupt transition to the C 
C somewhere within it the C must be gleyed. 
No strongly developed intersecting slickensides or structure 
11 
w'ith wedge shaped peds are permitted in the solum. 
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PROFILE No. 
LOCATION 
SITE 
ELEVATION 
PARENT MATERIAL 
Horizon 
Ap 
c 
Depth 
inches 
0-11 
11-19 
19-31 
31-48 
48-64 
24 
Lat. 3.'l. 0 42' 0 Long. 18 54' 
Narrow colluvial valley lower mid slope 3% slope 
550 ft. 
Colluvial Malmesbury graywacke material 
10YR'73 brown (lOYR~41t.YoBr.Dry) fine sandy loam; 
very hard, apedal; occasional round fine Fe/Mn 
shot; gradual transition. pH 5.15, R60°F 2350. 
lOYRt'4 dark yellowish brown (lOYR~41t.Y.Br.Dry) 
fine sandy clay loam; hard, apedal; occasional 
round fine Fe/Mn concretions; gradual transi-
tion. pH 5.65, R60°F 2700 
10YR'%i. dark yellowish brown (10YR~41t.Y.Br.Dry) 
clay loam; very hard, apedal; frequent Fe/Mn 
concretions; gradual transition. pH 6;.l, 
R60°F 2050 
lOYR'74 darkyellowish ~rown (1on\1t.Y.Br.Dry) 
clay loam; very hard to extremely hard, moderate 
fine blocky; few faint fine (10YR7/6) yellow 
mottles; occasional Fe/Mn concretions gradual 
transition. pH 6.2, R60°F 1900 
10YR'74 dark yellowish brown (10YR~1 Y.Br.Dry) sandy clay; few small diffuse lOYR/6 yellow 
mottles; extremely hard, weak blocky; occasior.al 
Fe/Mn concretions. pH 5.96, R60°F 1700 
Remarks: The Swartland series described in this landscape had 
~cid B horizons with lowest ·R60°F at 1100 
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DALJOSOPHAT SERIES 
Of somewhat limited extent along the banks of the Berg River, 
Daljosophat is represented by profiles 174 and 182. It is generally 
more extensive on the eastern bank of the river than on the west and 
has not been found further downstream than the farm Soetendal. 
Site 
Daljosophat is limited to low lying, more· or less flat river 
terraces at approximately 20 ft. above the present base level of the 
Berg River. Daljosophat is most extensive at the confluences of the 
minor tributaries with the Berg river. Slope of these terraces 
varies from less than 1% to 2%. As can be seen just north of Welling-
ton, a distinct step of about 5 ft. separates this terrace level from 
the young alluvium. Due to colluviation the transition to the upland 
soils is seldom as distinct as this, except where the terr~ce clays 
bound on terrace boulders and sand, where again distinct steps a.:>:>e 
found. 
Parent material 
Daljosophat formed in clayey materials with an overlying 
sand and gravel mantle. The expanding lattice type clays were river 
deposited derived mainly from the Malmesbury sediments. Terrace 
stones of Table Mountain sandstone are rarely found in the clay, they 
are less common than the aneular qcutrtz normall,)" aBsocia ted with the 
Yalrnesbury sediments. While this clay is thought to be river 
deposited it is not thought to have been transported very far. The 
fact that it is most extensive at the confluences ~ith minor streams 
would appear to point to a deposition by these streams onto a flat 
surface (a delta-type of deposition). 
The overlying sand 1:3,nd gravel mantle undoubtedly has a 
mixed origin, well rm2nded Table Mountain sandstone boulders, together 
with angular quartz prob;;.,,bl,y from the l\hlmesbury sediments is r;-,ixed 
with a sandy rr;aterial, which at times has strong affinities with the 
aeolian material of Cflll.Zi series. It appears th'>.t the sandier 
materials were deposited by the Berg River perhaps with later sorting 
a,nd removal of finer materials by wind to be re-deposited elsewhere 
The poorer sorting of the surface materials as opposed to that of 
underlying clays points to a rapid flow of 1-rater which f!iUSt have 
occurred during the cutting down into these deposits coinciding with 
·the recent (20ft.) lowering in sea level. 
Morphology 
The A1 (Ap) horizon is generally a dark yellowish brown 
gravelly loamy coarse sand which sets hard on drying. This overlies 
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PROFILE No.: 
LOCATION 
SITE : 
ELEVATION : 
PAREl<T MATERIAL 1 
.Horizon Depth 
Al 
Ochric 
inches 
0-6 
6-14 
14-20 
IVB21 ( t) 20-25 
IV B22 (t) 2~35 
IVll23 (t) 35-47 
VB3(t)g 47-56 
18? Daljosophat series 
Lat. 33°39' Long. 18°57• on farm Smithfield 
Bottomland - second terrace of Berg River 
0-1?· slope towards river 
350 ft. 
Terrace material - alluvium 
2.51'}'3 dark grey brown (2.517/1 lt.Gr.~ry) coarse 
sandy loam; frea_uent to abundant rusty (2. 51R3/6 
dark red) root. holes; hard, apedal; gradual 
transition. 
10YR5/4 yellowish brown (10YR
7/21t.Cr.Dry) loamy 
coarse sai:id; abun.darit rusty (2-.5YR16dark red) 
root. holes; soft, apedal; frequent la teri te 
fragments; clear transition. 
10YR5/5 yellowish brown (lOYR
7/3v.p.Br.Dry) gravelly 
coarse sand; soft, apedal; abundant laterite frag-
ments; abrupt transition. 
l01R~3 pale brown (10YR8/2w~ite Dry) bravelly sandy 
loam; tongu-ing into a· 2.517 ligh.t olive brown 
. 4 
(Dry and Moist) mottled many distinct medium 7.5YR5/6 
strong brown clay; hard; moderate fine blocky 
tending tO medium prismatic; abundant clay skins/ 
pressure planes; gradual transition 
2.51)41ight olive brown. (2.515/41t.Ol.Br.Dry) clay; 
many faint medium 1CYR5/8 yeliowish brown mottles; 
very hard, strong medium and fine blocky·to wedge 
Shaped tendir.r to very coarse prism£iic; ccca~ional 
long slickensides; abundant clay skins/pressure 
plapes; gradual transition 
101R'}'3 brown to dark brown (Dry and ¥.oist) clay; 
extremely hard, strong coarse blocky; frequent 
long slickensides, abundant claj' skins/pressure 
plar.es; abundant black decayed rootlets; occasional 
fine iron shot; clear transition 
515/2 olive e;rey (Dry and Moist) silty clay loarr;; 
many distinct fine 5YR~6 yeilowish red mottles; 
hard, weak to ~oderate fine blocky; frequent fine 
quartz gravel; abundant.clay skins/pressure planes 
clear transition. 
56-65 
65-75 
Lab. No. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Gravel separat~ 2mm. 
C.sand 2-.5mm. 
M. sand • 5-· 2mm. 
F. sand . 2-. 02mm. 
Silt • 02-. 002mm. 
Clay • 002mm. 
?1a 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
C.E.C. 
Base sat.·% 
Na 
K 
Ca 
!·:a 
EC103/cm.25°c 
Caco3 eq. 
pH 111 H20 
Ohms R 60 o F. 
f., Carbon 
'fo Nitrogen 
C : N 
515/2 olive grey clay; many diffuse fine 10YR1'8 yellowish 
brown mottles; hard, strong fine blocky; occasional 
short slickensides, occasion<>.l soft black re/Mn nodules! 
gr~dual transition 
2.5Y5/6 0live brown sandy clay loam; frequent medium dis-
tinct 7<51R5Jc, strong brown mottles; slightly hard, apedal 
occasional thick clay skin 
B7365 B7366 B7367 B7368 B7369 B7370 
0-6 6-14 20-25 25-35 35-47 47-65. 
Al IIA2 IVB2lt IVll22t I1!B23t VB3g+VIC1 
Particle size distribution 
7.7 o.o 9-3 5.7 o.o 1.1 
42.5 6}.9 14°7 12.5 11.8 10.8 
12.2 14.3 6.4 6.3 5.7 3.7 
15.6 5.9 15-3 14.8 15.0 11.2 
. 17 .4 5.•5 9.6 13-3 11. 0 37 .1 
12.9· 7.3 55.6 54.'f 52-.2 39.0 
' 
meg. L100 &!!!-Extractable cations 
o. 04 0.02 0.99 1.80 2.65 4.05 
0.24 o.oe 0.38 0.21 0.16 o.n 
1.)9 0.66 1.68 1.97 2.32 2.78 
1.14 0.62 5.co 9.58 11.69 12.98 
3.50 1.18 E.79 14.oB 17. 61 16.78 
80.28 116.94 91.12 96.30 95·4 111.50 
Saturation extract soluble cations meg-Lloo ~· 
0.14 0.06 0.54 1.25 1.07 
0.06 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
0.18 0.06 0.07 0.22 0.09 
0.04 o.oo o.oo 0.00 0.01 
4.267 1. 098 - 1.85 4.96 8.23 
o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
6.0 6.5 6.)8 6.6 6.9 7.5 
111. 7 347 .8 685.1 453.1 247 .6 169.7 
Organic matter 
0.80 0.15 o.n 0.08 0.13 0.01 
0.07 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.01 
11.4 7.5 3.4 4.0 3.25 1.0 
Excha!!fieable cati~ns exEressed as ~. cf total exchangeable bases 
Na 
K 
Ca 
ll:g 
Base· sat. ;; 
5.14 
34. 57 
31.42 
80.28 
C.E.C./100 gm.clay 27.1 
Identified minerals 
5.07 
43.47 
44-92 
116.94 
16;6 
11.26 8.95 15•04 24.13 
3.86 1-49 0;90 .0.69 
19.11 13.49 11.92 14.37 
56.88 54.19 66.38 77.35 
91.12 96,30 95.4 111. 50 
Clay minerals 
15.8 25.74 2).73 43.0 
!'.aol. v:v.s. ·iraoL vv.e .. Kaol. v:v.s. Kaol. v.v.s. 
Ill.med. Ill.'"'-s. 111.v:v.s. 111.v.v:e. 
Mont.~s Mont.vs Mont.med. 
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PROFILE lio. 1 
LOCATION : 
SITE: 
ELEVATION- : 
PARENT MATERIAL 
Horizon Depth 
Ap 
ochric 
inches 
0-9 
14'-25 
25-37 
IIIB23 t 37-51 
174 Daljosophat 
Lat. 33°42• Long. 18°59• near roadside 
Wellington-Daljosophat road 
Gently slOj!ing second terrace of Berg River 
0-1% slops 
350 ft. 
Terrace ·material - alluvium 
4 . . 6 . lOYR%i dark yellowish brown (lOYR~lt.Y.Br.Dry) 
gravelly loamy coarse sand; soft, apedal1 
abund~nt sub-angular quartz gravel; gradual 
transition. 
ion% yellowish brown (lOYR7/3v.p.Br.Dry) gravel-
ly coarse sandy clay loam; soft, apedal to weak 
fine blocky; weakly developed clay skins; abun-
dant sub-angular quartz gravel, occasional 
late~ite fragments; clear transition. 
·, 6 6 
lOYR/3•5 pale brown (lOYR/6Br.Y.Dry) gravelly 
clay; many-distinct medium 2.5YR4'6red (5YR1'8 
Y.R.Dry) mottles; slightly hard, moderate to 
stro~ fine blocky; strongly developed clay 
skins/pressure faces; frequent sub-angular quartz 
.gravel; gradual transition. 
10YR% yellowish brown _(10TI!~4 • 5Br.Y.Dry) clay; 
many distinct medium 2.5YR4;6 red, many diffuse 
medium· 7.5!R1'6 strong brown mottles; bard, 
moderate fine blocky; strongly developed clay 
skins/pressure faces; occasional fine sub-angular 
quartz and iron concretionary gravel; gradual 
transition. 
5 . 
7.5YR/6 strong brown (Moist and Dry) clay; in 
places few diffuse fine lOR4;6 red mottles; very 
hard to extremely hard, moderate coarse blocky 
to wedge shape tending weakly to prismatic, in 
places moderate to strong fine blocky; where no 
mottles present abundant weak slickensides, 
occasional long slickensides have 2.5Y~2 light 
brownish grey surfaces; strongly developed clay 
skins/pressure faces; ·gradual transition. 
51-69 
Lab. Ne. 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
10YR5/5 yellowish brown (Moist and Dry) clay; very hard, 
moderate medium prismatic to modera_te coarse blocky in 
places; frequent long slickensides; frequent iron-shot 
cBncretions, frequent ~lack Fe/Mn dendrites; abundant 
clay skins/pressure faces. 
B7359 
0-9 
Ap. 
B7361 
14-25 
IIB21t· 
Particle size 
B7362 B7363 B7364 
25-37 37-51 51-69 
IIIB22t IIIB23t IIIB3t 
distribution % 
Gravel ·separate 2mm. 
C. sand 2-.5 mm. 
38•7 
51.4 
8.3 
29.3 
6.3 
7.6 
50.1 
42.5 
5.8 
23.8 
4.0 
25.5 
18.9 
8.7 
2.9 
15.9 
8.5 
65.7 
10.1 
ll.9 
. 8~7 12.4 
ll.l 8.2 
M. sand .5-.2mm. 
F. sand .2-.02mm. 
Silt • 02-. 002mm. 
Clay .i.002mm. 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
C.E.c; 
Base sat. % 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
EC103/c111.25°c 
.. Caco3 eq. 
pH _lal B2o 
Ohms R 60°F 
~! Carbon 
/'. Nitrogen 
C : N 
0.05 
0.06 
0.50 
• 0.44 
1.49 
70.46 
Ext;-actable cations 
0.07 
0.10 
0.47 
1.14 
3.38 
52.66 
0.42 
0.10 
2.58 
4.35 
9.69 
76.88 
5.0 5.2 
16_.8 21.7 
7.4 6.1 
59.9 57 .l 
meq./100 gm. 
0.93 1.47 
o.08 0.10 
1.64 2.12 
7.54 8.23 
l0.76 11.30 
94.70 "105.48 
5.1 
20.7 
7.4 
60.1 
2.60 
0.09 
·3.80 
12.58 
18.51 
115.50 
Saturation extract soluble cations ~eq./100 gm. 
1.15 
6.00 
0.26 
o.oo 
3.124 
o.o 
5.55 
6007 
0.30 
0.03 
10 
o.o o.o o.o 
5.5 5.8 6.2 
5216 2266 1160 
Ori::anic matter 
0.32 0.19 0.15 
0.05 0.05 0.03 
6.4 3.8 5.0 
o.o o.o 
6.3 7.65 
600 284 
0.10 0.10 
0.02 - 0.02 
5.0 5.0 
Exchangeable cations expressed as % of total exchangeable bases 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
Base sat. '% 
3.35 
4.02 
33.55 
31.23 
70.46 
C.E.C./100 gm. clay 19.6 
Identified 
minerals 
2.07 
2.95 
13-9 
33.72 
52.66 
l).2p 
4.33 8.64 
1.03 0.74 
26.62 15.24 
44.89 70.74_ 
76.88 94.70 
Cl!!,l minerals 
14.74 17.96 
Kaol.v.s. Kaol.-..v.s. 
Ill.J!lll Ill. jL 
12.33 7.60 
0.83 0.47 
17.78 18.56 
69.04 65.96 
105.48 115-5 
19.78 27.47 
Kao 1. v.v.s. Kaol. 'llV.S. 
Ill. !!. ill. iis. 
f<'.L. ii-
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a:ri A2 or A3 equally gr~v~lly with an abrupt transition to the B21t. 
The Bis a palebrown, distinctly mottied red, sandy clay, with strong 
fine blocky, tending to medium prismatic structure (especially 
noticeable when dry). Slickensides or pressure faces are always pre-
sent in some part of the B, the degree of development generally in-
creasing with depth. Although discontinuities within the clay are 
obvious due to the presence of gravel lines, no fine stratifications 
remain. 
Wetness of the soils is evidenced in the mottling, gley 
colours as in profile 182 are not however, normal. It is interesting 
here to note that, while the horizons between 47 inches and 65 inches 
show gley colours, the horizons below does not, although it is expected 
to be just as wet• 
The degree of expansion showed in these soils varies from 
long, strongly developed intersecting slickensides with light coloured 
surfaces as those of the IIB23 t in profile 174, to the shiny surfaces 
normal to the B21 t. These shiny surfaces are unidentifiable (with 
a lOX hand lens) as to whether they are clay skins or pressure faces. 
In expanding clay materials such as these, it is difficult 
to distinguish the limits of the B horizon. The B21 is a textural, 
structural and consistence B. It probably does contain illuvial 
clay discernable by thin section studies. Where to demarcate the 
boundary between the B and the C is a problem. Since the clays c;n·e 
expanding, soil structure will be formed to that depth that they are 
alternately wet and dried. 
Chemical characteristics 
Base saturation is high throughout, increasing with depth 
to super-saturation in the lower parts of the B Although no carbo-
nates occur in the two examples cited there are rarely found members 
with calcium carbonate nodules. Although highly base saturated the 
soils are on the ~cid side except at depth, this is due to two 
factors viz. the low exchangeable sodium contents in the upper part 
of the profile and to the high buffer capacity of the cV=i.y type. 
Calcium is the dominant cation in the A horizons, decreasing 
with depth. In the B magnesium is dominant. Exchangeable sodium, 
like n:agnesium; incr'eases with depth reacldnc i:.ore thTn lo;:· of the 
exchangeable cations somewhere in the lower part of the B. 
In the analysis of profile 182 the anomaly of a higher water 
extractable sodium content th~n ammonium acetate extractable Na con-
tent occurred. This can only be ascribed to incorrect experimental 
procedure or method in the determination of ammonium acetate extracta-
ble sodium. The low resistance and high conductivity figures lend 
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weight to the correctness of the saturation ~xtract figures. 
Profile 182 the more saline of the two, is situated in an 
area of Malmesbury graywackes, the surrounding soils are irrigated 
with a water from this area, as well as receiving runoff from the 
surrounding soils. Profile 174 however is situated in the middle of 
a broad terrace; no longer receives runoff and is at present not 
cultivated. The water running through_its_course is from a schist 
and Table Mountain sandstone proYenance. In the area surveyed the 
latter case is more normal so that resistances should generally be 
over 2,000 in the A decreasing with depth in Daljosophat approaching 
something like 300 or less in the lower part of the B. The upper B 
is not saline or alkaline (in contrast with Langvlei series which has 
high pH and low resistances in the upper E.) 
Profile 182 is a virgin profile at the roadside. It pro-
bably had a marsh vegetation at earlier times as shown by the high 
carbon percentage in the A1 , high enough to make it an umbric horizon 
whereas profile 174 which has been cultivated at some stage has a low 
carbon percentage. Carbon percentages as well as Carbon:Nitrogen 
ratios decrease with depth, the latter being 5 or less in the B. 
Genesis and classification 
As pointed out previously, the recognition of illuvial clay 
accumulations in such expanding clay materials is difficult. Expan-
sion and contraction of the clay causes thE) formation of shiny sur-
faces which resemble clay skins. Physical orientation of clay parti-
cles parralel .with shear planes probably occurs. There is, moreover, 
a rapid turnover of structural uni ts i.e. the ped$ are not stable from 
one season to another. New peds are formed mechanically by shrinking 
and swelling processes all the time, so that any dark coatings of clay 
and organic matter are incorporated into.the soil mass and do not re-
main as thick dark coatings (which incidentally once formed would help 
stabilise individual peds by demarcating permanent planes of fracture 
on drying). 
It is well to enquire why Swartland with the same clay 
materials shows such distinct ped surfaces and clay skins and very 
rarely slickensides. The answer lies in the nature of the parent 
materials •. Swartland's B has formed by the gradual weathering in situ 
of the graywacke. Soil formation (and thus clay illuviation and 
structure formation) has kept pace with, and is often ahead of the 
weathering process. Daljosophat has formed in materials already 
weathered (to the extent that the primary clay and sand fractions 
are separate particles). The moment these clays were deposited and 
subjected to alternating wet and dry conditions physical mixing began 
pre~enting the formation of permanent peds. An example of this was 
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noticed in the field (Profile 313) where a thin layer of terrace clay 
was .deposited on the Malmesbury sediments to be again covered by 
colluvium from the graywackes. The terrace clay had strong slickensides 
but the other materials from the graywackes were weakly prismatic with 
no slickensides and had well developed clay skins. Strong slickensides 
moreover demarcated the boundaries of the separate materials, showing 
the lack of affinity between them. 
Soil formation in Daljosophat has proceeded far enough for 
all evidence of fine stratifications to be obliterated, soil structure 
has been formed, accumulation of organic matter in the A1 and 
leaching into theB has taken place. (The decrease in C:N ratios shows 
the organic matter to be more humified and thus not due to presence of 
plant roots but to the downward movementof humified materials). 
Leaching of sodium, and to a lesser extent of magnesium into the B has 
taken place resulting in a relative accumulation of calcium and 
potassium in the A. 
In all probability, an accumulation of clay has taken place 
in the B. It can however at this stage not be definitely said whether 
the B is argillic or cambic. It can not be placed in the 7th Approxi-
mation if it is cambic, it should fit the Camborthids probably an 
undefined Vertie Camborthid but for the fact that it is moist in the 
lower solum for longer than seven months. If the B is argillic/natric 
then it is an undefined Vertie Natrustalf since it is too moist for 
the aridisols. If the B is nei th<:r cambic nor argillic then Dalj oso-
phat would be a crypto vertic hapludent. Were the gravelly horizons 
absent, little hesitation would occur in calling it a vertic hapludent; 
it hasn't the structure necessary for the vertisol order, so crypto 
vertic hapludent is probably best until it can be definitely placed by 
further study. 
Physical characteristics·and land use 
The B horizon is practically impermeable, site is flat and 
sodium and magnesium nearing upper limits of tolerance to most crops 
so that such a soil could not be recommended for extensive irrigation. 
With the normal depth of the upper coarse material encountered, 
Dalj osophat seldom varies from the value B2 as define·d by the Soil0s 
Research Institute. 
Due to the accident of site-alongthe banks of the Berg river, 
Daljosophat is used mainly for the production of wine grapes when 
cultivated. With the use of semi intensive drainage systems it is 
usually irrigated where cultivated. Vines on this soil appear sus-
ceptible to sunburn - a combination of burning and physiological 
drought probabl;y due to the shallow root system-the result of the pre-
sence of the dense B. 
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On the deeper more gravelly (terrace gravels) member·~ 
apricots ~re ~rown. 
Associated soils 
Daljosophat normally occurs in a well defined landscape 
bounding with allu-vium on the one side and with U!Jland soil.a ci.nd 
Langvlei on ·the other side. Within this landsca·ne Daljoso:phat is 
associated with deposits of a varying depth of terrace boulde:c·s and 
fine sand' overlying either terrace clays or in the high.or lying 
positions, overlying clays derived from the 1.mderlyir g sedia1en-t:or·y 
rocks. 
Daljoso.12.hat series definition 
A1/A~ 
A2/A3 
coarse textured - no finer than fine sandy loam 
chr·oma.s greater than 2 values greater than 4 • .Abrupt 
transition to 
B"t r1;01'e than 507~ clay. !foderate to str·ong :;t:dium to fine 
c:: 
bloc~r· No g:r·aJ.& of 11ri<:.illJb.tic atructur·e stronger than 
weak. No prominent coatings on ped surfa.cee darker than 
the ma tr·ix by a. v a.l ue ol' 2 o:i.· a chr·oma of 2. 
Evidence of expansion a.nd contra.ctinn evident in the B 
Chron1as of uppi.ir par·t of the B a.re no darker thci.ri the 
overlying 1i horiz,on. pH is less than I in the upper 10 
inches of the B. Gley colours are permitted below 20 
inches of the upper limit of the B. There IrlUSt be 
slickensides in such gleyed material. Exchangeable 
sodium is less th;;;n 151{ and ba5e s<J.tu1·a. ti on 1:,ore than 70;, 
incTeasing with depth. Gratlaal transition to 
No rock structure. Pu:J.W base sa.tur::: ted.. 
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BOTRIVIER SERIES 
This soil is of limited occurrence found only in well 
developed valley bottomlands in granite areas, mainly in the northern 
half of Paardeberg. It's distinctive morphology is typified by pro-
files 82 and 145· 
Site 
Typically Botrivier occupies level relict bottornland sites 
varying from 10 ft. to 20 ft. above the present watercourses. It is 
seldom in a position in which it can at the present time receive 
much in the way of runoff,salts, or alluvium. There is typically a 
distinct step in topography between this soil and the alluvium, 
whether young or old. 
Parent material 
Botrivier has formed from a grc;.ni tic alluvium not very 
strongly weathered and seldom having been transported very far. Fel-
spars are usually evident to the naked eye in the C, and are also 
present to a lesser extent in the sand fractions of the B. 
Morphology 
Horizon differentiation is very distinct. A grey brown 
coarse textured A1/Ap overlies an equally coarse lighter-coloured A2• 
The A2 abruptly overlies a dark coloured prismatic B horizon. There 
is invariably fine albic tanguing in the upper part of the prisms. 
Ped interiors of the B are not as dark as the clay coated exteriors, 
mottling' is usually J,Jresent in the]. The B lies abruptly on a 
. light coloured mottled olive duripan. This duripan is at times 
massive indurated, and at other times is made up of coarse l)locky 
cemented duripeds. The duripan is toq hard to be penetrated with a 
pick, it was only in non representative pedons such as profile 208 that 
it was possible to describe it at depth. From laboratory studies(l) 
it appears that degree of cementation decreases with depth, this was 
not noticed in the field however except at Dudley Vale where in a 
ravine undercutting of the duripan by water action is to be seen. 
The depth of the A horizons varies considerably from six 
inches up to four feet with about two feet being normal. The B is 
sometimes thin and discontinuous, other times it is found up to two 
feet thick. Viewing the whole soil individual, the transition of the 
A to the B is wavy with the crests of the waves, i.e. shallow soils, 
lying parallel to the direction of the valley bottom. 
(1) J.J.N Lambrechts - Dept. Soil Science, Stellenbosch University 
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PROFILE !10.1 
LOCATION 
SITE 1 
ELEVSTION1 
PDEl<"'l' Jt:ATERIAL 
Horizon Depth 
A2 
Albie 
inches 
4-17 
17-24 
IIC si:t: 24-51 
ea.lie 
durirQn 
Lab. No.· 
Depth inches 
Horizon 
Gravel separate 
2a:m. 
c. sand 2-.5mm. 
M.eand .s-.2mm. 
F.sand .2-.02mm. 
Silt • 02-. 002mm. 
Clay .002mm. 
82 Botrivier series 
Lat. 33°37' Long. 1€0 46• on farm Dudley Vale 
Relict bottoitlar.d minor tributery cf l<osselbank 
River l/.~ slol'e 
550 ft. 
~
Granite alluvium/colluvium 
lOTII~ grey-brown {10TB7~1t.Cr.Dry)sand; loose 
to sort, apdal1 gradual transition 
61 . e, · ) lOYR,2 light brownish grey {10YR 12white D17 loai:J¥ 
sandf soft, apedal1 frequent rusty root holes1 
abrupt transition. 
5!4/1 dark grey sandy cla71 few fine distinct 
2.stt4 olive brown ~ottles1 17'0 ve17 d1<rk 6re7 (?f/0 dk.Cr.D17) thick0 cla,y coatings cover ped eu:r--
taces1 tine albic (Nv/0 white DI7 10YR7!)very pale 
brown moist) tone;uill8 is present in the upper 
three inchee1 extremely hard, moderate to·strong 
prismatic {weakly coluinnar) varyill8 fror. very 
coarse to med'ium, breaking to coarse block71 
abNpt tr&.nsition. 
2.5?~2 light brownish Grey (mois~ and dry) sand7 
loair.1 marQT medium 4i!'fuse 7 .5YR ~ reddish yellow 
mottles1 rare 5Y~1 light grey to crey clay skins 
down fissures1 extremely hard, cemented. 
!7394 :!37395 B7396 BB97 
0-4 4-17 l7-24 24-51 
"1 "2 IIB2lt ncern 
Particle size distributior, ')'. 
1.2 o.o 4.9 3.9 
43.e 45.5 25.1 37 .9 
~--
18.6 19.0 9.6 16.5 
26. 5. 25.0 16.8 24.3 
5.2 7.5 4.0 14.l 
4.9 4,-6 46.9 7,1 
Na 
K 
Ca 
V.g 
C.E.C. 
!ase sc.1.t. c: ,,. 
Ca.co3 eq •. 
pH 111 B2o 
Ohms R 60°F 
Ba 
K 
Ca 
I•:g 
ECl03/cm.25°c 
f.· Carbon 
7; Nitrogen 
c I?: 
Eilcha!:!§:eable 
Na 
IC 
Ca 
?:.g 
.Base eat. 1t. 
G.E.C~OO Gm· cl&¥ 
Minerals identified 
Extract;oble cations mca./_100 Iii!!!· 
0.16 0.01 2.48 1,i.q 1.47 
0.23 0.15 0.45 of'4':>' 0.14 
0.51 0.33 3.18 3,<r> 2.69 
0.50 0.22 6.48 
"""'""' 
2.18 
1.74 0.99 12.14 6.34 
68.9 77.8 103 102 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 
6.0 8.2(6.0) 7.35 8.23 
3794.4 4163.3 236.8 170.7 
Sat1.1ration extract scluble ca ti one meq. Ll CO II!!. 
i.19 2.72 
o.oo 0.01 
0.18 0.14 
0.01 0.20 
7.2e 21.2e 
OriLanic matter 
0.40 0.11 0.28 0.04 
0.03 0.01 0.05 0.61 
13.34 11.0 5.6 4.0 
cations exi:ressed as £'.· or total exchw1~able bases 
9.2 9.09 10.25 29.03 
23.2 i;.15 3.57 2.co 
29.31 33.33 23.82 39.35 
11.24 22.22 51.38 29.62 
.68.9 77.77 203.7 102.2 
Clay minerals 
35.51 21.52 25.te e9.29 
!Caol.v.s. Kaol.v.G. 
Ill. t. J.'.ont. rr ... s, 
t~~ont. ~. 
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PROFILE No. 
LOCATIO?I 
SITE 
ELEVATION 
PJ.RENT ~!ATEIIIAL 
Borbon Depth 
inChH 
Ai 0-1 
Ochric 
IIB21 t 8-16 
Natric 
Lab. Bo.-
Depth inches 
Borbon 
145 Botrivier aeries 
Lat. 30°33• Long. 18°51' on farm La Rhine 
Second lotrivier Terrace, Relict Bottomlan4 
0-1,_; slo;ie 
500 rt. 
Granite alluviWD/colluviwn 
ion34 ve17 4ai'k gre7 brown (loDt2dk.<lr.Br. 
D17) sandf slightll hard, apedal, gradual 
tranlition. 
6 8 lon73 pale brown (lO'fJl/'3 v.p.Br.Dz7) eancl1 
frequent v(,J'7 tine ruet7 root bolee-1 elight.17 hard, 
apedal. i. one inch nick albic 10?17.'J V•J'7 pale 
brown (vbiter than i:8;0 Dz7) overlies and tongues ·· 
•eakl7 and tinel7 into the B2t. Abrupt transition 
10?1;3 pale brown (10Til
7/2it.ar.Dz7) clq loam1 vith 
thick prominent lOTati veJ'7 4ark ~to lOYR~ ve17 
-dark-brown cliq coatinga on ped s-'rfacea and down \ 
root cb&Mels. Colour va:riea to 5Y;3 pale olive 
in places, with ~ tine distinct 5YR4/6 7ellovish 
red mottl.ea. Extre111el7 _bard, moderate co .. rae. pris-
matic breaking to coarse bloclQ-1 abrupt transition. 
5?~ white 5TV1 light grey and 5Y'1 grey loam1 
IDBJl7 large distinct 1.sn% 11trone brovn and SY~ 
olive mottles1 extre1DBl7 bard, massive cemented.· 
In places moderate to strong coarse bloclQ", ex-
tremely hard, cemented 4uripede aere found. Cla, 
_skins occur 4ovn fissures. 
!7408 !7409 !7410 
0-8 B-16 16-32 
A. IIB2lt IICI! 
Particle size dilitribution l:!: 
Gravel separate 2mm. 4.0 3.7 o.6 
c. sand 2-.sllllll. 33.6 22.2 30.7 
•· sand • 5-. 2mm. 15.6 6.1 . 9.4 
F. sand .2-.02mm. 36.8 18.9 24.8 
Silt • 02-. 002mm. 8.6 15.l 23.5 
Clay .002mm. . 8.1 39.9 15.4 
?1a 
K 
Ca 
Xg 
C.E.C. 
!aae sat. % 
Caco3 eq. 
;>B 111 B20 
Obms R 60°F 
'f., Carbon 
% 5itrogen 
C I 1l 
0.12 
0.11 
0.44 
0.33 
2.49 
40.16 
o.o 
5.75 
4995.0 
0.22 
0.02 
11.0 
E:rtraatable cations 
1.78 
0.29 
1.75 
6.68 
11.67 
89.97 
o.o 
6.05 
222.0 
Ors:anic matter 
0.17 
0.02 
8.5 
me~.LlOO E 
'·b ... 2_.43 
0.22 <>ra..~ 
1.63 \,S".,.,.... 
6.55 ~'18'}' 
e.31 
130 
o.o 
7.3 
277.5 
0.06 
0.01 
6.0 
Saturation extract soluble c~tions me9,/1oc·gm. 
5a 1.13 0.83 
IC 
Ca 
Mg 
ECl03/cm.25°C 
/ 
o.oo 
0.11 
0.14 
8.47 
Ezcbangeable cations expressed as % ot total 
·ia 4.82 5.57 
K 4.41 2.48 
Ca 17.67 14.05 
Jig 
Base eat. % 
C.E.C./100 gm. clay 
Minerals ident1!1ed 
13.25 
40.16 
30.74 
56.04 
8~M7 
Clay minerals 
29.24 
Kaol.v.v. s. 
Ill. med. 
M.L. med. 
0~00 
o.oe. 
0.05 
8.2) 
exchangeable 
14.11 
2.03 
14-31 
l)0.32 
Y.aol. Slr. 
Ill. med. 
11'..L. med. 
bases 
go OZ 
1 
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PROFILE No. 
LOCATION 
SITE 
ELEVATION 
PARENT MATERIAL 
Horizon 
Ap 
A 2 
IIIB 
and CM 
IV CM 
and B 
Depth 
inches· 
0-9 
9-17 
17-23 
23-36 
36-40 
60-70 
208 
Lat. 30°33' Long. 18°51 1 on 
Relict bottomland 0-1% slope 
·stream 'from prof. i 145 
500 f't .• 
Granite alluvium 
farm La Rhine 
+ 
- 100 yds. up-
2.5Y5/2 Grey brown (10YR
6
•
5;1 1 t.Gr.Dry) sand; 
soft, apedal; gradual transition. 
1 OYR ~2 1 ight brownish grey ( 1 OYR 7/11 t. Gr. Dry) 
sand; soft to slightly hard, apedal; abrupt 
transition. 
5Y5;'3 olive, 5Y4/3 olive brown, 2.4Y
5/2 grey-brown 
sandy cl-ay loam; extremely hard, strong medium to 
coarse prismatic breaking to·med~um blocky; with 
prominent 10YR4/2 dark grey brown clay skins on 
ped surfaces; abrupt transition. 
2••5Y~4 light brown (2.5y8/4 p. Y.Dry) coarse sandy 
loam; c·ommon medium diffuse 7. 5YR~8 reddish 
yellow moti;les, rare 2.5YR4/e red root holes; ex-
t·remely hard cemented with inclusions of weak to 
moderate coarse blocky material·; 10YR-J'1 very dark 
grey clay skins; gradual transition. 
2.4Y5;'2 grey-brown sandy clay loam, coarse sandy 
loam and very coarse sand with l lens of gravel; 
rare 2.5YR4/g 1 red root holes; extremely hard 
cemented with inclusions of weak coarse blocky 
material; 10YR4;1 dark grey thick clay skins; gra-
dual transition. 
2.5Y~2 light brownish grey (2.5y7/21t.Gr.Dry) coarse 
sandy loam and coarse sandy clay loam; many large 
diffuse 10YR'5;'8 yellowish brown mottles; extremely 
hard cemented with inclusions of weak coarse 
blocky mat.erial; very thick 2. 5y4/2 dark grey brown 
clay skins. 
REMARKS: On the other side of the profile the first discontinuity dips 
down to 60 inches and in one corner up to 70 inches, i.e. 
the overlying sand is 70 inches deep. 
Other than the lens of gravel evidence·of' stratification; 
the nature of the parent material; is no longer evident, 
although texture varies considerably in the C and B and in 
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Profile No. 208 continued. 
the C no definite boundaries to each textural class 
could be discerned. No mechanical analysis was-d·one 
on the various parts the textures being merely assessed 
in the field, itis thus -possib·le that varying degrees 
of cementationinfluenced the assessment - cemented 
materials invariably feel of a much coarser texture than 
they actually are. 
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Chemical properties .. 
The pH increases with depth being acid in the A and alkal)ne 
in the :B and C. The pH figilre of 8.2 for the A2 of profile 82 is high. 
An independent determihation by the writer puts this at 6.0 which is 
in accordance with resistance and exchangeable sodium and magnesium 
figures. 
The A horizon is leached of most of its catioris, hydrogen 
being the dominant one. Profile 82 shows a surprisingly high potassium 
content in the A. A movement of potassium wi thL1 the A is indicated 
as well as an accumulation of it relative to the other cations. Bx-
changeable magnesium increases suddenly from the A to the B bt;ing 
greater than 50% of the exchange capacity in the B The B is either 
saturated or nea.rly so. The pee;,}~ of sodiL1m accumulation is found in 
the C which is fully saturated or supt'r satur£1.ted with cations. In 
m 
the C the exchangeable sodium percentage is 14. 777{ in p:cofil~:, 145 and 
29. OJ in profile 82 - figures whi.ch are ref'lecthi h, the hich 1::·a of' 
the~rn horizons. 
The C.E.C./100 gm. clay figures for the Care high, this iH 
attributable to the cementation of clay. Lambrechts1 found thbt by 
ren1oving iron the silt + clay percentage determined in the C of _pro-
file 145 increased from 29.8% to 37.7%. This is notwithstanding the 
fact that cementation of the C appears to be chiefly by silica (the 
material does not soften in HCl but disintegrates on boiling in NaOH) 
Due to cementation of clay into silt sized particles, clay estimated 
by normal methods is low so thc.;,t calculated C.E.C./100 gm. clay is 
unduly high. 
Eluviation of organic matter froffi the A1 into the B2 has 
occurred in both profiles. In profile 82 the figures demonstrate 
this movement very well, carbon percentage is highest in the A1 , is 
low in the A2 and again high in the :s2 (·28% organic carbon). The 
decrease in C/N ratio fron; the A to the B~ show the 1;jo1·e hurnifit>d con-
e. 
di ti on of the organic matter in the B, as is to be expect6d whe1·e ii:ovE•-
ment is by the process of dispersion of humus rt::.ther than mechanj.cal 
movement. 
Physical characteristics and land use 
The B2 and the C are both v0ry dense and. highly irn:permeable. 
The flat nature of the site where these soils are found to any great 
extent, together with the wavy nature of the B horizon renders the 
draining of these soils rather difficult. According to standards used 
by the Soils Research Institute, the irrigable value of Botrivier is 
B2 or C depending on depth of the A horizons. 
Roots do not enter the soil deeper than the B to any appre-
ciable extent and seldom into the C, so that with members shallower 
(1) Lambrechts, J.J.N.: Dept. Soil Sezvice, Stellenbosch University 
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than about 20 inches, crops alternately suffer drought and waterlogged A,' 
conditions. These soils are however genera.lly put to wine grapes, or 
·as in the case south of Paardeberg on members about 4 f.:~et dHep, fruit 
trees apparently do well. In the vicinity of profile 82 the effect of 
depth of soil on tree growth is very well shown, the height of tree 
being roughly proportional to twice depth of A horizons. 
Associated soils and mapping 
Botrivier occurs either alone in well defined terraces sur-
rounding the alluvia in the bottomlands, or in the bottomlands them-
selves as a complex association with a deep· sand resembling Fernwood 
. . 11. . 1 . . · 1 K k 1 . (Langkloof) d series, organic a uvia soils simi ar to ra ee series Survey an 
strongly gleyed alluvia and soils such as profil€ 142. Where these 
complexes occur it is not possible to sepaI"ate the various members at 
normal mapping scales. 
Genesis and classification 
The site in which Botrivier is normally found, viz. as 
terraces on either side of younger bottomland alluvia as well as 
being found in true bottomland sites has led to the idea that this 
soil is a relict. It's stranding is possibly linked with the final 
20 ft. emergence of the coastline. 
The tonguipg of an albic into the natric horizon shows tha.t 
the soil is at the present stage undergoing a process of destruction 
of the natric rather than the formation of the natric. Since this 
process was not seen anywhere else in other natric or argillic 
horizons this is taken to show this soil as "older" than those soils 
found with natric horizons elsewhere. (A step further in the soil 
development process) 
If the particle size distribution figures are corrected to 
bring the B and C horizons to about the same clay content as down be-
low by using the factor 7'2 , these figures are obtained:-
Profile 145 Profile 82 
B2 (xJ'2) c B2 (xJ'2) ,., v 
c. sand % 33.3 30. 7 37.5 37.9 
M. sand % 9. 0 9.4 14.4 16.5 
fi.sand % 28.2 24.8 25.2 24.3 
Silt % 22.5 23.5 6.0 14.1 
Clay % 17 .0 15-4 17.1 7.1 
Silt + Clay ../ °fl' 39.5 38.9 23.1 21.2 
As has been pointed out previously the silt figures are high 
due to cementation so that ail t + clay figures are a better indication 
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of presence or lack of lithological discontinuities. From the 
~· 
figuz·es above it can be seen that there is no definite disconR.1 ty 
in particle size distributions between B and C horizons. The greater 
clay content of the natric is therefore attributed entirely to illu-
via tion of clay from the A and to weathering of the felspars origi-
nally present in the B to :form clays. 
As is noI"U1al with most soils where the C is sir.:ilar to the 
parent material fron! which the B was formed, the C is less weathered 
than the B. Abnorinally however the transition from B to C is abrupt 
and smooth showing the C (the duriFan) to be ~ soil horizon and not 
a relict land feature from which the soil has formed as could be 
suggested. The duripa;i decreases in degree of cementation with depth 
also showing it is not at present weathering and is more probably in 
a state of forwation in places. 
In the bottomland west of Paardeberg between Welgeu;eend and 
Doornfontein where the lowering of the stream has not kept pace with 
the lowering of base levels elsewhere a member of Botrivier series 
was found with a duripan thin and weak enough to auger through, a 
strong water table which rose two feet up this auger hole was 
encountered below the duripQP (a winter observation). This water 
table is considered to be a significant feature of genesis of Bot-
rivier. 
From the abovenamed arguments as well as studies on distri-
bution of Botrivier and its associated soils its genesis is hypo-
thesised below. 
Botrivi(';sl' has formed fron1 a granitic alluvium rich in fel-
spa.rs. In fairly level positions receiving runoff with salts a natric 
horizon formed overlying a gleyed C. This soil probably was similar 
to profile 142, a soil found in association with Botrivier, in which 
the water t~ble still p0rsists in the C. 
With the lowering of the base level and consequently of the 
we1.ter table; under influence of the hig.h sodium content of the C, clay 
destruction took place. The silica released by this clay destruction 
cercented the C, probably being aided by the small amount of silica 
present in the ground waters leached out of the weathering granites. 
This cementa tion of the C prese"ed it in the sau:e unweathered stage 
it had been in when gleyed, since it was so dense moreover, anaerohic 
conditions persisted so that gley colours were retained. (it is 
possible the light chromas are as a result of destruction of clay 
coatings on sand grains so that colour·s are basically those of the 
primary sand particles). At the same time leaching of salts and 
clay out of the A into the B continued, clay moving chiefly in the 
dispersed state under the influence of high sodium (and magnesium) 
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PROFILE No. 
LOCATION 
SITE 
ELEVATION 
PARENT MATERIAL 
Horizon 
IIIC g 
W.T. 
Depth 
inches 
0-8 
8-26 
26-32 
32-43 
43-60 
60 plus 
142 
Lat• 30°34' Long. 78°51' on farm Botriviersvlei 
Broad alluvial plain 0-1% slope 
500 ft. 
Alluvium 
6 lOYR/1 grey loamy coarse sand; loose, apedal; 
gradual trans.i tion. 
10YR~1 light grey (N7/01t.Gr.Dry) loamy coarse 
sand; soft to slight hard, apedal; clear transi-
tion. 
10YR2;1 black clay; firm, weak blocky tending to 
prismatic moist; gradual transition. 
5Y1'1 grey sandy clay; slightly firm weak blocky; 
weak distinct olive mottles, moderately developed 
dark grey ·clay skins; clear transition. 
5G1'1 greenish grey gravelly clay, few distinct 
olive mottles increasing to many with depth; 
firm, weak to moderate medium wedge shaped; many 
nearly vertical slickensides/pressure faces; 
frequent fine sub-angular quartz gravel. 
The water table is actually at 24 11 as evidence,d 
by a previous pit sited near this in which after 
three days of being dug water was found to 
within 24" of the surface. 
r 
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content on the exchange positions. A stage having been reached in 
the upper part of the B that· the clay was largely sodium (and mag-
ne.sium) saturated the clay became unstable, its destruction resulting 
in formation of fine albic tonguing. It is possible that silica re-
leased by this-destruction was leached into the C thus causing the 
upper C to be morecemented than the lower part. The formation of 
the duripanishowever seen as chiefly caused by the presence of 
gradual lowering of the water table, a feature essential to its for-
mation since if the duri:pah formed by leaching from above its very 
dense nature woU'ld preclude it from forming to any great depth (once 
formed, little further passage of water is possible through it.) As 
the water table descended ce~entation of the material left dry behind 
it took place. Simultaneously with the lowering of the base level, 
the stream began cutting into, and removing the bottomland soil in 
places and depositing alluvium in other places resulting in the com-
plex pattern of soils found in these valleys. As down-cutting pre-
ceded remnants of Botrivier were left as benches along the streams 
often in most unlikely positions for the occurence of a bottomland 
soil. High up in the Botriv-ie~-La Rhine water shed is for example 
an individual of Botrivier series about 20 ft. above the alluvial 
organic present bottomland. Often wh~t appears to be two separate 
levels are found. In the abovenamed valley for example, further 
downstream Botri vier is found as a co.mplex with young alluvium not 
more than 12 ft. above the present base level. At Dudley Vale an 
example was found on a convex topography surrounded by individuals 
on a flat topography with no apparent difference in morphology. 
Since the streams dissecting Botrivie~ are young, corre-
lations with Berg River terrace levels are rather hazardous, it would 
seem, however that Botrivier is of the same geological age as 
Daljosophat, if the bench level of Botrivier may be taken as corre-
sponding with the 20 ft. emergence. 
argid 
With a natric horizon and a duripQ.n Botrivier is a Nadur-
It is not orthic as it has no assessable calcium 
carbonates present. In older systems it would have been defined as 
a magnesium solonetz. 
Botrivier series definition 
A1 coarser textured than fine sandy loam less than 12 inches 
thick. 
A2 Values greater than 5 and chromas less than 4 br if this 
is lacking, a thin albic horizon tonguing finely into the 
underlying B2 must conform to the colour requirements of 
the A2 An abrupt transition to the B2 _ 
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B2t A prismatic dark coloured (or light coloured with promi-
nent thick dark clay coatings on the ped surfaces - chromas 
and values of less than 4). More than 35% clay, more than 
50% (Exchangeable Na + Exchangeable fl'!g) must be fully base 
saturated or if not the underlying C must .be over saturated. 
R 60° F less than 250 ohms or conductivity greater than 
4 x 103 mmho/cm. 25°c (Sat. extract E.C.E.) 
Abrupt transition to the C 
C A duripa:1 which does not soften in HCl and does not contain 
m 
free carbonates. pH less than 7. With the colours of 
strong gley. 
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CHAPTER !V - SOIL GENESIS 
Soils are the end products of the interacti-on and expression 
of the soil forming factors:- climate, organisms and- topography; on 
the parent material over a given length of time. Of all soil forming 
factors, only time is independent of the other factors. 
Climate, tha.t is climate within the soil mantle, depends not 
only on external climate, but also on topography and type of material. 
The organisms living in the soil mantle vary according to the climate 
----of the material as well as the nature of the material. Topography re-
sul~s from the erodirtg force of external climate over a given time 
acting on the parent material and parent surface. Parent materials 
of soils are themselves the end products of the forces of erosion 
climate and organisms on the parent rock over a given time. 
The writer concurs with de Villiers (1962) that soils are 
the end products of soil forming factors at present operating, on the 
parent material. If one factor is changed the soil, being no longer 
in equilibrium with soil forming factors, must necessarily change. 
Time, as a soil forming factor, is important only in so far as it 
takes time for the soil to reach equilibrium with soil forming factors. 
;1 
Once equilibrium is reached, time no longer influences soil formation 
as long as the other factors remain constant.(In time the other factors 
do change - topography and therefore soil climate tends tow<:Hds an 
equilibrium with eroding forces and thus changes with time until 
equilibrium is reached.) 
Soils on those land-surfaces unaffected by events of the 
Pleistocene are presumed to be in equilibrium with their environment. 
Those soils on surfaces affected by the Pleistocene are largely also 
in equilibrium with environment or tending towards equilibrium. Only 
in those affected by events in recent times, is time considered an 
important soil forming factor. 
Few instances were encountered where changes in topography 
resulted in soil differences without an accompanying change in parent 
material. This is to be expected in young landscapes and i·n semi-arid 
climates - only on well formed pediment slopes where there is a uni-
formity of parent materials do pure topographic (catenary) effects 
evidence themselves, such slopes are absent in the Western Province. 
Examples do occur where soil morphology is affected by topographic 
position. 
The differences between Langvlei and the narrow colluvial 
valley soils (profile 24) i.e. of accumulation of salts in the solum 
and of gleying in the C; are directly attribu~ed to topographic 
effects. Langvlei occurs in flat bottomland positions whi.ch are 
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inherently poorly drained, while the colluvial valley soils occur in 
weakly formed bottomland positions with steeper slopes - positions in 
which accumulating waters rapidly drain away into the bottomlands. 
The gleying in the B and C of Swellengift is the result of 
the flat topography in which it is found. Excess water in the Swellen-
gift landscape drains away very slowly due to the flat topography with 
the result that anaerobic conditions persist in the B and C of 
Swellengift for, at the least, the whole rainy season. 
In the area studied, parent material is the most important 
soil forming factor. This is to be expected since little climatic 
variation within areas of homogenous parent materials occured, the 
higher rainfall being limited to the granites, and the low rainfall 
to the sedimentary rock areas. 
Parent material as a soil forming factor 
Parent material is the material in which the soil was formed. 
The underlying rock is not the parent material of the soil and nor·is 
the rock from which the materials originate. Discordia, Windmeul and 
Paardeberg all formed in granite-derived materials; these materials 
differed vastly from each other, however. 
The intensity of climatic soil forming factors - weathering 
and leaching is low under the conditions pertaining in the area. The 
nature of the soils are thus closely correLi.ted with the nature of 
their parent materials. Swartland is derived from the salt-rich Mal-
mesbury graywackes, so is itself salt-rich. Swellengift, formed from 
the leached Klipheuwel sediments, is acid. In the phyllites and 
schists, the salts in the Malmesbury sediments have been recrystallised 
during metamorphism with other constituents to form new minerals. 
Kanonkop and Zwartfontein, soils formed from the metarwrphic rocks, 
are acid soils because their parent mat~rials contain no free salts 
(salts which are released pyphysical weathering alone). 
The presence of discontinuities in lithology of the parent 
material of all the main soils in the area complicates the elucidation 
of leaching patterns. It seems that sodium and magnesium are the only 
cations to be moved to any extent. 
Low weathering intensity encountered in the area is indicated 
by the presence of illite even in the upper colluvial horizons of 
Swartland and the presence.of felspars in the clay fraction of Kanonkop 
and Zwartfontein. The clay minerals in Swartland are mainly inherited 
as such from the parent material. In Xanonkop and Zwartfontein clay 
minerals are formed by the alteration of the primary micaceous 
minerals (sericite and chlorite) •. The presence of only rudimentary 
soil formation in both of these soils is attributed to the fact that 
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the schists and phyllites are less prone to physical weathering'',t,han 
are the graywackes - in Swartland physical weathering can liberate 
clays but in the metamorphic rocks only chemical alteration results 
in clay mineral formation. 
The nature of the parent material as an important soil 
forming factor is most significant in the granite areas. Two basic 
types of material are encountered, viz. young poorly weathered 
material and highly weathered (lateritic/oxic/ferralitic) material. 
The highly weathered material (see Discordia series) is thought to 
be a relict of the Tertiary period. 
During the Tertiary period, under weathering conditions more 
intense that at present prevailing, the granites were deeply and strong-
ly weathered. This weathering took place in all probability on a 
flatter surface than that on which the material occurs today. Under 
the high rainfall necessary to. produce lateritic weathering, the 
material could only have accumulated to the depths it occurs at on a 
gently sloping surface. As pointed out by de Villiers (1962) there 
' 
is an interaction between topography (steepness of slope), rainfall 
and the depth to which weathering products may accumulate in equili-
brium with that slope and rainfall. Weathering of the material ex-
posed on the Tertiary surface produced a sesquioxide rich kaolinitic 
lcay. Almost all of the primary silicate and micaceous minerals in 
this material are weathered to clay and sesquioxides; most of the 
by-products have been leached out. In places this material on 
exposure has hardened irreversably in its upper regions. 
Physical weathering of this hardened material on exposure 
i 
has liberated clay and sesquioxides to produce an oxic soil - Dis-
cordia. Where a young coarse granite drift overlies the pre-
/ 
weathered material, it has not broken up and Windmeul series has 
formed. Where a similar young granitic drift overlies weathered 
granite (with granite structure prcminent) Paardeberg series is 
found. 
Differences in the state of division into.fine particles 
of their parent materials has been the major influence in causing 
the resultant. morphological differences between Daljosophat and Lang-
vlei. This difference iri texture of the parent materials is the re-
sult of different modes of deposition. The parent 1Haterial of Lang-
'vlei has not been transported far, is a mixture of colluvial and 
alluvial debris. raljosophat has formed in a river deposited clay, 
of the same origin as Langvlei but brok~n up into primary particles 
by the mechanical action of the river. 
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Zonali ty - the major soil forming processe,in the area 
As .has been pointed out by many pedologists the theory of 
climatic zonality as first propagated by the Russians is notapplica- V 
ble in Africa where homogeni ty of parent material does not occur to /" 
the same extent that it does in Asia and the United States. Van der 
Merwe (1948) did apply zonal theory to South African soils. Indeed 
this is one of the few criticisms which can be directed at him. While 
professing to the zonal theory, he did not ci.dhere to it. What he 
classified in his legend were the zonal (Climatic) soils formed from 
the modal parent material. Soils which formed on parent materials 
other than the modal parent material, as envisaged by him~were rele-
gated to the intrazonal order. Van der Merwe failed to recognise 
that there exist climatic zonal soils for each and every parent ;x 1 
material. In the area studied, for example, Zwartland is zonal on 
the salt rich Malmesbury graywackes and Kanonkop on the more acid 
less argillaceous phyllites. 
The zonal soil in the area studied formed -in argillaceous 
materials is an argid. Depending on the base status of the parent 
material either a natrargid or a haplargid will form. 
Slabber (1945) and van der Merwe (1941) both put the soils 
into the podsolic soil group on the basis of the light textured and 
light coloured A and heavy dark coloured B horizons. Van der Merwe 
considered the soils truncated podsolic soils. Loxton (February, 
1962) has called the soils "Noncalcic brown soils of the S.W.Cape". 
These soils have a weak horizon development, active lateral eluviation 
of clay, weak illuviation into the B and kaolinite as the dominant 
clay mineral. Loxton 1 s classification was be:. sed largely on van der 
Merwe's. Va.n der Merwe recognised no.difference between soils in 
the South Western Coastal Belt (Boland} ~n<l'.'.··the Southern Coastal 
Belt (South Western Districts-Swellendam-Caiedon). In the area 
studied lessivage processes are strong, and kaolinite and illite are 
the dominant clay minerals. The reason for poor horizon differentia-
tion often being encountered is the youth of the landscape not weak 
illuviation into the B. 
It would appear that under similar annual precipitations 
similar soils form from similar parent materials whether in a winter 
rainfall or a summer rainfall area. Milkwood Kraal defined by 
Beater in Natal derived from Ecca shales appear~ analogous to Swart-
land 
On the formation of heuweltjies in the area 
In the area there occur, isolated mounds from one to five 
feet higher than the surrounding soils and 15 ft to 16 ft in diameter. 
While they are relatively rare in occurrence here~ they are of interest 
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considering their abundance north of Malmesbur;y and especially in the 
Piquetberg area. 
These mounds or "heuweltjies" ("heuwels") as they are known 
differ from those to the North by the absence of a lime pan parallel 
to the surface of the mound. During the coarse of the survey, pits 
were dug in a ·number of them. . They al'e normally dark in colour 
( chromas and values less than 3), organic rich and of rr.l>re or less 
uniform texture to a depth of 4 ft. in shales to 9 ft in sand deposits 
over shales. They have higher pH values and finer textures than the 
surrounding soils where the latter are acid ahdlor sandy. 
Van der Merwe (1941) states "there is no doubt whatsoever 
that these mounds (in the Stellenbosch area) are of a. different origin 
to those occurring in the drier regions - Malmesbury •• Districts". 
The writer can not ae,;ree. There seems no reason why the same 
mechanism can not be apr1lied to the formation of both types of mounds 
although they differ morphologically. 
Of the heuweltjies in the Stellenbosch area van der Merwe 
states that "'11he consensus of opinicn is that two factors - trees and 
ants - a.re responsible for the formation of these mounds". The trees 
are believed to ca.tdh up dust in the air thus building the niound. 
The ants incorporate organic matter in the soil mass. 
Those tost pits made in heuweltjies in the area surveyei 
ha.ve the following factors in common - (a) a remarkable absence of 
stones in the upper five feet notwithstanding the presence of stone 
lines and gravel in the surrounding soils; (b) a remarkable uni-
formity of texture usually to over six feet although surrounding soils 
have well developed ~extural B horizons; (c) accumulations of salts 
of calcium and of organic matter (the organic matter being well mixed 
with the soil); (d.) termite channels and, in those mounds still in-
habited, funeus gardens. 
The heuweltjies are believed to be formed by termites (rys-
miere). These termites are not of the mound building type but of the 
subterranean ty~e. In building their underground home these termites 
must remove soil particles in order to form chann~ls. The particles 
'L:t'e carried from the lower part of the soil into the upper .part or onto 
the sur·f<:ice. J3y the continual building and rebuilding of the channels 
the soil mass is eventually well mixed. This explains why in sandy 
areas - sand on clay - the heuweltjie has a much finer texture in the 
surface horizon than the surrounding soils but in the heavier textured 
soils there is not much difference between texture of the heuweltjie 
and that of the surrounding soils. During their channelling termites 
undermine gravel particles which ere lowered by gravitation to nea.r 
the lower extrerni ty of the termite ,,,ctivi ty. Particles 2 mm and 
smaller in diameter are carried upwards by the termi tee;. The cocHser 
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materials probably are deposited away from the mound and the 
fine materials are <A.sed to build the walls of the charn1els. 
In the area studied, the highest heuweltjies were encountered 
in sandy materials. In the Malmesbury shale areas thev are only 
slightly higher than the surrounding soils. In order to build the 
walls of the channels, fine rna.teria.ls are esser1tial. In sands the 
terrni tes must thus extend their actiyi ties cJeeper in order to :pro-
cur.e these fine particles than in the sha.le areas where fine par·ticles 
are :present in the surface horizons, (Fine materials froir: the sides) 
During digestion of soil particles and their cementation as 
channel walls the termite secr-::~tes calcium carbonates thus increasing 
the pH of the medium. The calcium in all probability~ derived 
from the underlying sediments. Du Toit (1939) with regard to the 
heuwel tj ies in the Malmesbury Piquetberg· area states that they G.re 
associated with the occurrence of limestones. For the production of 
fungus gardens in the termitaria, a nearly neutr&l pH is essential. 
It is therefore to be expected that where there is no source of cal-
ciun the .termites can not thrive and where there is abundant calcium 
present so will more migratory termites (flying ants) be able to p·o-
duce termi taria. 
Undoubtedly another source of cations is the digested re:. 
rr;ains of organic niatter. In the course of a decade many tons of 
organic ma.tter must be carried into the terrr:i i ad.;-;. - each worker ter-
mite on the collecting routine carries roughly his own weight in or-
ga.nic 1n;:·terial with each trip he makes. This is ·v:here.the higher 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potash content of the heuweltjies as recorded 
b;y Juri tz (1qo1 ) ' comes from. 
Acceptinc:; the fact that termite clui.nnels occur in all heu-
wel tj ies in the area covered in this stud.-r, it had been svggested tha.t 
the termites are secondary features and not the cause of the heuweltjie 
This would be a remarkable coincidence. The questions "Where is the 
material whjch has been ren;oved from termite channels, o.nd what of the 
expansion which n;ust occur frow the lowering of the bulk density of 
the soil by termite action?" can not be ansv1ered except by accepting 
fully the idea that termjtes are responsible for the heuweltjies in 
this area. 
Tc retur·n to van der Merwe' s idea of a separate aper& ting' 
mechanism for heuweltjies in the dry areas (he includes Malmesbury in 
this dry group) all pits exa.m::ned in heuweltjies in this area had ter-
mite channels evident, none had a lime pan. A heuweltjie in granitic 
material 3 miles from Ivialmesbury had no lime pan nor djd one on the 
farm Ongegund in the shales, notwithstanding the lower rainfall. The 
absence of lime pans in heuweltjies in tbis area is ascribed by the 
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author to the absence of limestones in the underly:i,.rig rock, i.e. the 
lower calcium content of all rocks in this area than of those in 
Piquetbergwhere lime parts are found in the heuweltjies. 
The writer believes the lime pan in the heuweltjies to the 
north to be caused by capillary' movement of water carrying lime up-
wards into the hetiweltjie where it is deposited parallel to the sur-
face of the mound. 
Near Rocklands just o.utside the area surveyed, there occur 
soils, resembling Swartl~nd, with carbonates in the profile. These 
carbonates are inherited from the parent material. Here a mound with 
lime accumula ti.on was seen (but no pit was dug). If in similar soils 
both type of heuwel is encountered with underlying rock being the 
only difference, the lime pan must clearly be related to the rock and 
if termites formed the one type of heuwel it is reasonable to expect 
1:-\..<i. 
the lime pan to be "secondary feature. 
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Chapter V - A PHILOSOPHY ON SYS'l'EMATICS 
Pedology is a young science, it has not rea,ched the ms_turity 
of Zoology Botany or Physics nor the senility of :pure Chemistry. The 
Chemist knows what compounds are possible and what their properties 
will be if they be made. The Zoologist and Botanist know where new 
en ti ties when found would fit in their systems of cle.ssification, they 
of 
do not know the propertie~~these unfound entities. The soil syste-
matist however, not onl;l does not know what new soils await to be dis-
covered; he would not be a.ble to classify them into hig·her categories 
"for the simple reason that there is no classification into which any 
soil rr.a.y fit comfortably. In chemistry J\Jendel~e af recognised and 
predicted the properties of gallium, scandium and germanium in his 
classification of the elements even before they were discovered. 
There do exist old soil classification systems into which 
any soil may t)e forced, the categories are however meaningless. To 
make the plight of the ac.:.demically minded soil systematist worse, 
there is no internationally accepted. cl2,ssification system for soils. 
Classification systems used, other than in the United States, are 
often a conglomeration of misndmers. Terms such as lateritic, 
1odsolic, pseudoroisalic, lateritic-rodselic! etc. are commonly 
used in the same systems with the terms ferralitic or oxisolic. 
Within the last sixty years the meaning of some of these words have 
.becon;e so warped that only the user and his intimate colleagues know 
to what he is referring. :Dur:;ng the 1965 international soils confe-
rence the argument arose as to what was a podeol. If a pod.fol is 
so ill-defined as to result in confusion, ponder what the addition 
of the suffix -ic may result in - Podsolic - pod.sol-like. To go a 
step further add the prefix pseudo - . Pseudo-:podsolic means a 
"sham podsol-like" soil. A pseudopodsolic soil rescmb.les a podsolic 
soil but isn't ane genetically; a podsolic soil resembles a podsol (in 
some vague manner) but isn't one; and now the systematists are up in 
-arms as to the meanin~ of the basic term - podsol. A most unhappy 
state of affairs. 
Probably this state of affairs would never have resulted 
had soils been classified instead of soil-forming processes. To the 
writer's way of thinking it is only logical to start a subject at 
the beginning. If it is soils which are to be classified then the 
classification must start with the soil individual as studied by 
means of the pedon. The individuals are classified into series; the 
series into families; families into subgroups and so on, up to the 
order level. The botanist and zoologist have only recently begun 
using genetic factors in theirclassifications. Why must the soil 
systematist be different? Admittedly it is easier to start at the 
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top and work down, but this results in artificial classification - one 
not based on the lower categories which are after all the most important 
they carry the most accessory information about the entity classified. 
Regarding the approach to building up a classification system 
in soil science there are two schools of thought. The European school 
starts building the church steeple, descends the bell tower to the 
chapel when the structure starts toppling over for it has no founda-
tions. The Americans however have discarded the old unstable structure 
for a new one based on what the system intends to classify, viz. soils 
(u.s.D.A. 1960) The Americans are more fortunate than their Euro-
pean counterparts in having a wealth of data concerning their lower 
categoriEs - the foundation of soil classification; yet the Europea:ra 
school in its stubbornness can not see that the foundation must be in 
the lower categories and that therefore by abandoning their old 
structure and working together with the Americans they will both gain 
tremendously. 
The question of applicability of the 7th approximation to 
soils inJSouth Africa is commonly raised. It has been found wanting 
particularly in the oxis:ol and vertis:ol orders and. in separating 
alfiiools from ul tis,ols. (de .Villiers 1962; de Villiers and Loxton 
1963; and Loxton 1962). What then is South Africa's contribution to 
to soil systematics. The writer wighes to state quite emphatically 
that South Africa can as yet contribute very little to the interna-
tional field of systematics. Until we have studied our soil series 
we can not hope to make any contribution. It is pathetic to see 
each debutante soil systematic section throughout the world producing 
their own great group classification - their proud contribution to 
soil science. On what are these classifications based? Often based 
on reconnaissance surveys at scales of 1:106 or longer, these 
classifications are truly map legends - if the classes are undefined 
and it is now known what soil series they include they cannot be 
grouped and called a classification. 
South Africa's contribution to international soil systematics 
can be in one direction only viz. to study her own soils at the series 
level. When we know enough of our series we may contribute to one of 
the existing classification systems our knowledge and our criticism. 
The obvious system; which we, in helping will in turn be helped by; 
is that of the Americans. To quote Loxton (1962) "the 7th approxima-
tion ••.• seems to offer the greatest promise for a natural system of 
classification. The principles of the scheme have a logical sound-
ness, and with modifications and improvements •.• the system should 
find a permanent place in South Africa." 
The greatest advantage of the 7th Approximation is that un-
like older systems, it is open to changes with advance in knowledge 
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to quote the U.S.D.A.: "It has been said:"classification is the mirror, 
in which the present condition of science is reflected; a series of 
classifications reflect the phases of its development~'" The European 
school of soil classification could well ponder over this philosophy 
asking themselves how far their classification has advanced in the 
last half-century,drawing parralel conclusions as to the condition of 
their science. 
Some problems in soil classification 
In nearly all of the soils studied in the area surveyed, 
clay movement had taken·place to the extent that cla.y skins were evi-
dent in the B and/or C horizons. Where there are clay skins in the 
B2 , as in most soils described, the problem of whether the B2 is 
argillic or not is confused by the presence of lithological discon-
tinuities between the A and B horizons. 
In Swartland for example the C horizon often has clay skins 
as well developed as, or even better developed than, the B2 .'The C 
would never be considered anything but a C because of the presence of 
rock structure in it. The essential feature of Swartland, is that 
the parent rock has become sufficiently weathered to allow formation 
of soil structure. Carbonates, if present in the parent rock are 
still present in the B. Salts present in the parent rock have not 
significantly been leached from the B to the C. Weathering has been 
mainly physical, so liberating clays present in the parent rock. 
Swartland has, however well developed clay skins on ped surfaces 
(chiefly on vert~cal but also on horizontal surfaces). The matrix 
appears to have no illuvial clay - it is very dense so poz:es are too 
fine to be studied with a hand lens - cross section microscopic 
studies may show clay skins in the pores. The writer does not believe 
sufficient clay movement has taken place into the B for it to be natric, 
yet there are sufficient clay skins and the base status is sufficient 
to warrant definition as natric. Were the lithological discontinuity 
absent between the A and the B, the B might be designated cambic on 
the basis of not having sufficient illuvial clay to be natric. 
In Daljosophat a similar problem was encountered. Here the 
problem was exaggerated b;y the expansion of the clays causing shiny ped 
surfaces which under a hand lens could nbt be truly identified as illu-
vial clay coating nor as pressure faces. In Daljosophat - a deep 
deposit of illi tic clay, tending to weakly montrrnrilloni tic at depth 
no clear differentiation between B and C horizons could be found.· Due 
to the nature.of the parent material, soil structure was present to 6 
ft. and deeper. In Daljosophat then too, the B is essentially a cambic 
B, but the presence of illuvial clay (here presumed present) below a 
lithological discontinuit,y could cause it to be designated·argillic 
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' In both: Swartland and Daljosophat microscopic study of thin 
sections would answer the prob~em. In this field no work has as yet 
been done in South Africa - a need sorely felt - all microscopic work 
on soils to date has been mineralogical. 
In Katarra another problem concerning horizon designation 
was encountered. The deep and shallow phases of ~ should be 
separated at the series level. In fact the two depth extremes do not 
fall into the same great group. The problem is where to draw the line 
between the two. The separation into phases was done to avoid the 
problem - the gene tic implications of varying sarid depths was ignored 
in classification. 
In binary materials such as ~a~~~, clay skins are found in 
the horizon irnmedio.tely underlying the discontinui t;y. Thus the arti-
ficial condition results that if the pedon is studied to a depth of 
4 ft. it may be defined as an A1-c profile, whereas if it is studied 
to 6 ft. it becomes an A1 , A21 , A22 ..• IIB21 t •.•. C profile. A B21 t 
at 3 ft. must have greater genetic implicatiors th.an one at 6 ft. and 
at 10 ft. few people would call it a B horizon. No one seems to have 
defined the dept.h of A material 11ossible before the underlying material 
is designated Ct rather than B2t. Loxton (1962) also avoided the pro-
blem by defining a deep sand variant of Kroonstad series. 
Further, more intensive ::itudies of ~will be necessary ~ · 
to be able to define the two soil series involved. The one rlefined 
as Katarra in this study is the shallow member. The ''deep phase" was 
not studied in sufficient detail to enable definition of a separate 
series. 
The application of the 7th approximation to the soil series defined 
The fifteen soil series have been placed in the 7th approxi-
mation. In some cases problems othd' than those mentioned above were 
encountered. Since these problems were largely due to w00.knesses in-
herent in the classification system it is as well to state them. These 
weaknesses have been pointed out before by de Villiers (1962); de 
Villiers a.nd Loxton (1963) and Loxton (1962). 
Swartland is essentially an argid. Yet if the key is used 
it is possible to place it in the Ustalfs. As pointed out by De 
Villiers and I,oxton (1963) 1 to separate Argids and Ustalfs, ~ong-term 
direct moisture tension studies are needed. Even were these figures 
available, the ambiguity of the limits set would lead to difficulties. 
Argids are defined in part as soils which most of the time 
are dry unless irrigated; the soil and not just the solum must be dry 
for the most part the substratum below the soil is dry. Ustalfs are 
are usually. moist in some part of the solum but have periods in excess 
of 3 months when some part or all of the solum is dry. Apparently ar-
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gids are dry for more 't;han six months a year. 
As has been pointed out, (Chapter 3), Swart1and series is 
drier when cropped to wheat than when fallow ploughed. The length 
of the dry period is thought to vary between 4 months for the fallow 
ploughed soils and 6 to 7 months for the members cropped to wheat. 
The soil order therefore changes from season to season. Long term 
means would be essential in assessing Swartland's moisture regime. 
While the writer concurs that the idea behind the separa-
tion on the basis of moisture regiL:e is a good one, it does not seem 
a valid differentiating characteristic in practice.rt is even possible 
eg. Langvlei series, to separate two members of the same series at 
the order level using moisture regimes <>.>:; differentia. (Here it was 
position in landscape which caused one profile to be wetter than the 
other - the surmise of difference in wetness being based on morpho-
logy.) 
An anomaly occasionally encountered in coarse sands is the 
presence of clay lamellae in some pedons and not in G>thers of the same 
series in the same individual. Since the presence of lamellae in 
psamments separates sub-groups, it is felt that the total thickness 
of laJJellae differentiating at this level should be defined. The 
lamellae ~:tudied in this area have always ·been thin, the total thick-
ness never exc~eds 1 cm. The fact al~o, that lamellae in Katarra 
have been found in the A2, shows that, unless they occur close toget-
her with a considerable total thickness (even if not sufficient to 
be argillic) they have little genetic significance. 
The preweathered material in Windmeul, as has been pointed 
out previously, poses a problem not only in horizon designation but 
also in classificatinn. C material is defined amongst other proper-
ties as "material relatively little affected by pedogenic processes .• 
modified~ weathering outside the zone of biological activity, .• or 
by cementation •• by iron. These alter&tions include chemical 
weathering deep in the soil. Some soils a:re presumed to have developed 
in materials already highly weathered, and such weathered materials 
that do not meet requirements for A or B is considered C". ( Q,uotation 
U.S.D.A. May, 1962). A cambic B horizon is defined as an altered 
subsurface horizon. To quote U.S.D.A. August, 1962: "Soil forming pro-
cesses have changed or altered the material enough to ••• form struc-
ture of texture is suitable; to liberate some free iron oxides, to 
form silicote clays, or both; and to obliterate most evidences of 
the original rock structure." 
The definition of cambic horizons and C horizons overlap 
each other when applied to old highly-weathered materials. Had the 
material in Windmeul's subsurface weathered under the present erosion 
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cycle it would unhesitatingly be defined as a cambic horizon. Since 
it is presumed to be relict of a ~revious erosion cycle it is possible 
to define it either as a canibic horizon or as C material, i.e. the 
strongly weathered material does not belong in the solum but is a 
landscape feature, now parent material of the new soil. The anomaly 
is that the major difference between C material and cambic material is 
one of genesis. If weathering has taken place to form clays within 
the zone of biotic activity the horizon is cambic if outside the zone 
of biotic activity it is C material. This problem is essentially the 
same as that encountered in Daljosophat in demarcating the boundary 
between the B and C horizons where both are equally strongly structured 
(caused by the nature of the parent ma t.e:rial). 
With regards to the definition of oxic horizons, it is felt 
that the limit on felspar percentage set at 1% is too low especially 
in dealing with soils whose parent materials have high felspar con-
tents. The parent material of Dis.cordia is a highly weathered granitic 
material. Only kaolinite is found in the clay fraction, structure and 
consistence are that of oxis ols, ca ti on exchange capacity of the clay 
is very low yet there are often more than l~ felspars in the finer 
sand fraction. Felspar percentage prob~bly never exceeds 5% in Dis-
cordia (In profile 112 felspar percentage va.ries between O;Yc'· and 3% in 
the finer fractions being absent in the coarse sand fraction). For 
granites to weather as far as they have in forming Discordia would take 
much more drastic weathering conditions than is needed to weather a 
sandstone to the same stage. Perhaps to set the limit at 5% for soils 
from rocks with more than 5o% felspars, 2% of those with 25% to 50% 
felspars and 1%· for those with less than 25% felspars would be a better 
limit for diagnosing oxic horizons on felspar content. This would how-
however result in confusion when dealing with soils formed in mixed 
drift materials as well as in cases such as the one in point, where 
ferralitic weathering formed the parent material of the soil and not 
tne soil (i.e. on old land surfaces). Here the parent material is very 
low in felspar content compared with the parent rock and ferralitic 
weathering no longer takes place. 
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SUMMARY 
A systematic soil survey of the areawas carried out 
following the basic methods advanced by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture in their "Soil Survey Manual 11 • Fifteen soil 
series were defined and mapped'. 
During the soil survey the soils as well as thegeomor-
phology:of the area in which they occurred were studied. The major 
part of the area has been affected by marine planation during the 
late Tertiary and subsequently by river denudation and planation, 
so that the topography is today gently undulating with the crests 
of the undulations in the same plane. 
In most of the soils the most striking genetic process 
which has taken place is the downward movement of clay. In the 
Malmesbury graywacke areas, and in the :-i,~ttomlands, clay has moved 
under the dispersing effect of sodium and/or magnesium to produce 
Natric B horizons. On the more acid rocks, eg. Klipheuwel sand-
stones and the phyllites and schists, lessivage processes are not 
as strong, argillic B horizons are however to be found. 
Parent material and geomorphological history.,were found 
to influence soil formation more strongly than other soil forming 
factors. An oxisol-Discordia series - was found to have developed 
from laterised granite of Miocene age. The soil which developed 
from granite not preweathered.~. Paardeberg series - showed only 
weak soil development. Preweathering within the area has not 
affected the soils formed from the sedimentary rocks. The formation 
of the duripan in Botrivier series is attributed directly to the 
geomorphological changes in the area in which it is found. Here the 
lowering of the water table present in the C has allowed clay de-
struction under the influence of a high pH to release silica which 
has cemented the original Cg to form a duripan. 
The most widely distributed soils in the area are Swart-
land series and Kanonkop series. Swartland, formed fro1:1 Malmesbury 
graywackes, has a natric B which is saline and often alkaline. 
Kanonkop, formed from Malmesbury phyllites, has a weakly formed 
argillic B. 
Of the fifteen series described only five could be recom-
mended for extensive irrigation. These 'series, viz. Discordia, Wind-
meul, Fernwood, Ofazi and Maputa all occur mainly around the two 
mountains Paardeberg and Paarlberg. These are also the only soils 
which are at present irrigated to any great extent. 
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\ \ In fitting the soils into the 7th Approximation classifi-
\ cation system the la.ck of long term moisture tension curves was 
\ 
'(elt. From superficial observations; it would a.ppear that the 
~eparation of orders on the basis of moisture tension, can result 
\ 
ip the ambiguity that a soil may change its order according to its 
' 
stage in the crop rotation, eg. Swartland series. 
i 
In soils with cambic B horizons, viz. Daljosophat and 
Windmeul series; the ~xtent of the solum as it is defined in the 
7th Approximation was found to be arbitrary. The difference be-
tween a cambic B and C material becomes ambiguous when dealing 
with preweathered parent materials. 
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Appendix 1: Analytical methods and analysists 
Particle size distribution 
Analyst 
Method 
Mrs. A.M. Odendaal 
Pipette method as set out in "Analytical Methods 
Division. of Chemical Services 1955 with slight 
modifications in sampling times. 
Exchangeable cations and exchange capacity 
Ana:lyst 
Method 
Miss I. Sichel assisted by Mr. L. Oosthuizen 
Modified from the basic method generally used as 
set out in "Soil Chemical Analysis" M.L. Jackson 
1958. Soil is leached with N NH4Cl (pH 7.0); 
excess NH4c1 removed with 80% EtOH and soil 
leached with to HCJ,.. The HCl leachate is used to 
determine C.E.C. by determining NH~ by the 
Kjeldahl method. Na + K are determined in the 
NH4c1 leachate by means of an Eel Flame photo-
meter, and Ca and N.ig by the versenate method. 
Saturation extract soluble cations 
Analyst : Miss I. Sichel assisted by ¥~. L. Oosthuizen 
Method As described in "Diagnosis and improvement of 
saline and alkali Soils". Agric. Handbook No.60 
U. S.D. A., 1954· Cations determined as per ex-
changeable cations. 
Carbon and Nitrogen percentages 
Analyst : Miss I. Sichel assisted by Mr. L. Oosthuizen 
Carbon Method 
Nitrogen Method 
Modified Walkley-Black method using K2cr2o7 and 
Feso4.(NH4). so4 with barium diphenylamine sul-
phate as an i.ndication. 
Modified Kjeldahl method using salicylic acid . 
and K2so4+ HgO for digestion. NaOH with Na2s 2o3 
(to reduce the mercury) i? added to release the 
ammonia. 
pH, Resistance and Free Carbonates 
Analyst 
Methods 
Mrs. A.M. Odendaal 
pH by Beckman glass electrode pH meter on water 
saturated paste. 
Resistance by means of an Ohm meter with buzzer 
and soil paste cup on the saturated soil paste. 
Free carbonates by means of a Collins calcimeter. 
(Reference : J. Soc. Chem. Ind. Vol; 25,1906,p.521.) 
, 
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Clay mineral analysis 
Analysts: Physical .Chemistry Section, Soils Research 
Institute under Dr. C.F.S. van der Walt 
Method 
Sesquioxide analysis 
Analyst 
.Method 
Free iron 
Analyst 
Method 
Infiltrorr.eter stu~ies 
X-ray diffraction method 
Mr. E.C. Haumann 
Na2co3 fusion method 
Mr. F. de Wet 
A combination of the methods suggested by: 
Deb B.C. in J. of Soil Sci: 1, 1950 
Mitchell and MacKenzie in Soil Sci: 77, 1954 
Soviet Soil Sci. No. 4, 1961, p. 443 
Carried out by: R.J. van der Bergh 
Method : Using a double ring infiltrometer as des:i,.gned 
by the Rhodesian dept. of Agriculture. 
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MAP. 31 Simplified Soil, Map 
. (Map at 1:50,000 being draughted) 
" 
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